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Abstract
Decision making under uncertainty has been investigated by looking for regularities due to
the application of heuristics (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974). Contemporary society demands
that we estimate numbers when making decisions, for instance, the value of an item, so
regularities in the numbers people generate could help us understand how humans deal with
unknown situations. Recent research (e.g., Burns, 2009) suggests that people could
spontaneously exhibit a stronger bias towards the smaller leading digits (e.g., 1, 2) that
approximates Benford’s law, a well-established phenomenon of the first digits aggregated
from the naturally occurring datasets. Hence, it may also represent a potential regularity in
how people produce unknown numbers. Therefore, the present study attempted to investigate
the conditions under which the first digit phenomenon might occur under uncertainty by
examining the degree of fit to Benford’s law with various forms of numerical responses, and
more importantly, testing the existing speculations of why people might present such a bias
when generating unknown values. The key elements of the designs were the statements of
numerical questions and simple visual displays for estimations. As expected, the first digit
phenomenon was stronger when generating non-arbitrary numbers, compared to the arbitrary
numbers. The critical findings were the extension of Benford’s law to the estimation tasks
with a peak of digit-5; the continued failure of the recognition hypothesis as a reliable
explanation; and the supporting evidence of the Integration Hypothesis, which emphasises
the attribute of processing multiple information for the occurrence of the first digit
phenomenon in number generation. Building on and extending the results of the previous
research conducted, the outcomes of this project can assist in understanding: 1) how
numerical responses to unknown questions inform theories of numerical cognition and
decision making, and 2) how the pattern of leading digits generated from humans might offer
implications for the practices of Benford’s law in fraud detection.
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First Digit Phenomenon in Number Generation Under Uncertainty:
Through the Lens of Benford’s Law
Increasingly, contemporary society demands that we produce numbers when making
decisions, for instance, the value of an item. Decision making under uncertainty has been
investigated by looking for regularities due to the application of heuristics (Tversky &
Kahneman, 1974). Understanding the regularities presented in numerical responses might
also guide our behaviour in problem-solving. One well-documented example is the gambler’s
fallacy (Tversky & Kahneman, 1971). By asking people to fabricate the results for a repeated
toss of a fair coin, it revealed a spontaneous misconception of randomness due to their active
avoidance of using the long streak of one outcome. In contrast, the fallacy discovered from
the “hot hand” in basketball (Gilovich, Tversky, & Vallone, 1985) showed that people
commonly expected a run to continue because of a false belief that a string of success is
representative of a larger population. The two findings, though they displayed an opposite
behaviour pattern, attempted to highlight the notion that individuals’ statistical judgement can
be strongly impaired by employing heuristics. So, investigating the pattern of the numerical
outputs generated not only helps scientists understand how the heuristics can be applied to
reduce uncertainty but also demonstrates how human beings behave distinctively compared
to natural events.
A well-established phenomenon of natural data is Benford’s law, which has been
widely adopted as a lie detector in screening potential human manipulation (Nigrini, 1992).
Table 1 lists the drainage areas of several rivers, but one column displays the values
fabricated by a random number generator. The individual who knows the regularities
presented in Benford’s law might directly figure out the first column reveals the authentic
drainage areas solely based on the frequencies of the leading digits. This law of first digits
suggests that as long as a domain is numerical, spans multiple magnitudes and has no
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assigned boundaries, the leading digits of its data should obey a monotonic decline of a
logarithm distribution where digit-1 occurs 30% of the time while digit-9 has no more than
5% of occurrence. If there is a deviation from Benford’s distribution, then it should be treated
as suspicious, because this may be evidence of human manipulation, an idea developed by
Nigrini (1992). Therefore, this tool has been incorporated into fraud detection based on an
untested assumption that the number generated from humans would not present a bias
towards the smaller leading digits.

Table 1.
A list of the real and the faked drainage area of rivers

Rivers

Real or Faked Drainage Area (km2)

Aras

102,000

223,100

Cumberland

46,830

37,860

Desna

88,900

68,590

Fraser

220,000

490,000

Kızıl River

115,000

312,000

Kolyma

644,000

982,000

Lachlan River

84,700

41,320

Lena

2,490,000

3,045,000

Madre de Dios

125,000

550,800

Northern Dvina–Sukhona

357,052

156,654

Ohio–Allegheny

490,603

617,133

Red (USA)

78,592

99,127

Rhine

185,000

298,000

Rio Grande

570,000

746,000

Zambezi

1,330,000

2,450,000

Note. One of the columns gives the true drainage areas of a river in km2 cited from Wikipedia on 4
Oct 2019. The other column contains faked data produced by Chi in 2019 with a random number
generator.
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Although the existing literature did argue that people might prefer certain digits over
others when producing a sequence of random digits, whether the first digit phenomenon is a
psychological topic has been disputed. In other words, it proposed a question, do people
exhibit a bias when producing numbers that approximates Benford’s law? Dehaene (1997)
examined why printed words indicating small numerals are more frequent than larger ones
across languages. But he dismissed the potential explanatory power of Benford’s law based
on a set of numerical selection tasks. In contrast to his claim, our project extends the evidence
of the first digit phenomenon as a psychological phenomenon with the explorations in
number production by humans.
More recent research (e.g., Burns, 2009; Diekmann, 2007) suggested that humans
could spontaneously present a bias towards the smaller first digits which approximates
Benford’s law when estimating the values, so it may also represent a regularity in how people
produce unknown numbers. However, such a bias was not consistently detected across
various forms of numerical responses, so it remained unclear why this law is sometimes
observed and sometimes not. Therefore, the present study attempted to investigate the
mechanism of number generation by primarily examining the pattern of the first digits and
their degree of fit to Benford’s distribution. We did not expect an exact fit, but our findings
might predict a general bias in the first digits. The degree of fit and the condition under which
it occurs could be informative of our mental representation of numbers and how we generate
them. Building on and extending the results of previous research, the outcomes of this project
could assist in understanding: 1) how numerical responses to unknown questions inform
theories of numerical cognition and decision making, and 2) how the study of leading digits
generated might further guide the practices of identifying data fabrication.
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CHAPTER 1: LITERATURE REVIEW
Background of Benford’s law
The origin of Benford’s law was from an intriguing phenomenon observed by an
American astronomer Simon Newcomb in 1881. He noticed that in logarithm tables, the
earlier pages (that started with one) were much more worn than the other pages, suggesting
an intensive search for the lower digits than the higher ones. In his brief publication, the
probability of occurrence of the leading digit-1 was almost one-third of the time and
progressively decreased in a monotonic trend until digit-9. This phenomenon was again
empirically reported by physicist Frank Benford (1938) from his independent observations.
Benford collected over 20,000 pieces of data from 20 different domains based on a range of
natural and social resources, such as atomic weights, entries from the mathematic booklet,
lengths of rivers, populations, and mortality rates. The aggregation of the unrelated datasets
from “natural events and in events of which a man considers himself an originator” (p.562)
revealed a close fit of the first digits of data points to a logarithmic curve (see Figure 1)
where digit-1 occurs approximately 30% of the time while digit-9 appears less than 5% of the
time. The frequency distribution of the leading digits is thus theoretically expressed as the
following function, which was later refined by Hill (1995a).
P(d) = logb(d + 1) − logbd = logb((d + 1)/d), for b ≥ 2, d∈ {1, …, b − 1}
where P(d) is the probability of leading digit d in base b.
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Figure 1. The percentage of times the natural numbers 1 to 9 are used as first digits in
numbers, as determined by 20,229 observations from Frank Benford in 1938.

This logarithmic distribution was called “the law of anomalous numbers” by Benford
(1938), but later was widely accepted as Benford’s law, or sometimes known as the first digit
phenomenon because such skewness is so robust when compared to the distributions in the
other digit places. The early reports from Newcomb and Benford both pointed out that the
differences of the frequencies of the second digits were less pronounced, and such a
difference would become negligible beyond the third digit place. When the first digit
conforms to Benford’s law, statistically, the frequencies of the n-th digit place, as n increases,
rapidly approaches a uniform distribution (i.e., 10% for each of the ten digits) (Hill, 1995b).
In other words, the probabilities of the digits collected from naturally occurring settings only
show substantial differences from the flat distribution within the first significant digits
(FSDs). Table 2 shows that the total proportions of lower leading digits 1, 2, and 3 occurred
more than 60%, revealing a strong bias towards such smaller FSDs. In addition, from Hill’s
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(1995a, 1995c) mathematical proof, this logarithmic distribution remarkably applies
regardless of scale or base of measurement. For instance, if converting Benford’s (1938) area
of rivers from miles squared to kilometers squared, it would still yield a reasonable
approximation. The pattern of the leading digits would be preserved when changing the stock
price from dollar per stock to pesos per stock. The attributes of base-invariant and scaleinvariant supported the generalisation of this law in nature due to its independence from the
units where the numbers are measured in.

Table 2.
The first, second, third and fourth digit proportions of Benford’s law
Digit

1st Digit

0

2nd Digit

3rd Digit

4th Digit

0.11968

0.10178

0.10018

1

0.30103

0.11389

0.10138

0.10014

2

0.17609

0.10882

0.10097

0.10010

3

0.12494

0.10433

0.10057

0.10006

4

0.09691

0.10031

0.10018

0.10002

5

0.07918

0.09668

0.09979

0.09998

6

0.06695

0.09337

0.09940

0.09994

7

0.05799

0.09035

0.09902

0.09990

8

0.05115

0.08757

0.09864

0.09986

9

0.04576

0.08500

0.09827

0.09982

Note. Figures were calculated by Chi in 2019 based on the function refined by Hill (1995a).
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Since Benford’s law claimed to capture the regularities in natural data, in pursuit of
such logarithmic distribution and its underlying causes, an increasing amount of empirical
studies in a variety of disciplines initiated relevant research. So far, more than 500 relevant
papers have been published in mathematics and statistics; 400 in finance and accounting; 130
in science and psychology; 90 in computer and digital science, 60 in politics and economics,
and 15 in clinical or medical settings (estimated by Chi, August 2019). Classic examples of
the first digit phenomenon were detected from financial indicators like GDP and stock
exchange data, mathematics topics like Fibonacci numbers and random matrix theory, and
the physics observations such as the full widths and the energy level of particles. It was also
interesting to know this general rule of the FSDs that works with human populations also
applied to the population of smaller organisms like bacteria (Monod, 1949). Recent literature
has accumulated evidence of how this distribution fits into contemporary social contexts. For
examples, internet traffic records (Arshadi & Jahangir, 2014), criminal rates (Hickman &
Rice, 2010), counts of friends and followers on Facebook (Golbeck, 2015), and the
psychology observations from gambling behaviour (Chou, Kong, Teo, Wang, & Zheng,
2009), brain activity (Kreuzer, Jordan, Antkowiak, Drexler, Kochs, & Schneider, 2014), and
perception (Beeli, Esslen, & Jäncke, 2007). The collective evidence gathered from the
scientists seems to ultimately validate a universal rule in terms of the leading digits produced
from naturally occurring settings. However, there are still some datasets that do not
inherently conform to such regularities. Durtschi, Hillson, and Pacini (2004) developed a
guideline of datasets for when Benford's law is not expected:
(1) numbers assigned arbitrarily (e.g., gift card number),
(2) numbers substantially influenced by external factors (e.g., the price set as $1.99,
which is below the psychological threshold),
(3) numbers bounded with build-in maximum or minimum (e.g., percentage),
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(4) numbers not free from a range of firm-specific numbers (e.g., $30 credit
recharge).
In summary, Benford’s law is a robust phenomenon describing the regularities of the
leading digits aggregated from the unrelated datasets from naturally occurring settings. The
underlying message emphasises a strong bias towards the smaller leading digits (i.e., 1, 2, 3)
and highlights a trend of monotonic decline as the first digit gets larger.

Application of Benford’s Law
As introduced, Benford’s law has been discovered to apply to many domains, what if
the observed leading digits from the naturally occurring data show a deviation from the
expected frequencies? With this question in mind, Nigrini, a research accountant, began his
journey on fraud detection with Benford’s distribution in his PhD project in 1992. He has
proved that the Benford’s law could be utilised as a test (with first two-digits) for screening
financial fraud after reviewing numerous datasets that were judged to be authentic, including
selected taxpayer data, census data, and accounts payable data.
Following on from Nigrini’s research in forensic accountancy, the practical
application of Benford’s law rapidly emerged in terms of identifying the authenticity of the
datasets by contrasting the samples from fraudulent and non-fraudulent records. Nowadays,
the use of Benford’s law has been widely incorporated into the auditing process and
accounting software packages as a lie detector (Miller, 2015). It also helps to diagnose the
potential strategies used in the election process. A more recent application of the material is
detecting if researchers are submitting falsified data. As the costs to society from incorrectly
adopting conclusions of faulty research can be high, these tests provide a valuable tool to
check the veracity of claims (Miller, 2013).
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The application of using Benford’s law as a lie detector proposed that a deviation
from Benford’s distribution should be treated as suspicious because it may be evidence of
human manipulation. However, the use of such a tool must rely on another untested premise
that invented data produced by humans generally disagrees with the Benford’s distribution
(Bolton & Hand, 2002). From the case of Nelson’s check fraud, the fabricated amounts
frequently appeared with higher FSDs, implying the first digit phenomenon was basically
against individuals’ intuition. Nevertheless, it remained unknown if people consistently
generated numbers that deviated from Benford’s distribution. A critical question for
psychologists is whether human beings could produce a bias towards smaller leading digits
that approximates Benford’s law. Or, more broadly speaking, do people show any particular
preference when producing unknown numbers?

Empirical Research on General Number Preference
In 1992, Dehaene and Mehler found that across languages words for small numbers
appeared more often than large numbers due to consistent observations of a decreasing
frequency with numerical magnitude regardless of language, culture, and notations. However,
spikes were detected with round numbers 10, 20, 50, and 100. In that regard, they proposed a
question: why are some numerals used more frequently than others? They attempted to
answer it with the theory of mental number line. They believed that the regularities of the
numerals produced in print reflected the way the human brain represents numerical
quantities. It argues that the brain represents the quantities in a logarithm scale, where the
numerical distance between any two close numbers are exponentially compressed as the
number gets larger. They found that people took more time to determine 9 is larger than 8,
compared to the response time of the comparison between 1 and 2, implying the mental space
between 1 and 2 is inequivalent to the interval between 8 and 9; instead, it is identical to
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space between 2 and 4, or 4 and 8. In this mental ruler of numbers, the larger numerals
become less spaced, thus less likely to be accessed than the smaller ones. Given a collective
body of similar comparison tasks of the response accuracy and speed, Dehaene interpreted
the preference on smaller numbers found from the printed words was attributed to humans’
cognitive apparatus. Because the mental number line represents numbers with decreasing
accuracy and speed, it encourages people to express small numbers more often than the larger
ones.
The explorations from Dehaene (1997) seemed to direct a general rule of number
preference towards smaller digits, which shared some similarities with the idea from
Benford’s law that the human brain finds it more important to talk about quantity one than
quantity nine. However, Benford’s law emphasised more about the regularities of the
leftmost digits regardless of the smallness or largeness of a number. Dehaene had once tested
whether people cared about the leading digit of a number and expected to obtain a faster
response when discriminating between the magnitudes of two numbers given a different first
digit. Contrary to his expectation, the results turned out that figuring out 71 is larger than 65
was not significantly quicker than the comparison between the same leading digit numbers,
69 and 65. In consequence, he dismissed the potential explanatory power of Benford’s law
and claimed it was a phenomenon of “the grammatical structure of our numerical notations”
(p.99).
Dehaene’s research extensively focused on testing how accurate and fast people could
pick up a correct answer by offering pairs of comparisons with various forms of selection
tasks. However, the examinations of the accuracy and speed of judging the smallness or
largeness of a number did not warrant a direct explanation of why smaller numbers are more
frequently produced than larger numbers. Hence, in contrast to his methods, we proposed that
the mechanism of spontaneous number production to an open question should be
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discriminated from the selection tasks. Hence it is more likely to achieve a different
conclusion regarding the first digit phenomenon as a psychological phenomenon from
number generation, compared to what was observed from his forced-choice format.

Psychological Explorations of the First Digit Phenomenon
The research of general number preferences by Dehaene (1997) disregarded
Benford’s law as a psychology topic based on the recognition tasks, but the present study was
more interested in learning the spontaneous behaviour of producing numbers by aggregating
the patterns of the leading digits, which could also be informative for understanding the
mental representation of numbers. This section begins with an overview of the studies argued
against the first digit phenomenon in random number generation, and then moves towards the
supporting evidence where the first digit phenomenon emerged from producing unknown
values.

Psychology evidence against Benford’s law in number generation
Early explorations by behavioural science of the leading digits produced by humans
were very few; to our knowledge, only four relevant papers were published, and their results
are summarised in Table 3 with the percentages of each first leading digit. The experiment
from Hsü (1948) asked 1044 individuals to generate an original four-digit number created out
of their mind, free from the representations of any personal events and facts. The highest
proportion of the leading digit of a number produced was then observed in digit-4 (15.5%),
followed by digit-1 (13.3%). Digit-5 became the least number produced as the first digit.
Therefore, the first-digit distribution of random number generation neither agreed with the
flat distribution, nor Benford’s law. Years later, Hill (1988) replicated this with a similar
paradigm, but instead of asking for a four-digit number, a six-digit number was required to be
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produced. With the numbers invented from 742 undergraduate students, digit-6 was detected
as the most frequent number followed by digit-1. But in this case, digit-9 became the least
favourable one. In addition to Benford’s distribution not being confirmed, the findings from
the above two papers indicated an effect of priming, that is, requesting a particular length of a
number would enhance the production of such a digit as the leading digit. On the contrary, a
reversed relationship has been reported by Kubovy and Psotka (1976); in particular,
mentioning digit-7 as an example of responses decreased the likelihood of its occurrence.
In pursuit of how the priming effect works on the pattern of the first digit produced, Kubovy
(1977) attempted to contrast the different use of a priming stimulus embedded in an
instruction on the campus of Yale University. His first experiments requested “the first onedigit number that comes to mind,” as expected, digit-1 (17.95%) was the most frequent one
picked based on a sample of 390 responses. The second request then asked for “the first
number that comes to mind between 0 and 9, excluding fractions, and using only whole
numbers like 1”. He obtained a peak of digit-7 (17.95%) with 184 psychology
undergraduates, while digit-1 become less frequently selected (5.43%), which was consistent
with his previous data (Kubovy & Psotka, 1976). The last design replicated Hsü’s research
with a request of “the first four-digit number that comes to mind” but specifically added one
more group by asking “the first number between 1,000 and 9,999 that comes to mind”. The
responses from the two conditions showed a higher preference for the leading digit-1
(51.72%) and digit-4 (27.37%). Based on above sets of findings, Kubovy linked the priming
effect to the theory of heuristics to justify the two types of performance from this task: 1)
when a particular digit (e.g., a four-digit number) has been incidentally incorporated into the
instruction statements, respondents tended to comply to such priming simply due to its
availability in the working-memory, thus it is an application of availability heuristic when
producing a leading digit; 2) when a particular digit was deliberately named in the instruction
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as an example, a case of representative heuristics, respondents tended to reject such response
as a spontaneous first digit because it was considered as an externally caused event. The
investigations thus systematically explained the behaviour detected by Hsü, Hill, and himself.
On the other hand, it further demonstrated that people are not good random number
generators, at least within the production of the first digits. Unfortunately, all the patterns of
the FSDs deviated from Benford’s distribution regardless of the condition of being primed.
A similar examination of the pattern of the leading digits has also been carried out by
Scott, Barnard, and May (2001) to mainly investigate how the central executive function is
involved with respect to number production. A series of questions were developed to
manipulate the digits embedded in different versions of priming for people to generate a
random number. Although the frequency of FSDs was not explicitly tested against Benford’s
law, they found the degree of elaboration of numbers generated resulted in different
production behaviour on the leading digits. When the participants were asked to verbally give
a random number between one million and ten million, the unelaborated responses
containing only one non-zero digit (i.e., 1,000,000) showed a strong preference on digit-5
followed by a small elevation on digit-3, while the elaborated data containing multiple nonzero digits (e.g., 5,000,378) tended to peak at digit-1. However, when digit-1 was excluded
from the analysis, the proportion of the first digits from elaborated data were no better than
chance. The distinction between the two patterns of response was then interpreted as a result
of the complexity level of the executive processing, that is, the response pattern detected
from elaborated numbers was a product of a more complicated process in the central
executive system due to more production of non-zero digits. Overall, despite the elevation of
digit-1 discovered from the elaborated numbers, it failed to find a general conformity to the
first digit phenomenon.
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Table 3.
Percentage frequency of each first digit from early studies on random number generation.

First Digits

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Hsü (1948): 4-digit
“created in your own
mind” (n=1044)

13.3

9.2

14.3

15.5

6.6

9.3

12.6

9.1

10.5

Hill (1988): 6-digit
“out of their heads”
(n=742)

14.7

10.0

10.4

13.3

9.7

15.7

12.0

8.4

5.8

5.3

11.7

4.3

10.3

0.8

6.1

5.3

4.4

Kubovy (1977): first
number between 1000 51.7
and 9999 that comes
to mind (n=116)

Scott, Barnard, &
May (2001): a
number from 1
49.0 9.5
16.3 1.4
6.8
2.7
6.8
2.0
5.4
million-10million
(unelaborated data
only)
Note. Adapted from Psychology and Benford’s Law, by Burns, B. D & Krygier. J., 2013. In
S. H. Miller (Ed.), The Theory and Applications of Benford’s Law, pp. 259-268. Copyright
2013 by Princeton University Press.

In summary, the explorations of the random number generation indicated that people
do not generate numbers as dice do. Notably, digit-1 was produced more frequently than
expected by a uniform distribution in most cases, which was partially consistent with
Benford’s law. Nevertheless, none of the patterns of the leading digits observed exhibited a
monotonic decline that approximates Benford’s distribution. However, it was still too early to
conclusively claim that people could not spontaneously exhibit a stronger bias towards the
smaller leading digits because there were three major restrictions regarding those
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experimental designs. First, the participants were asked to produce only one random number
for each test; thus, no repeated measures were triggered within the same individual. In
addition, most of the results were initially biased due to sensitivity to the framing of the
words within the questions, that is, strongly influenced by priming effects. Finally, in daily
practice, unlike those random numbers, numerals are spontaneously created by people as
guidance for decision making, for example, when estimating the price of an item. Therefore,
the pattern of the first digits obtained from random numbers are limited in generalising into
other situations.

Psychology evidence supporting Benford’s law in number generation
Perhaps the negative outcome from random number generation was so robust, the
psychological investigation of the pattern of the leading digits produced by humans remained
in silence until 2007 when supporting evidence emerged from the studies of Diekmann
(2007) and Burns (2009) who employed an alternative method. Table 4 selectively
summarised the proportions of the leading digits produced from their experiments, showing a
reasonable degree of agreement to the first digit phenomenon.
The research of Diekmann (2007) was a contrast between the reported regression
coefficients and fabricated ones, aiming to directly test the prerequisites of using Benford’s
law as a lie detector. Unlike the methodologies used by Nigrini, who commonly checked over
the numbers from the well-established fraud cases, the fabricated behaviour in this study was
performed under the context of an experimental setting. His initial examination started with
the standard procedure, collecting the unstandardised regression coefficients, including the
ones from ordinary least squares and logistic regression model in two volumes of the
American Journal of Sociology between January 1996 (Vol. 101) and May 1997(Vol. 102).
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With 1178 data points on hand, the Chi-square test failed to reject the null hypothesis that the
frequencies of FSDs of the coefficients published from the journals were no different from
the Benford’s distribution. Although the second collection of the 1457 coefficients reported a
deviation, he reasoned it was a result of an elevation at digit-5 (i.e., 10.09%), compared to the
expected frequency of 7.9%. Hence, the first digits from these regression coefficients were
generally claimed to show a reasonable approximation. Since the reported regression
coefficients exhibited a reasonably monotonic decline as Benford’s law, Diekmann moved
towards the next stage, promoting a spontaneous behaviour of fabricating such data.
To create an experimental situation where people could generate unknown regression
coefficients, Diekmann selected a set of ten questions concerning controversial topics from
neo-classic economics for his students to respond with a four-digits “plausible value” in
Experiment 1 (n = 10) and Experiment 2 (n = 13). The results turned out the frequencies of
the FSDs aggregated from both fabricated attempts could not be rejected as a different pattern
from the one predicted by Benford’s law, although spikes on digit-5 and digit-8 were detected
in the second experiment. Yet, a deviation was constantly found from the second digits in
both versions reported by the Chi-square tests. The discrepancies observed between the
patterns of the two different digit places guided Diekmann to challenge the effectiveness of
using the first digits as a measure in fraud detection. Instead, he proposed that the
investigations on the second digits or the later ones might add more insights with respect to
this use. Another interesting phenomenon worthwhile bringing up was the failure of the
priming effect because the leading digit-4 was not significantly elevated when it was
expected to be as it was in the previous cases. Despite the limitations, including smaller
sample sizes, a lack of individual-level analysis, and vulnerability to prior knowledge, we
could not deny its significance. Opposite to the conclusions drawn from random number
generation, the agreement to Benford’s law obtained in this study informed the psychologists
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of a promising possibility that people could present a bias towards the smaller leading digits
when producing unknown values, at least when creating regression coefficients.
Independent of Diekmann’s experiments, the study from Burns (2009) also captured
the first digit phenomenon by asking people to produce meaningful numbers. Unlike random
numbers that hold no real value, he reasoned, the conformity obtained from Diekmann was a
result of providing meaningful context, where the values produced should hold quantitative
meaning in order to guide humans’ behaviour for decision making. Hence, he selected a set
of nine meaningful questions from the domains of Benford’s original observations, including
national debts, power calculation, electricity consumption, scientific constant, population,
areas drained by a river, length of a river, daily circulation of a newspaper, and infant
mortality rate. The items were scrutinised to avoid well-known fields and were chosen so that
each digit 1 through 9 were equally the initial digit of the correct answers. Hence, both true
and random answers should yield a flat distribution. The proportions of the first digits
produced by 127 psychology students were extracted to test against the frequencies of
Benford’s law, as well as a uniform distribution. As shown in Table 4, the pattern of the
FSDs showed a closer fit to Benford’s law than to the correct (flat) distribution, except a peak
of digit-5. Inspired by the findings from Scott, Barnard, and May (2001), the pattern of the
elaborated data was further separated, resulting in a stronger agreement due to a reduced
proportion for digit-5.
To deal with the weakness of the first study where every participant received the same
version of the questions, Burns (2009) designed an 81-item pool in his second attempt,
structuring the questions of nine different meaningful domains (e.g., infant mortality rate)
with nine different targets (e.g., Afghanistan). This new design allowed better randomisation
of the test items while keeping the FSDs of the correct answers equally distributed.
Consistent with the observations of his first study, there was an elevation of digit-5, but the
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overall pattern from 290 respondents showed a closer fit to the Benford’s distribution than
the flat one. The peak of digit-5 was explained as a representative of half magnitude
commonly when participants deal with uncertain situations. This replication further validated
that the first digit phenomenon can be detected.
Following the positive evidence obtained with the quantitative values under the
meaningful context, a more systematic comparison of the unknown numbers produced in
response to the numerical questions between the meaningful and meaningless fields has been
examined by unpublished honours research conducted at the University of Sydney. Krygier
(2009) confirmed the effect of meaningfulness of a context in his project by showing
numerical answers to questions from meaningful domains, like observations of Benford’s
(1938), fitted the expected frequencies of FSDs much better than those from meaningless
domains. Meaningless domains were not only random numbers but those in which numbers
were labels rather than quantities, such as phone numbers, raffle numbers, and postcodes. The
extent to which a domain was judged as random predicted the degree to which answers in
that domain had a flat distribution for first digits. These findings were also replicated in the
research of Burns and Krygier (under review, 2014), and the unpublished honours thesis of
Tripodi (2016). These studies found a consistent pattern that the data from the meaningful
context showed a close but not perfect fit to Benford’s law with a second peak at digit-5 in
the distribution of the first digits.
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Table 4.
Percentage frequency of each first digits generated by the participants from the studies of
Diekmann (2007) and Burns (2009).

First Digits

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

30.1

17.6

12.5

9.7

7.9

6.7

5.8

5.1

4.6

Diekmann (2007): 4digit fabricated
regression
coefficients in Exp1:
n=10*10

37

21

10

11

9

2

3

6

1

Diekmann (2007): 4digit fabricated
regression
coefficients in Exp 2:
n=13*10

26.2

19.2

10.8

5.4

12.3

5.4

5.4

10.8

4.7

Burns (2009): All
numerical responses
in Number
Generation Study 1
(n=127*9)

26

14

10

7

18

9

4.0

6

5

Burns (2009): All
numerical responses
in Number
Generation Study 2
(n=335*9)

23.9

15.1

9.7

7.6

19.0

9.1

5.5

5.8

4.4

Benford’s law

Note. Adapted from Not the First Digit! Using Benford’s Law to Detect Fraudulent Scientific Data, by A.
Diekmann, 2007. Journal of Applied Statistics, 34(3), pp. 321-329. Copyright 2007 by Taylor & Francis.
Adapted from Sensitivity to Statistical Regularities: People (largely) Follow Benford’s Law by B. Burns, 2009.
Proceedings of the Thirty-First Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society, 31(3), pp. 2872-2877.
Copyright 2017 by The Regents of the University of California.
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Psychological Explanations of the First Digit Phenomenon
Since the first digit phenomenon can be replicated when people generate numerical
responses in the meaningful domains, but not in random numbers, it is essential to understand
why this bias towards the smaller leading digits can sometimes emerge from generating the
unknown values. Two hypotheses have been proposed to justify the different patterns of the
FSDs obtained from the existing literature. The Recognition Hypothesis tends to underline
the role of implicit learning when producing unknown values related to natural events, while
the Integration Hypothesis emphasises the attributes of cognitive processing of multiple
information sources in number production. Both will be discussed in relation to its theoretical
background, applications, and potential feasibility in the context of our current exploration.

Sensitivity to the environment – the Recognition Hypothesis
To try to explain the first digit phenomenon observed in response to the questions
from meaningful contexts, Burns proposed a Recognition Hypothesis. It assumes that if the
world surrounds people with data consistent with Benford’s law, then people may replicate it
when generating numbers due to sensitivity to such statistical relationships. Such similar
notions could also be traced back to prior research that attempted to justify the excessive
production of digit-1 from random numbers, such as “a reflection of personal experience”
(Hill, 1988) or “an influence of familiarity” (Scott et al., 2001). This expectation is in-line
with a classic psychological theory of implicit learning in decision making. As Gigerenzer
and Todd (1999) speculated, people may unconsciously have learned the statistical
relationships presented in a lifetime through long-term exposure, thus producing conformity
to them.
The unconscious acquisition of statistical relationship has been documented as an
example of automatics in everyday life. The ability to extract statistical information from the
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external environment without awareness was consistently detected through infanthood
(Saffran, Aslin & Newport, 1996) to adulthood (Campbell, Zimerman, Healey, Lee, &
Hasher, 2012); for instance, encoding the structure of unfamiliar non-linguistic and musical
elements after enough exposure (Gebhart, Newport & Aslin, 2009). Recently, Fiser and Aslin
(2002) demonstrated that people could also learn multiple statistical regularities embedded in
the temporal-ordered visual stimuli by experiencing the frequencies of the events, and their
behaviour was guided through this unconscious acquisition. These sets of intriguing results
fundamentally implied that adults were naturally sensitive to the basic frequencies of the
events in a temporal-order provided in the natural environment. In addition, there were no
explicit requirements for acquiring this pattern before the familiarisation stage, thus an
indication of the automatic learning process of humans (Fiser & Aslin, 2002).
As speculated by Burns (2009), the automatic sensitivity to the statistical relationship
presented in the environment might help to justify the first digit phenomenon observed when
generating numbers in the meaningful fields. It is not surprising that people might act in
accordance with a law that holds in a variety of situations where they are highly likely to be
exposed to it. If people can automatically extract the frequencies embedded in a higher-order
statistic like conditioned probabilities, it is reasonable to assume they might also present such
sensitivity when encountering much simpler ones such as frequencies of occurrences of the
first digits. Individuals might have already gained a sense of the natural regularities that
smaller leading digits occur more frequently than the larger ones during their interaction with
natural events, and then adopt it as a heuristic to reduce uncertainty in responding to the trivia
questions. If the bias towards the smaller FSDs can be attributed to the automatic learning
through exposure (i.e., the Recognition Hypothesis), then such a pattern should not only be
limited to the task of number generation but also be reflected through other forms of
numerical responses, say, number selection.
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To test the Recognition Hypothesis, Burns (2009) introduced a recognition task in his
second experiment, structured with similar numerical questions from the meaningful fields in
the generation task. Instead of asking to produce a number as a response, participants chose
an answer amongst nine numerical options, each with a different first digit. The questions
were randomly selected from an 81-item pool (nine meaningful domains * nine targets);
again, the leading digits of the correct responses to the nine questions were equally
distributed. If people generate Benford’s law because of long-term exposure to it in the
environment, the options with lower FSDs should appear more familiar and thus become
more frequently selected than the ones with higher FSDs. Contrary to his prediction, except
for a small elevation for digit-1, the relative frequencies of the other first digits chosen by 335
students were much closer to a flat distribution (see Table 5). It seemed that people showed
no particular preferences to any first digits when selecting such responses. However, it was
argued that a flattened distribution might be a result of random answering due to providing
many options. As found by Iyengar and Lepper (2000), increasing the number of choices
offered to an unknown question might restrain the cognitive process in decision making, thus
responding randomly. So, it remained inconclusive because the results could be potentially
distorted if the participants were overwhelmed by choosing amongst nine options.

Table 5.
Percentage frequency of each first digits chosen in the recognition task reported by Burns
(2009).
First Digits
Burns (2009):
numerical responses
in Recognition Task
(n=335*9)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

14.3

13.4

9.7

10.1

10.6

9.9

10.5

8.7

12.9
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To avoid the weakness of overloading choices, an unpublished honours study
(Tripodi, 2016) pursued the recognition task developed by Burns (2009) but altered the
structure of the questions being asked. The number was embedded in the item as a part of the
statement, for example, is the total area of Greece 131940 (km2)? Two choices, “yes” and
“no,” were presented for the respondents to judge if the number was an appropriate answer to
the question. To avoid a situation where people could recognise the answer due to relevant
acknowledge, half of the items were provided with incorrect values. By analysing the
responses chosen on this dichotomous category variables, it aimed to examine an individual’s
belief on the lower FSDs directly. The responses of 257 psychology students suggested that
the pattern of yes choices selected on the first digits remained the same across 18 meaningful
and 18 meaningless items. Neither meaningful nor meaningless context produced a
monotonic decline from digit-1 to digit-9. Thus, the test of number recognition task not only
failed to result in a bias towards the smaller leading digits, but also rejected the assumption
that Benford’s law was a product due to exposure. It seemed that the answers with smaller
FSDs were not more familiar to the individuals than those with larger FSDs.
Since the findings from the recognition task exhibited a remarkably different pattern
to the ones obtained from the generation tasks, it challenged the hypothesis that implicit
sensitivity to statistical information in the environment caused people to show a bias towards
the lower leading digits in meaningful fields. If the first digit phenomenon was merely
restricted with number generation, Burns (2009) suggested that it could be a result of the
unique properties during the process of producing numbers. Nevertheless, before completely
ruling out the utility of Recognition Hypothesis, we think the optimum design of a
recognition task is to directly offer pairs of two numbers with a lower FSD and a higher FSD
to see if people consistently favour the smaller ones. This proposal will be tested in the
present project.
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A process of combining multiple distributions – the Integration Hypothesis
The failure of capturing the first digit phenomenon from number recognition tasks
remained inconclusive at this stage, casting potential doubts on the utility of the Recognition
Hypothesis as a reliable explanation. If such a failure persists, it is essential to explore other
plausible explanations. While the mathematical theories of Benford’s law are beyond the
needs of the discussion of psychology, a brief understanding of this background warrants the
examination of an alternative explanation, the Integration Hypothesis, which highlights the
process of combining multiple distributions. So, I begin by reviewing a set of works from the
mathematicians who attempted to explain the regularities of the FSDs detected from naturally
occurring settings.
The original causes of why Benford’s law frequently exists have been argued over
many decades by mathematicians and statisticians. Early literature (Goudsmit & Furry, 1944;
Weaver, 1963) speculated this phenomenon is a result of the numerical language system
where the larger numbers are less common than the smaller ones. Other studies reasoned that
many natural processes typically obey the law of this logarithmic curve, but Berger and Hill
(2011a) later rejected that a simple explanation was able to fully describe this phenomenon.
Hence some scholars (e.g., Raimi, 1976) questioned if this mysterious law of nature could be
purely explained by mathematics alone.
Perhaps Hill’s (1995c) statistical derivations of the significant-digit law was the first
one commonly agreed as a rigorous explanation. He has proved that the logarithmic curve of
the FSDs was the only probability distribution that is invariant to both changes of scale and
base (1995a). Nevertheless, he was unsatisfied with this pure mathematical discovery because
it still could not account for the prevalence of this distribution, that is, why this universal law
would arise in the first place. He then returned to Benford’s lists of datasets (1938) and found
the samples from various distributions did fit better to this log distribution. Based on the
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investigations of the random samples from random distributions, he (1995c) speculated that
“if distributions are selected at random (in any “unbiased” way), and random samples are
then taken from each of these distributions, the significant digits of the combined sample will
converge to the logarithmic (Benford) distribution” (p.354) even the individual distribution
does not exhibit such conformity. In other words, Benford’s law is an empirically observable
phenomenon, like the normal distribution, a distribution derived from the distributions. As
observed by Boyle (1994), when multiplying or dividing the random numbers from unrelated
sources, the data sets eventually follow Benford’s law, a scenario found in numerous
practical settings, in particular, the financial figures resulted from multiple arithmetic
operations.
The Integration Hypothesis principally originated from this mathematical justification
of Hill (1995c), who argued that if one repeatedly chooses a probability distribution (from an
uncorrelated set) and then randomly selects a number according to that distribution, the
resulting numbers will obey Benford's law. This conjecture was further developed by Berger
and Hill (2011b), who pointed out when more combined factors are considered, the
distribution of first digits would demonstrate a better fit. Translating this mathematical theory
to psychological processes, it suggests that the disproportionate rate of occurrence in smaller
first digits is a product of integrating different factors cognitively.
Although the Integration Hypothesis has not been tested psychologically, the
excessive production of the leading digit-1 from the elaborated data was interpreted as a
result of more complex processing in the central executive function compared to the
generation process of the unelaborated ones. Scott, et al. (2001) argued that with more
elaborations and evaluations of the digits, it required more exchanges of representation
between the cognitive subsystems when confronting the novel tasks. Hence, results from a
combination of multiple factors were less likely to be impacted by a single bias. Besides,
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when the first digit phenomenon was observed by asking the questions from meaningful
fields, Burns (2009) pointed out that this process of producing meaningful numbers is a
mixture of aggregating different sources of information, unlike the mental procedure that
does not require combining multiple distributions in random number production.
The belief that the number generation is a complex and difficult cognitive task was
also evident by the clinical investigation on the relationship between the cognitive estimation
abilities and the executive functions (EF). Shallice and Evans (1978) developed a set of
cognitive estimation tasks (CET) for patients to generate numerical responses (e.g., the height
of the post office tower; the age of the oldest person). The questions were designed to avoid
well-known numbers, but a reasonable response should be expected from an individual who
can appropriately activate the executive functioning to identify the relevant knowledge,
retrieve the facts, monitor the appropriateness, and repeat the procedure. Their experiment
found that those patients with lesions on the anterior region performed worse than the other
groups, that is, more extreme and irrational estimates were produced accordingly. Thus, the
deficit to the frontal lobe, an area of the brain associated with EF, seemed to directly damage
the behaviour in number estimation. Since this original discovery, many studies have
replicated a similar paradigm with CETs, and confirmed that the frontal lobe is responsible
for the activities of estimates production after the investigation on the temporal lesions and
healthy controls. Consistent results also appeared with patients who had mental disabilities
like, major depressive disorder (Barabassy, Beinhoff, & Riepe, 2000), Alzheimer’s disease
(Sala, MacPherson, Phillips, Sacco, & Spinnler, 2004) and schizophrenia (Jackson, Fein,
Essock, & Mueser, 2001). The above explorations established that the poorer performance of
number estimation could be attributed to the impaired EF, but none of them has examined its
interaction with the leading digit pattern of the estimates.
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As commonly recognised, executive functions involve a set of mental processes,
including: “planning, problem-solving, cognitive flexibility, working memory, mental
control, inhibition, self-monitoring and self-correction” (Silverman & Ashkenazi, 2016, p.1).
Since no existing evidence has shown that any particular component can be partialised as a
primary source for cognitive estimates, it was generally agreed that this entire set of mental
abilities is essential in the process of estimation. In a review of this model (D'Aniello,
Castelnuovo, & Scarpina, 2015), the task of estimation was additionally recommended, to
some extent, as an instrument for testing the crystallised intelligence and cognitive reserve
because of intensive interaction with long-term declarative memory. In short, the collective
body of works suggested that number generation, in particular, the estimation, is attributed to
complex cognitive processing. If processing multiple distributions from the unrelated
domains in nature could converge to Benford’s law, humans’ executive function, as an
inherent compound command processor, might also likely to replicate such phenomenon in
producing unknown values when integrating information. Therefore, the present study would
merge the mathematical derivation with the psychological insights to form an alternative, the
Integration Hypothesis, that a bias towards the smaller leading digits by humans is a product
of a cognitive process in combining multiple distributions or factors in number generation.
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CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTUALISATION AND GENERAL DESIGN OF
THE PRESENT PROJECT
Summary of the Research Questions
According to the existing literature reviewed so far, it seems that a reasonable fit to
Benford’s law can be obtained from humans’ data when generating the values in response to
meaningful questions like the population of a region, but less fit for the random numbers.
This difference has suggested that people could show a bias towards the smaller leading
digits, but the degree of fit depends on the context. Therefore, the systematic control of the
number type generated is essential to understand the occurrence of such a bias. More
importantly, the first digit phenomenon was only reported from number generation tasks, but
not from recognition tasks. This finding may imply that Benford’s law could be a product of
the way people generate responses, rather than sensitivity to the relationship itself. Thus, it
challenged the utility of the Recognition Hypothesis and calls for an examination of an
alternative, the Integration Hypothesis. Lastly, a peak of digit-5 has been commonly found in
the first digit phenomenon presented by humans. If it is constantly detected, we are interested
in knowing whether this deviation is a distinctive feature in number production.
Therefore, to continue pursuing the first digit phenomenon as a psychology topic, the
present study aimed to explore the conditions under which the first digit phenomenon and the
bias towards smaller leading digits can be observed from humans. To empirically answer the
question raised above, the following goals were pursued progressively:
Objective 1: to explore the degree to which the leading digits produced by people
conform to Benford's’ distribution;
Objective 2: to investigate why such a fit could be obtained from humans by testing
alternative explanations;
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Objective 3: to discover any distinctive behaviour in terms of the leading digit pattern
in number generation presented by humans.
Because how people generate unknown quantities has implications for the theories of
decision making, through interpreting the potential cognitive bias of number production when
the information is limited, we may add more insights into the framework of the interaction
between human behaviour and the heuristics used in problem-solving. Secondly, the study of
patterns of numbers produced expands the application to the context where these parameters
are utilised in examining the authenticity of datasets, thus offers guidance to the practice of
fraud detection.
General Design and Methods of the Present Project
To achieve the objectives proposed above, the numbers produced in response to
various questions became the primary resource for our studies. The key elements of the
experimental materials were statements of numerical questions, or simple visual displays,
which did not require complicated instructions to comprehend. Such numerical responses can
be easily obtained through online tasks within 15 minutes, which allows more opportunity
and convenience for recruiting respondents.
The paradigm of Number Generation and Number Recognition tasks designed by
Burns (2009) was replicated, with an updated version of the short numerical questions. More
importantly, a novel contribution from the current study was an extension to estimation tasks.
The estimates have been widely utilised as a measure for numerous psychology topics. For
instances, the estimates of the dots in the explorations of subitising and counting regarding
the perception of quantities (Kaufman, Lord, Reese, & Volkmann, 1949); the experience of
succession and duration with respect to the studies of the perception of time (Fraisse, 1984);
and the estimated values to the unknown questions as an indicator of patients’ cognitive
ability in the clinical tests (Shallice & Evans, 1978). More fundamentally, psychologists were
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interested in learning how people apply the strategy to come up with an estimate of a
population by utilising the limited information provided in a sample (Kent, 2001). For
example, some evidence suggested that accurate predictions about everyday events might be
a partial reflection of sophisticated knowledge of an individual through examining how
people make estimations based on prior distributions (Lewandowsky, Griffiths, & Kalish,
2009). Because estimation is a process of approximation of a value derived from the best
information available (Lon Enloe, Garnett, & Miles, 2000), it plays a critical role in many
forms of decision making, especially in daily life where most inputs are uncertain and
incomplete. Therefore, as a new testing paradigm, we developed different forms of estimation
tasks to facilitate a variety of responses. Given the compelling evidence observed from the
values produced under meaningful contexts, it is also expected that the first digit
phenomenon could emerge from this type of datasets.
This online experiment was presented using web pages controlled by a JavaScript
interface. Most participants were the first-year psychology undergraduates recruited during
the course tutorials as a part of assignment task, or via SONA, an internal research
recruitment platform at the University of Sydney. However, to increase the heterogeneity of
the participation pool, we also targeted the users of Mechanical Turk (MTurk). This is a
crowdsourcing platform developed by Amazon, allowing us to quickly achieve the expected
sample size by hiring remotely located workers for the demanded tasks. The valid attempt
from a student on SONA was rewarded with .25 course credit. The worker from MTurk was
paid with $2 US for the completed participation.
The general project design was consistently structured with three blocks of tasks,
aiming to facilitate different forms of numerical answers in response to a set of short
questions and visual stimuli. Participants were asked to produce a non-zero first digit number
because we primarily aimed to compare the observed pattern of FSDs against the distribution
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of Benford’s law, which only highlights the frequencies of the leading digits from 1 to 9. The
procedure commenced with participants viewing the participant information statement and
consent form, which was virtually signed before the task could begin. Before presenting the
instructions, they filled out a short questionnaire regarding basic demographic information,
including age, gender, language, and educational background. One catch page was created
and embedded in the instructions. Unlike other questions, it instructed participants to ignore
the standard procedure, such as clicking the continue button to proceed. Instead, they should
provide a confirmation action specified in the instruction, in this case, clicking the title of the
page (see Appendix A). As proposed by Oppenheimer, Meyvis, and Davidenko (2009),
developing instructional manipulation checks would increase the power of the survey study
because participants were commonly found not to be as diligent as researchers would like
them to. Therefore, it was designed as an indirect measure to test whether an individual has
paid attention to the questions. In addition, this page also potentially helped to screen out
those with poor technical setups, which made it difficult to see all the tasks, or with poor
English language skills to follow the instructions. At the end of the task, a set of five-point
scales was provided for them to rate the confidence level regarding their answers. Figure 2
summarises the sequences of the events experienced by the participants in general.

Figure 2. The general sequences of the events experienced by the participants in this project. Usually,
there were three tasks, but there could be more or less.
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Defining the Type of Numbers
To ensure a consistent and clear description of the project, it is essential to clarify the
terms regarding different types of numerical responses. The previous psychology studies
primarily distinguished the pattern of the leading digits obtained in the random numbers from
that of the numbers produced to the questions under meaningful contexts (e.g., length of a
river). They adopted the term “meaningful” to describe the numerical responses with real
values, that is, the numbers have quantitative meanings. And the term “meaningless” was
used as a description of those without true values, in other words, the numbers are no more
than labels, so a larger number does not necessarily represent a larger quantity.
However, there is one exception that does not practically fit into either meaningful or
meaningless categories, which is a request for generating a random number. We may
consider the numbers produced randomly as the values contain quantitative meaning, that is,
being smallness or largeness. On the other hand, it is also plausible to be seen as a sequence
of digits without magnitude, which is analogous to the symbols like the series of gift card
numbers. To avoid such confusion, we introduced an alternative set of terms to describe the
type of responses to the meaningful domains, and to the meaningless fields plus the random
numbers.
Instead of using the term meaningful numbers, the “arbitrary numbers” are labelled
for describing the numbers that do not contain any real meanings, which are typically
regarded as symbolic and inconsequential in real word practices. Meanwhile, being arbitrary
may be seen equivalent to being random, hence this term additionally allows the random
numbers to be classified into this group, regardless of being quantitative or not. In contrast,
the “non-arbitrary numbers” refer to the numbers with true values except for the random ones
because being non-arbitrary rules out the possibility of becoming randomised conceptually.
By updating the terms proposed above, we offered a solution to resolve the potential dispute
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of how to categorise the random numbers. Thus, the two types of numbers created shall be
clearly defined and targeted in the following tasks.

Statements of Major Hypotheses
In response to the questions raised as the study’s objectives, three major hypotheses
were proposed in the context of the existing literature. The detailed hypotheses for each
experiment will be discussed in the following chapters, depending on the specified tasks
introduced.
Based on the compelling evidence obtained from Diekemann (2007) and Burns
(2009), we proposed that the first digit phenomenon would be replicated in our study from
generating the non-arbitrary numbers, with a stronger fit to Benford’s law, compared to the
arbitrary numbers. Our study additionally expected to see that the bias towards the smaller
digits is exclusively about the leading digit place. Besides, as the estimates are commonly
considered a variation of generating unknown values, the first digit phenomenon should also
arise from the estimation tasks. Secondly, consistent with unbiased preferences found from
recognition tasks (e.g., Burns, 2009; Tripodi, 2016), we anticipated continuing to reject the
Recognition Hypothesis as a reliable explanation of Benford’s law. Instead, we proposed a
direct test of the Integration Hypothesis, which emphasises the cognitive process of
combining multiple information sources. Finally, as the elevation of digit-5 was commonly
found when the first digit phenomenon emerged (e.g., Burns, 2009), such an observation
could be consistently predicted for the current experiments.
However, unlike the pattern of the first digits aggregated from the naturally occurring
datasets, a perfect fit to Benford’s law from number generation was not always expected.
Through the accumulation of the first digits produced, we aimed to uncover a potential
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unrecognised bias in the number production, which might agree with the underlying message
of Benford’s law, that is, a stronger bias towards the smaller FSDs. Hence, the term,
Benford’s bias, was adopted in the current project to specifically refer to this psychological
phenomenon.
Building on the findings from prior research, it is reasonable to expect the Benford’s
bias in our experiments. Even if we do not find a predicted pattern, the merits of our project
would not be undermined. It would still be informative to understand how humans might
behave distinctively from natural data (i.e., Benford’s law) when producing unknown
numbers. So, any consistent pattern may be meaningful in interpreting the cognitive process
of number generation when the information is limited. Furthermore, the study of the
distribution of leading digits produced will expand its effectiveness for detecting fraud.

A Review of Statistical Approaches
Before proceeding to the first experiment, it is necessary to review the statistical
methods that have been employed by previous researchers because this primarily determines
how we approach one of the main objectives, the examination of the degree of fit to
Benford’s law.
Perhaps the distribution of the FSDs visually looks like the Chi-square (χ2)
distribution; thus, most literature chose to use the χ2 test to compare the observed frequency
with the theoretical ones (i.e., Benford’s law). As the function expressed below, it supposes
that n observations in the sample are classified with respective observed frequencies of the
first digits Xi (for i = 1, 2, …,9), and a null hypothesis gives the probability pi that an
observation falls into the ith class, so npi0 are the frequencies expected if the first digits fit to
Benford’s law given the pi.
χ2 = ∑9𝑖=1[ (Xi - npi0 )2 / npi0]
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However, such goodness of fit test has lower power because it only has eight degrees
of freedom, given the nine leading digits in our model. To increase its statistical power, the
analysis performed by the accountants and auditors frequently adopted the distributions with
the first two digits, a test with 90 degrees of freedom. Besides, the Chi-square test primarily
draws a conclusion from failing to reject the null hypothesis, hence any recruitment with a
large enough dataset should always obtain a deviation from Benford’s law, while a
substantial difference can warrant a rejection of the null hypothesis given smaller samples
(Geyer & Williamson, 2004). The papers reported a reasonable fit, like Diekmann (2007),
usually had relatively few numbers of respondents, hence, unless there is a large deviation, it
shall always support an agreement to Benford’s law.
An alternative examination commonly used in accounting is the z-test introduced by
Nigrini (1996), but it can only test one leading digit at a time. As illustrated by the function
below, the z-statistic tells whether the proportion of a digit appears more or less than the
expected one, thus the deviation should be found in the tails of the distribution when the zscore is greater than 1.96 (given 95% confidence).
z = (|po-pe|-1/(2n))/si
where po is the proportion of the first digits observed from the responses, pe is the expected
proportion from Benford’s distribution; si is the standard deviation of a first digit, and n is the
number of observations.
However, it has been criticised by Durtschi, Hillson, and Pacini (2004) with two
major concerns in the use of fraud detection. The first one argues that even if the total dollar
amount is substantial, a significant difference would not be detected with only a few
fraudulent transactions. Hence they strongly recommended the auditors to examine across the
entire datasets of the account rather than taking a sample with the test of the first digit law,
even if it is time and cost consuming. Moreover, although testing one digit each time with z-
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statistics allows a detailed examination, it lacks the insights when the conclusion needs to be
drawn on the basis of the overall pattern of the FSDs, that is, to what extent the observed
distribution agrees with the expected one.
Another statistical solution suggested in exploring how well the observations conform
to the theoretical model relies on the Bayesian theory of probability (Geyer & Williamson,
2004), which is a test of a fit between two proposed patterns. The proportions of the nine
leading digits were represented as the vector θ, and tested against Benford’s distribution, θ0,
assuming the null hypothesis of an equivalence. It remains a plausible option, but more works
are needed for us to confirm how to practically apply it to our studies.
In Burns’s research (2009), he introduced an alternative measure in terms of the rootmean-square error (RMSE), which is the square root of the sum of squared deviations of the
difference between the observed responses and the expected proportions for each leading
digit (d):
RMSE = √((∑9𝑑=1(Observed[pd] – Expected[pd])2/9)
The RMSE relative to the frequencies of Benford’s law (RMSE-Benford) can be easily
computed for each individual’s nine responses. However, to determine its degree of fit, it is
still necessary to utilise another model as a baseline for comparison. Because the initial digits
of the correct nine answers in Burns’s study (2009) were uniformly distributed, the flat
distribution was adapted as an alternative test model. Hence, the RMSE is calculated against
the equal proportions of a flat distribution (RMSE-Flat). Since the RMSE is a measure of
error, a smaller value typically indicates a better fit to the model. In that regard, the nine
estimates can be transformed into a single value to point out how close an individual is to the
theoretical one. By contrasting the means of RMSE-Benford and the RMSE-Flat, it allows us
to quickly figure out which pattern becomes more resembled by the experimental
observations.
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In the statistical analysis of this project, the data was organised by Microsoft Excel
and then analysed with SPSS 25. The calculation of RMSE-Benford and RMSE-Flat based on
the proportions of nine leading digits accumulated was a primary measure to indicate the
degree of fit to the theoretical pattern. However, when the calculation of RMSE was not
applicable; for example, only one aggregation estimation was produced given the
experimental condition, we adopted the traditional approach, the Chi-square (χ2) test.
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENT 1
The first experiment replicated the paradigm of Burns’s (2009) research, keeping the
general framework of number generation and number recognition tasks but updating
appropriate elements of both while adding one estimation task. The task of Number
Generation not only allowed us to explore the conditions under which the first digit
phenomenon can be observed by differentiating between the number types produced, but also
offered a chance to test the robustness of the leftmost digit place. The Number Recognition
task was introduced to additionally add insights into understanding the causes of this
phenomenon by testing the Recognition Hypothesis proposed. The alternative explanation,
the Integration Hypothesis, was examined through the manipulation in the task of Jelly Bean
Estimation, aiming to illuminate the role of the information volume in producing unknown
values with respect to the first digits.
The Number Generation task systematically examined the main effect of number type
by asking participants to produce non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers depends on the
questions offered. Apart from that, we are interested in investigating whether the bias towards
smaller digits is merely a phenomenon about the first digit of a number or a phenomenon of
the initial digit requested. Unlike the concept of being the “first digits” produced from nature,
the first digit phenomenon observed from human activities can be alternatively interpreted as
a result of the initial digit created out of the mind. Under certain circumstances, the initial
digits produced are not always the leftmost digits. For instance, the auction of a million-dollar
house does not essentially expect the leading digit changes too often, so the estimation may
focus on the second digits in decision making. Therefore, a new methodology needs to be
developed to test if Benford’s bias is merely about the leading digit place. To create a
situation where the first digit generated is not the first digit of an answer, we simply
instructed one group of respondents to enter the answer starting from the last digit of a
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number as a test of a new function developed in the system (see Appendix B). Thus the digit
presented at the last digit place was the initial digit produced by participants. By investigating
the influence of this backwards answering, it might help us to understand the robustness of
the bias towards the first digit place.
Experiment 1 would also continue uncovering the reasons why Benford’s bias can be
observed from humans when generating unknown values. Simply based on the past two
attempts in Number Recognition, it is still inconclusive to reject the Recognition Hypothesis
that exposure to the environment leads to a bias towards the smaller leading digits, thus we
kept such a form but updated the version. The previous selection task offered either nine
options or force-choices (yes/no) as potential answers; thus, neither of them directly
compares each pair of FSDs. The strongest test we proposed is to directly pit a smaller and a
larger FSD of a number against each other, for example, the comparison between 1xx vs. 3xx
(where x could be any digit). The Recognition Hypothesis predicts that if people are sensitive
to the statistical relationship, the choices selected should present a strong bias towards the
options with lower FSDs when offering non-arbitrary numbers, which is in line with
Benford’s bias. Hence, our task aimed to see whether people would consistently favour the
lower first digits over the higher ones by systematically testing ten pairs of comparison
concerning the five FSDs (i.e., 1, 3, 5, 7, 9). Again, the task was designed with a betweensubject condition of presenting non-arbitrary or arbitrary numbers to examine the effect of
number type.
Finally, we introduced a new estimation task called Jelly Bean Estimation, which can
be considered as another form of number production. There are two reasons to develop this
task in our research paradigm. First, unlike the trivia questions used in the first two tasks,
presenting a visual stimulus contained quantitative information in front of an individual for
an estimate simulated a situation of number production people are more likely to encounter in
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everyday life. Thus, it potentially reduces the non-serious attempts when people find it
unlikely to produce a reasonable answer to an unknown field, a weakness discussed in the
tasks of number generation and number selection. Secondly, it also allowed us to examine the
“Integration hypothesis” proposed in the previous chapter for Benford’s Law. Through
manipulating the volume of visual information presented, we expect to control the volume of
information that is integrated into the cognition to form an answer. Additionally, by asking
participants to aggregate the quantities estimated, we aim to facilitate the processing of
combing multiple pieces of information. Hence, we can observe how the level of information
utilised interacted with the degree of Benford’s bias.

Hypotheses of Experiment 1
Seven main hypotheses were proposed and scrutinised in relation to the first
experimental design. Based on the previous findings from Burns (2009) and Diekmann
(2007), the production of the non-arbitrary numbers consistently showed a reasonable
agreement to Benford’s law while the early explorations on random number generations
failed to achieve such regularities. Hence, we predicted that in Number Generation,
H1: The production of non-arbitrary numbers should lead to a better fit to Benford’s
distribution than generating arbitrary numbers.
Although a peak of digit-5 was frequently detected when people generated the values,
we believed that the overall responses from the non-arbitrary numbers shall still exhibit a
stronger Benford’s bias than the arbitrary ones.
Unlike the numbers produced from natural events, the initial digits requested by
humans do not principally have to be the leading digits. Hence it is necessary to verify that
the bias towards the smaller digits is exclusively within the leftmost digit place as Benford’s
law claims to be. By requesting to produce an answer backwards (i.e., begin from the last
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digit), it aimed to confirm that Benford’s bias is exclusively about the first digit place.
However, due to a lack of existing psychology evidence to falsify such an assertion, we
would follow the law found from natural datasets; thus
H2: starting from the last digit of an answer (i.e., backwards answering) would not
alter the monotonic decline of the first digits observed for non-arbitrary numbers,
H3: the pattern of the last digits produced under the backwards condition (i.e., the
initial digit requested not located in the first digit place) shall exhibit a deviation from
Benford’s distribution.
Because number estimation can be considered as another form of number production,
if the first digit phenomenon could emerge when generating non-arbitrary numbers, we
expect such a phenomenon can also be replicated when estimating the number of jelly beans.
Therefore,
H4: the leading digits generated from Jelly Bean Estimation would also demonstrate a
reasonable fit to Benford’s distribution, with a potential elevation of digit-5.
In pursuit of the underlying causes of the first digit phenomenon psychologically,
Burns (2009) proposed a “Recognition Hypothesis,” speculating that the Benford’s bias of
humans was due to the acquisition of the statistical relationship from lifetime exposure. But
the prior results of the unbiased choices from the recognition tasks failed to support the utility
of this assumption. If this hypothesis cannot powerfully explain the first digit phenomenon,
our Number Recognition task might replicate the similar unbiased findings as to the previous
studies, that is,
H5: the numbers with lower FSDs would be chosen equally often as the higher ones.
When the explanatory power of the Recognition Hypothesis is under questioned, an
alternative one is required. Mathematicians have argued that the first digit phenomenon for
natural data is a result of processing multiple distributions (Berger & Hill, 2011b).
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Incorporated with the existing evidence established from the psychology research on the
relationship between the number estimation and the executive functioning, we proposed the
Integration Hypothesis to examine the role of combining multiple factors in producing
Benford’s bias. With the two forms of manipulations introduced in the Jelly Bean Estimation,
we expect to see:
H6: increasing the volume of visual information presented in the picture would lead to
a better fit to Benford’s law.
H7: aggregation estimation would enhance the Benford’s bias compared to individual
estimation.

Methods of Experiment 1
This experiment contained three structured tasks (Number Generation, Number
Recognition, and Jelly Bean Estimation) of 78 items in total. The dependent variables are the
frequencies/proportions of first digits generated, selected, or estimated. The task of Number
Generation is a 2 (answer position: backwards vs. forwards) * 2 (number type: arbitrary vs.
non-arbitrary) mixed design. The influence of number type (arbitrary vs. non-arbitrary) was
also tested via the Number Recognition task. The Jelly Bean Estimation aimed to manipulate
the volume of information, which was examined by a 3 (picture type: blurry vs. 2D vs. 3D) *
2 (estimation type: individual vs. aggregation) mixed design.
Participants
173 first-year psychology students volunteered with an average age of 20 (SD =
3.608), ranging between 18 and 42. The sample consisted of 118 females (68.2%) and 55
males (31.8%). 48.6 % were English speakers, while 28.9% were Chinese speakers (i.e.,
Mandarin and Cantonese). Participants were recruited through an advertisement posted on
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SONA, asking for those who were interested in participating in a study exploring “How
people respond to difficult numerical questions.”
Procedure and materials
There was a Number Generation task (18 items) followed by a Number Recognition
Task (50 items) and a Jelly Bean Estimation task (10 items) for each participant.
Number Generation. There was a block of 18 randomised questions for people to
generate numerical responses. The questions were selected to avoid well-known values. Nine
of the items concerned questions about arbitrary numbers whilst the other nine for nonarbitrary numbers. But half of the participants were instructed to enter the digits of an answer
backwards (i.e., begin from the last digit), as shown in Figure 3. One box was given for
entering each digit of an answer, which allowed us to manage the backwards answering, as
well as to record the keystrokes. The items were randomly drawn from a pool of 81 questions
regarding nine different domains from the category of non-arbitrary (see Appendix C) or
arbitrary numbers (see Appendix D). The items were selected so that each digit 1 through 9
were equally the leading digit of the correct answers. As we aimed to compare the pattern of
the leading digits ranging from digit-1 to digit-9 against the distribution of Benford’s law,
hence, if digit-0 was entered in the first digit place, the system would prevent it by showing a
window to remind them of a non-zero first digit answer.

2

0

9

7

7

4

5

Figure 3. A screenshot of a question, asking for a response starting from the last digit of an
answer, so a single box appears to the right of the last digit in Number Generation of Exp.1
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Similar to the purpose of using a catch page, two questions asking for the arbitrary
numbers were designed to specify the length of the digit of an answer (e.g., a single-digit, or
a four-digit number). So the failure of following this required action would be considered for
further data cleaning. There was no restriction on the digit length of a numerical response for
the other items. The domains asking for non-arbitrary numbers consisted of science constants,
shares of trading on NYSE, human/livestock populations, electricity consumption, square
roots, GDP, national external debt, area by country, and the gross profit of films. The
domains for arbitrary numbers concerned cheque numbers, postcodes, raffle ticket winning
number, vehicle registration number, and any question that required an answer not calculable.
The selected items are shown below:
Items asking for non-arbitrary numbers
1. What are the average daily shares of trading on the New York Stock Exchange in the
Year 2004 (million US$)?
2. What is the total area of Ireland (km2)?
3. What is the speed of the milky way galaxy with respect to Cosmic Microwave
Background (CMB) (m.s-1)?
Items asking for arbitrary numbers (non-zero first digit)
1. What are the last four digits of the contact number of Walcha Council in Sydney?
2. Write a cheque number that was recently issued by the Commonwealth Bank of
Australia.
3. What would be a winning number of a raffle ticket in Western Australia drawn on 1st
Jan 2016?
Number Recognition. Participants were presented with 50 forced-choice items to
respond to the questions randomly drawn from five different domains from a 250-item pool
regarding non-arbitrary (see Appendix E) or arbitrary numbers (see Appendix F). The
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participants were asked to select an answer from two potential alternatives. The domains
asking for non-arbitrary numbers consisted of national external debt, selling price of a
property, the square of a number, the water area by country, and internet hosts. The domains
for arbitrary numbers are associated with contact numbers, Australian Business Number
(ABN), International Standard Book Number (ISBN), online post IDs, and IP address. The
selected questions are shown below:
Items asking for non-arbitrary numbers
1. What was the national external debt of Mexico by 31 December 2017 (million US$)?
[556] [938]
2. How many internet hosts were listed in Kenya by 2012? [71018] [98280]
3. How many Silver carps were harvested commercially per year (2012) (tonnes)?
[1581314] [3178721]
Items asking for arbitrary numbers
1. What are the first digits of the IP address of Reddit.com? [336318719] [520154151]
2. What are the last digits of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of ‘Utah
Blaine: A Novel’ written by Louis L'Amour? [314] [579]
3. What are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Carpet & upholstery cleaning services' posted
from Newtownards, County Down on Gumtree? [31654] [97608]
As shown from the samples above, only first digits ‘1, 3, 5, 7 and 9’ are provided as
choices in the task, which enabled us to repeat ten pair-wise comparisons (i.e., 1 vs. 3, 1 vs. 5,
1vs. 7, 1 vs. 9, 3 vs. 5, 3 vs. 7, 3 vs. 9, 5 vs. 7, 5 vs. 9, and 7 vs. 9) with the FSDs themselves
being seen smallness or largeness. The magnitude of the numerical options was also
systematically manipulated in terms of five different digit lengths (i.e., 1, 3, 5, 7, 9-digit
length). In that regard, each participant encountered ten pair-wise comparisons from every
five domains of questions with respect to five magnitudes of the numerical options.
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These items were also counterbalanced to include an equal amount of times when the
lower first digit was true and when the higher first digit was true. There are equal times where
the correct answer to a selection task was true and other times not. The items were
randomised within the block to control for any ordering effect that might occur.
Jelly Bean Estimation. This task contained three levels of visual information (picture
type: blurry vs. 2D vs. 3D) for estimating the number of jelly beans in the pictured jar, as
shown in Figure 4. The blurry group received the pictures showing blurred jelly beans in a
jar. The 2D image group saw a front view of a jar. A short video displaying the jar from
different angles was presented to the 3D group.
There are ten question items in total, and nine of which required the participant to
produce an individual estimate for the number of jelly beans in a pictured jar, with a true
value of 150, 250, 350, 450, 550, 650, 750, 850, or 950 (randomly ordered), so that each digit
from 1 to 9 was equally often the initial digit of the correct answer. Finally, the last item
asked to approximate the sum of all jelly beans viewed from the past nine trials as an
aggregated estimate.

Figure 4. The example of a blurry, a 2D, and a 3D picture (on a top view) with 550 same
jelly beans in the same jar.
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In preparation of materials of the three experimental, 162 items (non-arbitrary
/arbitrary numbers: 9 domains * 9 items) have been developed in the Number Generation task
pool, and 500 items (non-arbitrary/arbitrary numbers: 10 FSD pairs * 5 domains * 5
magnitudes) in the Number Recognition task pool. The individual items were chosen from
entries on Wikipedia, FAOSTT database, and the webpages of ABN lookup, Allhomes
agency portal, GitHub, Gumtree, ISBN Search, Livestock production management, US
yellow pages, and Stan’s Library. Questions were selected to avoid well-known answers to
promote uncertainty. The search was conducted between the 10th and 30th of April 2018.
Twenty-seven images of jelly beans were created in the quantity estimation task. The
materials, jelly beans, were purchased from domestic retailers, and then were filled in a jar to
create the images. These pictures were recorded and edited with image processing software to
fit the experimental purpose.
Confidence ratings. These were provided at the end of each task as a manipulation
check. The tasks of Number Generation and Number Recognition asked the degree of
confidence of participants’ answers in response to the questions of each domain (e.g., GDP,
population, contact number). The Jelly Bean Estimation asked for one overall confidence
rating for the past nine individual estimates, and how confident on the final aggregation
estimation. The items were consistently scored on a 5-point scale from “Strongly not
confident” to “Strongly confident.”
Questionnaire and general instructions. The questionnaire provided at the
beginning of the study aimed to obtain the basic demographic information, so the data of the
participant’s gender, age, and languages were recorded. The general instruction page asked
the participants to answer every question to the best of their ability without assistance from
any other resources and guided them through the technique configuration to achieve the best
online survey experience.
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One catch page. This was embedded in the instructions similar to other response
formats. But unlike the standard procedure, the last sentences of instructions asked the
participants to click the title of the page to proceed to the next page (see Appendix A). If they
failed to confirm the required action, a window popped up to remind them to read the
instructions carefully again. The number of errors that occurred on this page would be
considered for further data cleaning.

Results of Experiment 1
The analysis of Experiment 1 included the datasets of 172 students after excluding
one student who failed to follow the required action stated on the catch page more than three
times, and additionally failed to produce the required digit-length of a numerical answer (e.g.,
a four-digit answer) requested in the question of Number Generation. The outputs of
statistical analysis were presented separately for the tasks of Jelly Bean Estimation, Number
Recognition, and Number Generation. This research was primarily concerned with the
condition under which the first digit phenomenon might occur; hence, within each task, the
findings consistently show the patterns of the leading digits produced under different
experimental conditions followed by an examination of its degree of fit to Benford’s law.
Other analyses included the test of confidence and accuracy level, as well as the effect of
individual and cultural differences.

Analysis of Jelly Bean Estimation
The records of 11 incomplete datasets were excluded from the analysis. Of the 161
respondents, 52 subjects were presented with blurry pictures, 56 participants saw the 2D
pictures, and 54 received the 3D pictures. Every participant produced nine individual
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estimations in response to nine different pictured jars, and then came up with one aggregated
estimate, summing up all the past estimates (from memory).
First digit phenomenon in quantity estimation with different pictures. The
distributions of FSDs produced from three types of pictures (Blurry vs. 2D vs. 3D pictures)
were presented separately in Figure 5. Overall, digit-1 (M= .244, SD = .169) was the most
frequent number generated by the participants, while digit-9 (M = .034, SD = .061) became
the least frequent number. Digit-4 peaked with blurry and 2D pictures while digit-5 was also
slightly elevated when presenting 2D and 3D pictures. We used a 9 * 3 mixed-design general
liner model to assess how the proportions of the FSDs interacted with different volumes of
information presented in a picture. The within-subject factor was the leading digits, ranging
from digit-1 to digit-9, while the between-subject factor was the picture type. The pattern of
the leading digits generated from blurry, 2D, and 3D pictures demonstrated a similar
monotonic decline based on a repeated measures ANOVA, F (16, 1264) = .828, ns.
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Figure 5. The proportions of the FSDs from the estimates in response to three types of
pictures, compared against Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in Jelly Bean Estimation
for Exp.1.
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The degree of fit to Benford’s law was measured by the approach introduced by Burns
(2009), hence the root mean squared errors (RMSE) were calculated for each participant’s
FSD frequencies relative to Benford’s distribution (RMSE-Benford) and a flat distribution
(RMSE-Flat), as shown in Table 6. A smaller RMSE value indicates a better fit.
As anticipated, the leading digits generated by people indeed more closely resembled
the Benford’s distribution than a flat one because RMSE-Benford was significantly lower than
RMSE-Flat regardless of the picture presented based on a repeated measures ANOVA, F(1,
158) = 23.565, p < .05, η2 = .130. However, the effect of picture type was not statistically
significant on the RMSE-Benford, F(2, 158) = 1.743, ns, so it failed to support the hypothesis
that increasing the volume of visual information would result in a better fit to Benford’s law.

Table 6.
Means of RMSE-Benford and RMSE-Flat for the estimates in response to three types of
pictures in Jelly Bean Estimation for Exp. 1.
RMSE-Benford

RMSE-Flat

Picture type

M

SD

M

SD

Blurry

.108

.032

.122

.044

2D

.101

.026

.112

.029

3D

.098

.027

.112

.036

A stronger Benford’s bias from aggregation estimation. The Jelly Bean Estimation
also asked each individual to sum up the quantities of jelly beans from all the past nine trials.
To test the hypothesis proposed for the effect of aggregation, the frequencies of each FSD
produced in the aggregation estimation were plotted against the FSDs aggregated over those
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from the past nine individual estimations in Figure 6. Similarity, digit-1 (M = .335, SD
= .474) was found the most frequent number followed by digit-2 (M = .267, SD = .444) in
aggregation estimation. Both forms of estimation showed a monotonic decline somewhat like
Benford’s distribution, but digit-5 (M = .112, SD = .316) was only elevated with the
aggregation question.
Because each individual only produced one aggregated estimate, hence, the degree of
fit to Benford’s distribution was examined by the traditional approach, the Chi-square test.
Both individual (χ2(8) = 38.536, p < .05) and aggregation estimation (χ2(8) = 22.658, p < .05)
reported a deviation from Benford’s law, but the repeated measures ANOVA reported a
significant interaction (FSDs * estimation type) between the two within-subject factors,
suggesting that the proportions of the FSDs of the aggregation estimation were different from
those of the individual estimation, F(8, 1280) = 4.908, p < .05, η2 = .030. Generating an
aggregated estimate did yield a significantly larger proportion of digit-1 (t(160) = -2.340, p
< .05), and of digit-2 (t(160) = 2.417, p < .05) than those from individual estimates,
exhibiting a stronger bias towards the smaller FSDs.
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Figure 6. The proportions of the FSDs from individual and aggregation estimations, compared against
Benford’s and flat distributions in Exp.1.
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The confidence and accuracy of the estimated values. The examination of
confidence rating and accuracy of the answers was to determine if the designed questions
have successfully triggered an uncertain situation as we would like to, as well as an indirect
measure of the effectiveness of the experimental manipulation. Moreover, the correlation test
additionally provided insights to understand how the degree of Benford’s bias might interact
with the task performance, a question has never been investigated before.
In general, the students were not confident (M = 2.435, SD = .852) with respect to the
estimated quantity of jelly beans, which was significantly below the midpoint of a five-point
scale, CI95 [2.304, 2.567]. As shown in Table 7, the repeated measures ANOVA suggested
that experiencing individual estimation showed stronger confidence than the aggregation
estimation regardless of the picture type, F(1, 158) = 18.603, p < .05, η2 = .105, indicating an
easier version of the task. The overall effect of the picture type was non-significant on the
confidence ratings. A positive correlation of the confidence rating was observed between the
individual estimation and the aggregation estimation (r = .660, p < .05).

Table 7.
Mean confidence ratings of individual and aggregation estimations in response to three types
of pictures in Jelly Bean Estimation for Exp. 1.
Individual Estimation

Aggregation Estimation

Picture type

M

SD

M

SD

Blurry

2.635

0.908

2.385

0.953

2D

2.364

1.007

2.218

1.049

3D

2.704

0.861

2.315

0.797
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The accuracy of quantity estimation was measured by the absolute difference (AD)
between the estimated values and the true values, thus the smaller the value of AD, the better
the accuracy. Nine ADs were calculated with respect to nine different true values under
individual estimation, and one AD for the aggregation estimation, as shown in Table 8.
Because the assumption of normality was strongly violated, the non-parametric test was
adopted to test the effect of the type of pictures. The estimated quantities to the blurry
pictures had a significantly larger AD value than those given 2D and 3D pictures (Kruskall
Wallis Test: all p < .05) except when the true value was 950, indicating that viewing clear
information boosted the task performance of individual estimation, compared to the blurry
information. However, an increasing amount of information from 3D conditions failed to
contribute to better accuracy, compared to those estimates from the 2D pictures (Kruskall
Wallis Test: ns). Such a result pattern was also observed from the aggregation estimation.
Pearson’s correlation failed to report that the task performance measured by AD was
significantly associated with the confidence rating, nor the degree of fit to Benford’s law in
terms of RMSE-Benford.

Table 8.
Means of absolute difference (AD) of nine individual and one aggregation estimations in
response to three types of pictures in Jelly Bean Estimation for Exp. 1
Aggregation
Estimation

Individual Estimation
True
value
150

True
value
250

True
value
350

True
value
450

True
value
550

True
value
650

True
value
750

True
value
850

True
value
950

Mean

True Value
4950

Blurry

113
(25)

168
(63)

243
(88)

307
(119)

406
(250)

470
(254)

559
(268)

596
(219)

649
(224)

390
(142)

3512
(1275)

2D

91
(28)

140
(64)

199
(110)

251
(116)

310
(163)

328
(179)

409
(207)

454
(236)

658
(1183)

316
(187)

2840
(1684)

3D

94
(104)

145
(127)

234
(270)

289
(385)

355
(410)

415
(671)

484
(909)

527
(1046)

657
(1202)

356
(561)

3201
(5046)

Note. Round to the nearest integers. The values stated in the brackets were the standard deviations.
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Results of hypothesis testing for Jelly Bean Estimation. The estimated values
regarding quantities of jelly beans supported the hypothesis that a reasonable fit to Benford’s
law could emerge from estimation (H5), and more importantly, the aggregation estimation
did enhance the Benford’s bias, exhibiting a stronger bias towards the smaller FSDs than the
individual estimation (H7). However, we failed to find that increasing the volume of visual
information in the picture might introduce a better fit to Benford’s law (H6).

Analysis of Number Recognition
One participant missed most of the items due to unknown reasons. Besides, two
respondents demonstrated an unexpected higher accuracy rate (>70%) with a stronger
confidence rating above three on a five-point scale. Given the theoretical probability of
getting at least 70% forced-choices questions correct is 0.98%, such performance may be an
indication of having the relevant knowledge to those questions, or a result of non-genuine
responses with external support. Because the study aimed to collect the data to understand
how people respond to unknown numerical questions, any professionals or support from
external resources might be considered as invalid responses. As a consequence, the datasets
of 169 participation were kept in the analysis after removing three respondents mentioned
above. 84 students have been assigned to the condition of generating non-arbitrary numbers,
and 85 to the group of arbitrary numbers.
An unbiased preference towards the smaller FSDs selected. The Number
Recognition task was designed to offer two numbers with a lower and higher leading digit for
each question to test if people consistently favour the lower FSDs over the higher ones.
Overall, the frequencies of a higher (M = .498, SD = .116) and a lower (M = .502, SD = .116)
FSDs were equally chosen amongst 8488 observations, χ2(1) = .828, ns. However, the oneway ANOVA suggested that the number type (non-arbitrary vs. arbitrary) failed to
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substantially impact on the frequencies of people’s choice of a lower FSDs, F(1, 167) =
2.698, ns. When examining the ten pairs of leading digits in details, only one pair of
comparison, digit-3 vs. digit-7 (χ2(1) = 6.277, p < .05) displayed a greater proportion in
choosing a lower FSD over a higher one, while the other two, digit-1 vs. digit-3 (χ2(1) =
4.383, p < .05) and digit-1 vs. digit-9 (χ2(1) = 5.952, p < .05) tended to get more choices
loaded on the higher FSDs. Therefore, nine out of 10 pairs generally failed to be consistent
with Benford’s bias, as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The proportions of a higher and a lower FSD selected under ten pairs of choices,
compared against the equal probability in Number Recognition for Exp.1

The confidence and accuracy of the responses selected. Again, the analysis of the
confidence rating and the accuracy would additionally help to understand the effectiveness of
the experimental conditions created. Overall, students felt that they were not confident (M =
1.601, SD = .649) about their selected responses to the questions, which was significantly
below the midpoint of a five-point scale, CI95 [1.503 - 1.699]. But the exposure to the non-
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arbitrary numbers (M = 1.739, SD = .893) lead to a higher confidence level than the arbitrary
ones (M = 1.464, SD = .679), t(168) = 2.260, p < .05, suggesting an easier version of the
questions asked.
As mentioned earlier in the study design, half of the questions only provided
approximation choices. So, the accuracy rate was calculated by the number of correct
responses divided by the total number of those containing a true value as the option. Of
the169 students, the average accuracy rate was .512 (SD = .100), which was no better than
chance (i.e., 50%), χ2(1) = 3.002, ns. The effect of number type was generally not significant
on the accuracy rate, F(1, 847) = .322, ns. Higher confidence was not correlated with a better
accuracy rate (r = 0.038, ns).
Results of hypothesis testing for Number Recognition. The choices selected in this
task generally agreed with the hypothesis that the numbers with lower FSDs were equally
often chosen as the higher FSDs regardless of the number type provided (H4). Hence, it
challenged the utility of the Recognition Hypothesis as a reliable explanation for the first
digit phenomenon observed from humans.

Analysis of Number Generation
Five students failed to complete all the questions. Based on the data cleaning, the
responses from 13 individuals were also excluded from the analysis. It was found that at least
1/3 of their non-arbitrary answers agreed with the true values, or with the numbers produced
by the other respondents. Given the theoretical probability of two persons generating the
same three-digit number is 0.111%, if the same answer to a question was provided by
multiple individuals, we suspected that such performance might be an indication of having
the relevant knowledge to those questions, or a result of non-genuine responses with external
support. As mentioned before, the study aimed to collect the data under uncertainty, any
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professionals or support from external resources might be considered as invalid attempts,
hence, 154 students were finally remained in the analysis, with 79 assigned to the backwards
condition, starting from the last digit of an answer.
The pattern of the FSDs in Number Generation. The first digits of each
participants’ responses of non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers were extracted to compute the
average proportion of each FSD, as shown in Figure 8. For non-arbitrary numbers,
descriptively, digit-1 (M = .169, SD = .148) was the most frequent digit generated followed
by digit-2 (M = .143, SD = .139). However, for arbitrary numbers, the highest proportion was
found in digit-2 (M = .154, SD = .142) followed by digit-1 (M = .143, SD = .154). The
significant interaction (i.e., FSDs * number type) between the two-within subject factors
reported by a repeated measures ANOVA suggested that the general pattern of the leading
digits between the non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers remained similar to each other, F(8,
1224) = .637, ns.
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Figure 8. The proportions of the FSDs from non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers, compared
against Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in Number Generation for Exp.1
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RMSE-Benford and RMSE-Flat were calculated for each participant to examine the
degree of fit, as shown in Table 9. The repeated measures ANOVA (two within-subject
factors) suggested that RMSE-Benford was significantly larger than RMSE-Flat regardless of
the number type, F(1, 153) = 12.504, η2 = .076. Thus, both patterns closely resembled a
uniform distribution. The paired t-test also failed to show that the values of RMSE-Benford
between the number types were statistically different, t(153) = -1.567, ns. Thus, we were not
able to conclude that the frequencies of FSDs generated from non-arbitrary numbers agreed
more to Benford’s law than that from arbitrary numbers.

Table 9.
Means of RMSE-Benford and RMSE-Flat for the non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers
produced in Number Generation for Exp. 1.
RMSE-Benford

RMSE-flat

Number type

M

SD

M

SD

Non-arbitrary

.121

.034

.115

.033

Arbitrary

.126

.035

.118

.032

The effect of answer position. Although the responses produced from Number
Generation failed to show the first digit phenomenon, the influence of backwards answering
was still examined to see if such a request could potentially influence the pattern of the
leading digits. A repeated measures ANOVA showed that the answer position failed to
produce a significant impact on the leading digits’ degree of fit to Benford’s law because the
RMSE-Benford under backwards condition was not statistically different to that under
forwards condition regardless of the number type, F(1, 152) = .473, ns.
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The pattern of the last digits. The analysis of the last digits was carried out to
examine whether the first digit phenomenon is about the leading digit place, or the initial
digit requested. If Benford’s bias was a phenomenon about the initial digit requested, we
should observe that the pattern of the last digits generated under backwards answering follow
the Benford’s distribution. Hence, the following investigation on the last digits produced
might add extra insights into understanding the robustness of the first digit effect.
The pattern of the last digits under two different answer positions was displayed
separately for non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers in Figure 9. Digit-0 (M = .370, SD = .030)
was the most frequent number generated in non-arbitrary numbers, which was significantly
more produced than that of the arbitrary one (M = .118, SD = .142), t(153) = -10.460, p < .05.
We used a 10 * 2 mixed-design general liner model to assess how the proportions of the last
digits were affected by the backwards answering. The within-subject factor was the last
digits, ranging from digit-0 to digit-9, while the between-subject factor was the answer
position. The repeated measures ANOVA suggested that the last digits produced under the
backwards condition from both non-arbitrary numbers, F(9, 1368) =1.453, ns, and arbitrary
numbers, F(9, 1494) = 1.606, ns, failed to generate a different distribution of that from the
forwards condition. Nevertheless, the backwards answering did encourage the production of
digit-9 from the arbitrary numbers, and discouraged digit-1 of the non-arbitrary numbers
(both p< .05). Nevertheless, the frequencies from both types of numbers deviated from the
monotonic pattern that approximates Benford’s law.
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Figure 9. The proportions of the last digits from non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers upon the
request of forwards and backwards answering in Number Generation for Exp.1.

The confidence of the number generated. Only the results of the confidence rating
were reported in this case. Because the questions of non-arbitrary numbers were randomly
drawn from a 250-item pool, thus it was not possible to compare accuracy in terms of the
absolute differences across the individuals as the correct answers of the questions varied from
person to person. Meanwhile, most questions asking for the arbitrary numbers inherently
lacked an absolutely true answer, such as the receipt number and the gift card number, hence
the accuracy check was not applicable.
The overall confidence was 1.665 (SD = .708), which was significantly below the
midpoint of a five-point scale CI95 [1.553 - 1.777], suggesting that students generally felt not
confident about their answers. The paired t-test showed that generation of non-arbitrary
numbers (M = 1.687, SD = .737) had a higher confidence level than arbitrary numbers (M =
1.565, SD = .762), t(153) = 2.624, p<.05. The effect of answer position was not observed in
general (ns).
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Results of hypothesis testing in Number Generation. The data failed to agree with
the hypothesis that a better fit to Benford’s law can be observed from generating nonarbitrary numbers than the arbitrary numbers (H1). Although the monotonic decline of the
first digits from Number Generation did not closely resemble the Benford’s distribution, we
have obtained some supporting evidence that the backwards answering failed to alter the
frequencies of the first digits (H2), and the initial digits produced in the last digit place
exhibited a deviation from Benford’s law as proposed (H3).

Analysis of individual and cultural differences
The examination of the demographic information might additionally help to
understand the generalisation ability of the first digit phenomenon. By testing the differences
of gender, age, and educational background, neither a significant main effect nor the
interactions were reported with respect to the RMSE-Benford within each task (all ns). Since
the majority of students were English and Chinese speakers, the analysis of these two groups
also failed to detect any substantial differences regarding RMSE-Benford across three tasks
(all ns).

Discussion of Experiment 1
In line with the findings from Burns (2009) and Diekmann (2007), the initial
experiment found data supported the conclusion that the first digit phenomenon could be
obtained from human beings, particularly, for the Jelly Bean Estimation in this case. A
reasonable fit to Benford’s law was reported with the jelly bean estimates, regardless of the
condition. But the elevation of digit-5 was only detected when aggregating the estimates. The
failure to obtain a significant effect of picture type in the quantity estimation could result
from insufficient power. After eliminating invalid responses, only 161 students were retained
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in the analysis. Nevertheless, it was found that aggregation condition substantially enhanced
the production of lower FSDs (i.e., digit-1 and digit-2), which is consistent with the
Integration Hypothesis that the more information has to combine the stronger Benford’s bias.
Once again, Number Recognition failed to show any evidence of bias due to the first
digits, and no difference was found between the versions of non-arbitrary and arbitrary
numbers. The frequencies of the five leading digits chosen showed a stronger agreement to
the flat distribution. More importantly, amongst ten pairs of comparisons between a lower
and a higher FSD, nine of them disagreed with Benford’s bias, thus it challenged the
explanation that the favour towards the smaller leading digits is due to sensitivity to the
statistical relationship presented in the environment. Together with the results of Burns
(2009) and Tripodi (2016), the findings from all three Number Recognition tasks seemed to
consistently argue against the Recognition Hypothesis as a reliable explanation. Therefore
future studies should focus on the testing of the utility of Integration Hypothesis as a possible
explanation for the first digit phenomenon detected from humans.
In Number Generation, contrary to the expectation, the leading digits created from
non-arbitrary numbers failed to report a better fit to Benford’s law than the arbitrary ones.
Nevertheless, it still visually displayed a reasonably monotonic trend that the proportion
declines as the first digit increases, with digit-1 being the most frequent number produced.
We argued that such a flattened distribution might result from the changes in the process in
number production. Compared to the common methodologies for number generation used by
the previous research, we made two significant modifications in this experiment. Instead of
separating the production of non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers, they were randomised into
a single block. In addition, multiple boxes were offered for entering each digit of an answer
to control the backwards and forwards situations, as well as for the keystrokes. However, it
possibly disrupted people’s internal process of producing a number as a whole. If the first
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digit phenomenon is due to the process of generating numbers (Burns, 2009), then changes to
that process may alter first-digit distributions. Unlike the previous studies, a peak of digit-5
was not detected from any condition of the first digit pattern. Therefore, in the next attempt,
we proposed restoring methods closer to the original.
Due to the failure of the first digit phenomenon to emerge in Number Generation, the
analysis on the influence of the backwards answering might not necessarily be useful in
understating the robustness of the bias within the leading digit place. Nevertheless, the results
revealed that backwards condition did not substantially influence the degree of fit to
Benford’s law, which could be informative, to some extent, in developing an associated
hypothesis in the follow-up studies.
Alternatively, the robustness of the bias within the first digits can also be
demonstrated through learning the pattern generated from the last digits, in particular, under
the backwards condition. In general, the backwards answering failed to introduce a different
distribution of the last digits from the forwards condition. A stronger elevation of digit-0
from the non-arbitrary numbers possibly indicated that people were sensitive to the type of
number generated so that the last digits of the arbitrary numbers were more equally
distributed than that of the non-arbitrary ones. However, neither the distribution of the nonarbitrary nor arbitrary numbers followed the monotonic decline that approximates Benford’s
law.
Generally, the students consistently reported low confidence regarding their numerical
responses across three tasks, implying a reasonable degree of uncertainty. In the Jelly Bean
Estimation, the aggregation estimation further impaired their confidence level relative to the
individual estimation, hence a more difficult task. The participants felt more confident about
their non-arbitrary numbers produced or selected than the arbitrary numbers, suggesting an
easier version of the task. When evaluating the accuracy of the responses, providing a clear
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picture did boost a better accuracy of estimation than the blurry ones, but more information
from 3D pictures failed to improve the task performance compared to the 2D displays. Hence,
whether people have indeed utilised the additional material from the 3D presentation for the
estimation should be questioned. The average accuracy rate from Number Recognition
remained around .50, which was no better than a pure guess regardless of the number type
being provided. Overall, no consistent result suggested that task performance was associated
with the confidence level, or with the FSDs’ degree of fit to Benford’s law. The effect of
gender, age, and language was not found either.
In summary, the critical findings for this experiment were the extension of the leading
digit phenomenon to the estimation of unknown quantities even if it was not an exact fit; the
continued failure of the Recognition Hypothesis showing the need to examine alternatives;
and the disruption of first-digit distribution in the generation task possibly by methodological
changes. Therefore, future research is necessary to test the role of the process in number
production; replicate and extend the examinations on the other forms of estimations, and
further investigate the utility of the Integration Hypothesis in justifying the first digit
phenomenon psychologically.
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CHAPTER 4: EXPERIMENT 2
The second experiment was built on the findings from the first experiment while
explicitly focusing on number estimation due to the promising results obtained in the Jelly
Bean Estimation. Two main goals were set up for this experiment. First, the continued
exploration with the estimation task required an expansion with other forms. A new
estimation task, Dots Displays, was introduced to further examine how the information
presented in front of an individual interacted with the first-digit pattern. Meanwhile, beyond
answering the trivia questions with little knowledge, a new block of short estimation
questions concerning the events of daily practices was developed, hence we also expected to
obtain the first digit phenomenon when integrating the information of personal experiences to
form an estimate. Secondly, as the failure of Number Generation task in Experiment 1 was
interpreted as the consequences of the changes in the generation process, it would be
interesting to see if Benford’s bias could return when the original procedure is restored.
The evidence from prior findings (e.g., Burns, 2009) showed that the first digits in
response to the questions asking for non-arbitrary numbers exhibited a stronger fit to
Benford’s distribution than that from the arbitrary ones. However, when the production of
non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers was mixed together, and each digit of an answer was
entered separately, the expected monotonic decline was suppressed. Therefore, to recover
Benford’s bias, we tried to restore the internal process of number production by splitting the
items of arbitrary and non-arbitrary numbers into separate blocks in the second experiment.
In addition, one large text box was offered for the participants to fill in all the digits of an
answer instead of providing one box per digit (see Figure 10). If such processes of number
generation were essential for the emerging of the first digit phenomenon, it was predicted that
this would restore the fit to Benford’s law.
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Another novel development to the task of Number Generation was an introduction of
more practical estimation items from daily practices in six facets, including the estimates of
time, length, speed, weight, volume, and quantity. Unlike the block of the trivia questions
developed from Benford’s (1938) observations with little knowledge, such items were
designed so the answer can be produced from direct personal experiences in everyday life. To
further differentiate this new category from the values (i.e., non-arbitrary answers) produced
to the trivia questions, we labelled the responses to the questions asking about the daily
experiences as the “estimates.”
To further understand the influence of the information volume on quantity estimation,
we decided to repeat the jelly beans study. In addition, we employed a new visual task, Dots
Displays, as an extension of the estimation task. This is a traditional material widely used in
multiple experimental designs, such as perception. The design was similar to the one used in
Jelly Bean Estimation, that is, showing a visual stimulus for an estimate with nine repeated
measures, and then asking for one aggregation estimation. However, the dot displays
additionally allowed us to create a dual-question version by targeting both quantity and time
duration of the dots displayed simultaneously. Because the Integration Hypothesis argues that
the bias towards smaller leading digits is a result of processing multiple factors from
unrelated sets, the performance in response to the dual-question could then be compared
against that from the single-question via this design. The dual-tasking was commonly
adopted as a classic tool to investigate the limits of cognitive information processing because
presenting two simultaneous stimuli at the same time typically increases the task load
(Strobach, Wemdt, & Janczyk, 2018). The costs of doing concurrent tasks have been
extensively documented, in particular, an impaired performance (e.g., worse accuracy and
delayed response time) was consistently observed compared with conditions from single
tasks (e.g., Fagot & Pashler, 1992; Huestegge & Koch, 2009). Similar to the investigation of
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task performance, studying how dual-task interferes with the bias towards the leading digits
of the estimates could also guide us to understand the role of cognitive processing in dealing
with uncertain situations of numerical questions.
In addition to the prior hypothesis developed for the Number Generation and Jelly
Bean Estimation in the first experiment, Experiment 2 proposed three more hypotheses in
relation to the new designs. As the bias towards the smaller leading digits was observed from
the quantity estimation of jelly beans, we expect such a phenomenon could be extended to
other forms, that is, the estimates to experience questions in Number Generation and to the
quantity and time-interval of Dots Displays (H8). Moreover, the estimates from to experience
questions in Number Generation should show a better fit to Benford’s law than the values in
response to the trivia questions (H9). As speculated by Burns (2009) in explaining the
different patterns of the FSDs obtained between arbitrary and non-arbitrary numbers, if the
first digit phenomenon is a result of combining multiple information sources, individuals who
answer the questions of daily practices are more likely to utilise more inputs of personal
experiences compared to the trivia questions without much knowledge, thus a better
conformity can be expected. In addition, in support of the Integration Hypothesis, we predict
that responding to dual-question in Dots Displays shall exhibit a stronger Benford’s bias than
the single-question condition due to the processing of two unrelated sets of information
simultaneously (H10). Similar to the effect of aggregation estimation in Jelly Bean
Estimation, a stronger Benford’s bias was also expected from summing up all the estimates
from the past trials experienced in the Dots Displays because of the processing of multiple
information sources (H11).
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Methods of Experiment 2
The second experiment was structured with three tasks in a fixed order, beginning
from the items of Dots Displays, followed by the tasks of Number Generation and Jelly Bean
Estimation. The task of Dots Displays was a 2 (question type: dual-question vs. singlequestion) * 2 (estimation type: individual vs. aggregation) mixed design to test the effect of
volume of information. As in Experiment 1, the generation of non-arbitrary and arbitrary
numbers to the trivia questions in Number Generation remained unchanged, but a new testing
block of estimation items was introduced. Jelly Bean Estimation was kept the same as the
previous one.
Participants
A total of 363 students from an analytic thinking course participated as part of a class
experiment. However, we eliminated 37 students who did not consent to have their data
analysed. Not every participant answered every question and proceeded to the end of the
experiment. Because sometimes they did not finish the task in the time allocated, and also
some responses were lost due to computer errors. Hence, twenty-seven students were
additionally recruited through an advertisement posted on SONA to even the numbers
allocated to conditions. Therefore, 355 participation were finally remained in the data
analysis, with an average age of 19.55 (SD = 4.445), ranging between 14 and 69. The sample
consisted of 210 females (59.155%) and 145 males (40.845%). 53.2% of the respondents
were English speakers, 32.7% were Chinese speakers (Mandarin and Cantonese), and 14.1%
in other languages. 38.6% of the students majored in science and maths, 33.2% were from the
colleges of arts and humanities, 9.3% were business and economics students, and 18.9% were
from other degrees.
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Procedure and materials
The first task presented the items of Dots Displays (10 numerical items), followed by
a Number Generation task (36 numerical items) and a Jelly Bean Estimation task (10
numerical items) for each participant.
Number Generation. This task presented three randomised individual blocks of
questions asking for arbitrary numbers (9 items), non-arbitrary numbers (9 items), and
estimates (18 items), respectively. Again, half of them were directed to enter the digits
backwards, starting from the last digit of an answer. Unlike Experiment 1, one large text box
was offered in this study for the participants to enter all the digits of an answer (see Figure
10). Hence, in the forwards condition, each entered digit appears to the right of the last digit,
while in the backwards condition, each digit appears to the left of the last digit keyed in.
The generation of the arbitrary and non-arbitrary number to the trivia questions
remained the same as in Experiment 1. The new block of the questions for the estimates in
Number Generation was developed concerning six different aspects of daily experiences,
which were weights, speed, quantity, volume, time, and length of an item or event or activity
(see Appendix G). The development of such items typically referenced the paradigm of CET
that was originally designed by Shallice and Evans (1978) in investigating the cognitive
function with frontal lobe lesions. As introduced in the literature review, CET has been
extensively employed and updated by clinical studies as a measure of the cognitive ability of
patients. Because the items of the CET task asked for a reasonable estimate subject to
personal experience in response to a short question, it was generally consistent with the
purpose of the present study. However, in the selection of the materials used in this design,
the answer to a question with apparent boundaries or well-known values was avoided to
maintain a reasonable level of uncertainty. Besides, the items were chosen so that each digit 1
through 9, were equally the leading digit of the correct answers. As a result, two original
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items were incorporated into the question pool, while 16 new items were developed to fit into
our experimental context discussed above. The selective experience items are shown below:
Two items directly cited from CETs used by the past research
1. How much does a typical salad bowl weigh (grams)? (Silverman & Ashkenazi, 2016)
2. What is the fastest tennis serve (km/h)? (MacPherson, Wagner, Murphy, Bozzali,
Cipolotti, & Shallice, 2014)
Selective estimates items developed by the present study
1. What is the average daily time spent by a person on social networking (mins)?
2. What is the average daily water consumption per household (L)?
3. How much red meat and poultry does a person consume per year (pounds)?

Figure 10. A screenshot of an experience question in Number Generation task asking for an
estimate given a text box for all digits of an answer in Exp.2.

Dots Displays. This task presented dozens of random dots in 345*345 pixels squared
area within a short period for the participants to give an estimate according to the question(s)
asked. They were either assigned to the single-question condition or the dual-question
condition. For any single-question task, students were asked to estimate the number of dots
shown within a fixed time (i.e., 550 milliseconds), alternatively, to estimate the time-interval
of the dots displayed given a fixed quantity (i.e., five dots). While in the dual-question
version, both estimation targets were required based on a combination of randomised quantity
and time interval of the dots displayed.
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For the single-question condition, there were ten items in total, and nine of which
required the participant to produce a quantity estimate to a dots display, with a true value of
25, 35, 45, 55, 65, 75, 85, 95, or 105 (randomly ordered), alternatively, to estimate the timeinterval of the dots displayed, with a true value of 1500, 2500, 3500, 4500, 5500, 6500,
7500, 8500, or 9500 milliseconds (randomly ordered). So, each digit 1 through 9 was equally
often the first digit of the correct answer. While in the dual-question condition, both targets
(i.e., quantity and time-interval) were required; thus 18 individual estimates were produced in
total. For the final question, an aggregation estimation of the total quantity of the dots, or the
time-interval, or both, were required, depending on the question version assigned to.

Figure 11. The sample of 35 dots presented in a version of the display with the same area
occupied but different density of the dots (left), and in a version of the display with the same
density but different area occupied (right) by the dots in Exp.2.

Participants randomly received one stream of the two versions of the dots
presentations, either varying the density, or the occupied area of the dots, because it was
uncertain if the arrangements of the dots might potentially influence the pattern of the leading
digits produced. As the examples of dots displayed in Figure 11, one version constantly keeps
the dots fully occupied in the display area by varying the density of the dots when the
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quantity increases from 25 to 105, while the other version keeps the same density of the dots
by enlarging the occupied area from the center of the display as the dots increase.
Jelly Bean Estimation. This task was identical to the design of Experiment 1.
The questionnaire, general instructions, and confidence ratings. One item asking
participants’ field of study was added to the demographic questionnaire in Experiment 2. The
general instructions and confidence ratings remained the same as the previous format.
However, to keep the responding time within 15 minutes, the confidence ratings for the
estimates to experience questions were not provided in Number Generation.
The catch page. This was removed because the students were under supervision,
which also saved the responding time for the tutorials.

Results of Experiment 2
The outputs of statistical analysis are presented separately for the tasks of Number
Generation, Jelly Bean Estimation, and Dots Displays. Due to the time limits in the tutorial
for online participation, most students were not able to finish all the questions, hence the
sample size in the analysis might vary from task to task.
As this research was primarily concerned with the condition under which the first
digit phenomenon might occur, the findings of each task were consistently organised to show
the patterns of the leading digits produced under different experimental conditions followed
by an examination of its degree of fit to Benford’s bias. Other analyses for all tasks were the
test of confidence and accuracy level, and the effect of individual and cultural differences. In
contrast to the first experiment, Experiment 2 was particularly interested in testing whether
Benford’s bias could emerge from the Number Generation after restoring the original
procedure, and from the patterns of the leading digits produced from the new estimation task.
Therefore, the relevant results would be additionally highlighted in the following analysis.
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Analysis of Number Generation
Due to the time limits in the tutorial, not every student finished all three blocks of
questions in this task. Of the 355 participants, 239 completed the block of non-arbitrary
numbers (131 in backwards condition), and 217 finished the production of arbitrary numbers
(137 in backwards condition). 243 students proceeded to the end of the estimates block (136
in backwards conditions).
A stronger Benford’s bias in generating non-arbitrary numbers. After restoring
the original process in number production, a reasonably monotonic decline can be perceived
from the non-arbitrary numbers, as shown in Figure 12. A 9 (within-subject factor: FSD) * 2
(within-subject factor: number type) repeated measures ANOVA suggested a significant
interaction between the digits and the number type produced, showing the patterns of the
non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers were different, F(8, 1472) = 5.044, p < .05, η2 = .027.
Digit-5 was elevated with the non-arbitrary numbers (M = .123, SD = .097).
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Figure 12. The proportions of the FSDs from non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers, compared
against Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in Number Generation for Exp.2.
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As anticipated, a better fit to Benford’s law was reported when generating the nonarbitrary numbers compared to the arbitrary ones, given that RMSE-Benford of non-arbitrary
numbers (M = .122, SD = .040) was significantly smaller than that of arbitrary numbers (M =
.130, SD= .036), t(184) = 2.600, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .210. Meanwhile, the RMSE-Benford of
the arbitrary numbers yielded a larger value than its RMSE-Flat (M = .119, SD = .034)),
t(216) = 4.727, p < .05, suggesting its distribution closely resembled a uniform distribution.
A stronger Benford’s bias in generating estimates. As a new testing block, the
proportions of the FSDs from the estimates to experience questions were plotted against those
from the answers to the trivia questions, as shown in Figure 13. Although the estimates also
showed a reasonably monotonic decline with an elevation of digit-5 (M = .125, SD = .097), a
9 (within-subject factor: FSD) * 2 (within-subject factor: number type) repeated measures
ANOVA suggested the pattern of FSDs of the answers to the trivia questions was different
from the estimation question, F(8, 1504) = 5.749, p < .05, η2 = .030.
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Figure 13. The proportions of the FSDs from the answers (non-arbitrary) to trivia questions and the
estimates to experience questions, compared against Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in
Number Generation for Exp.2.
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In line with expectation, the estimates to experience questions fitted better to the
Benford’s distribution than the answers to trivia questions as its RMSE-Benford (M = .085,
SD = .038) generated a smaller value than that of the non-arbitrary numbers (M = .122, SD =
.040), t(188) = -12.268, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .948.
The effect of answer position on FSDs. Because the arbitrary numbers showed a
closer fit to the flat distribution, the examination on the effect of backwards answering on the
first digit phenomenon was performed with the answers (non-arbitrary) to the trivia questions
and the estimates to the experience questions, as shown in Figure 14. It was found that the
value of RMSE-Benford from the estimates under the backwards condition was not different
from the one under the forwards condition, t(241) = .123, ns. However, the t-test suggested
that starting from the last digit resulted in a larger RMSE-Benford than the forwards condition
given the answers to trivia questions, hence a worse fit to Benford’s law, t(237) = -2.024, p <
.05. The repeated measures ANOVA further showed its pattern of the backwards condition
was different from the forwards one, F(8, 1896) = 2.104, p < .05, η2 = .024, with more digit9, but less digit-1 produced by the backwards responses to trivia questions (both p < .05).
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Figure 14. The proportions of the FSDs from the answers (non-arbitrary) to trivia questions and the
estimates to experience questions upon the request of backwards and forwards answering, compared
against Benford’s and flat distributions in Number Generation for Exp.2.
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Because the question order of three blocks of numbers was randomised, we
additionally tested if there was an order effect on the pattern of the leading digits. Neither the
main effect of block order, F(1, 227) = .504, ns, nor the interaction effect between the block
order and the answer position was reported on RMSE-Benford based on the two-way
ANOVA, F(5, 227) = 1.306, ns.
The pattern of the last digit generated. The analysis of the last digits was also due
to the introduction of answering the question from the last digit of a number (backwards
condition). If the first digit phenomenon was a result of the initial digit request rather than the
leading digit place, it is likely to observe the pattern of the last digits generated under
backwards condition showing a reasonable conformity to Benford’s distribution. So, the
following investigation on the last digits produced might add extra insights into
understanding the robustness of the leading digit place, a hypothesis we proposed.
The pattern of the last digits was displayed separately for non-arbitrary, arbitrary
numbers, and the estimates under backwards and forwards answering position, as shown in
Figure 15. Digit-0 remained as the most frequent number produced from the non-arbitrary (M
= .508, SD = .288) and the estimates (M = .691, SD = .210). Overall, the production of digit-1
as the last digit was suppressed (estimates: M = .017, SD = .044; non-arbitrary: M = .056, SD
= .102; arbitrary: M = .079, SD = .121), compared to that of the leading digit place. A 10
(within-subject factor: last digits) * 2 (between-subject factor: answer position) repeated
measures ANOVA suggested that the distribution of the last digits generated under
backwards condition was not different from that of the forwards condition for the estimates,
F(9, 2169) = .459, ns, and the non-arbitrary numbers, F(9, 2133) = 1.010, ns. But the request
of producing the digits backwards did change the pattern of the last digits of arbitrary
numbers due to a significant interaction between the digits and the answer position, F(9,
1935) = 3.391, p < .05, η2 = .016, with more digit-0, digit-8, and digit-9, but less digit-3,
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digit-4, and digit-6, compared to the forwards conditions (all p < .05). A large peak of digit-5
was detected from the estimates (M = .093, SD = .087). None of the patterns followed the
monotonic decline which approximates Benford's law.
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Figure 15. The proportions of the last digits from non-arbitrary numbers, arbitrary numbers, and
estimates upon the request of backwards or forwards answering in Number Generation for Exp.2.

The confidence in the number generated. Similar to Experiment 1, students
generally felt not confident (M = 1.804, SD = .782) in their answers for number generation,
which was significantly below the midpoint of a five-point scale, CI95 [1.700 - 1.908].
Because the confidence rating was not provided for the estimates, so only the non-arbitrary
and arbitrary numbers can be compared. The paired t-test showed that producing nonarbitrary numbers (M = 1.755, SD = .764) significantly impaired its confidence level than that
from arbitrary numbers (M = 1.881, SD = .900), t(191) = 3.143, p < .05, implying a more
difficult version. The effect of answer position on confidence rating was not observed in
general.
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Results of hypothesis testing for Number Generation. After restoring the original
method in producing the unknown values, the data agreed with the hypothesis that generating
non-arbitrary numbers resulted in a better fit to Benford’s law than the arbitrary numbers
(H1). Meanwhile, we also obtained evidence to support that the bias towards the smaller
digits is a phenomenon exclusively about the leading digit place because the backwards
answering failed to alter the monotonic decline of the first digits (H2), and the initial digits
produced in the last digit place exhibited a deviation from Benford’s law as proposed (H3).
More importantly, the first digit phenomenon also emerged when producing the estimates to
experience questions (H8), and its FSDs agreed more to Benford’s distribution than those
from the answers to the trivia questions as proposed (H9).

Analysis of Jelly Bean Estimation
177 students completed this task, with 47 received blurry pictures; 58 participants saw
the 2D pictures, and 72 received the 3D pictures. Every participant produced nine individual
estimations in response to nine different pictured jars, and then came up with an aggregated
estimate, summing up all the past estimates.
First digit phenomenon in quantity estimation with different pictures. In line with
the findings from Experiment 1, a 9 (within-subject factor: first digits) * 3 (between-subject
factor: picture type) repeated measures ANOVA suggested the distribution of the three types
of pictures exhibited a similar monotonic decline, F(16, 1392) = 1.182, ns. As shown in
Figure 16, digit-1 (M = .235, SD = .144) was the most frequent number generated, while
digit-9 (M = .027, SD = .055) became the least frequent one. Unlike the first experiment, the
proportion of digit-5 was elevated under all three conditions (blurry: M=.118, SD = .134; 2D:
M = .102, SD = .098; and 3D: M = .119, SD = .115).
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Figure 16. The proportions of the FSDs from the estimates in response to three types of
pictures, compared against Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in Jelly Bean Estimation
for Exp.2.

The first digit phenomenon was consistently detected when examining the degree of
fit to Benford’s law across three groups with different pictures. From Table 10, a repeated
measures ANOVA showed that the value of RMSE-Benford was significantly lower than that
of RMSE-Flat, regardless of the picture type presented, F(1, 174) = 32.441, p < .05, η2 = .157.
Confirming that the leading digits generated by people closely resembled Benford’s law than
the uniform distribution. However, again, the effect of picture type was not statistically
significant regarding RMSE-Benford, F(2, 174) = 1.596, ns. Hence, it failed to support the
prediction that increasing the volume of visual information would enhance a stronger
Benford’s bias.
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Table 10.
Means of RMSE-Benford and RMSE-Flat for the estimates in response to three types of
pictures in Jelly Bean Estimation for Exp. 2
RMSE-Benford

RMSE-Flat

Picture type

M

SD

M

SD

Blurry

.102

.028

.113

.035

2D

.104

.030

.117

.033

3D

096

.026

.113

.026

A stronger Benford’s bias from aggregation estimation. We further analysed the
influence of aggregation estimation, which required a sum of all the jelly beans viewed from
the past nine trials. In Figure 17, the frequencies of each FSD produced in the aggregation
condition was plotted against the FSDs over the individual estimation. Digit-1 (M = .322, SD
= .469) was the most produced number, followed by the secondary peak of digit-5 (M = .142,
SD = .349) in aggregation estimation.
Because each participant only produced one aggregated estimate, the Chi-square test
was adapted in this case. The distributions of the FSDs of individual estimation (χ2(8) =
68.642, p < .05) and aggregation estimation (χ2(8) = 16.444, p <.05) both reported a deviation
from Benford’s law, but the repeated measures ANOVA showed a significant interaction
(FSDs * estimation type) between two within-subject factors, indicating the FSDs of the
aggregation estimation was different from that of the individual estimation, F(8, 1408) =
2.371, p < .05, η2 = .013. The aggregation estimation did yield a significantly higher
proportion of digit-1, and a lower proportion of digit-8 than those generated from individual
estimations, exhibiting a stronger Benford’s bias (both p < .05)
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Figure 17. The proportions of the FSDs from individual and aggregation estimations,
compared against Benford’s and flat distributions in Jelly Bean Estimation for Exp.2.

The confidence and accuracy of the estimated values. Again, the analysis of the
confidence rating and the accuracy would additionally help to understand the effectiveness of
the experimental conditions manipulated. The overall confidence (M = 2.259, SD = .955) was
significantly below the midpoint of a five-point scale, CI95 [2.118 - 2.400], suggesting that
students were not confident regarding their quantity estimates of jelly beans. As shown in
Table 11, the paired t-test suggested that the individual estimation (M = 2.375, SD = 1.051)
resulted in a significantly higher confidence rating than the aggregation estimation (M =
2.142, SD = 1.035), t(175) = 3.680, p < .05; hence an implication of an easier task. The effect
of the picture type was not reported with respect to the confidence rating. A positive
correlation was detected for the confidence between individual and aggregation estimation
(r= .676, p < .05).
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Table 11.
Means of confidence ratings of individual and aggregation estimation in response to three
types of pictures in Jelly Bean Estimation for Exp. 2

Individual Estimation

Aggregation Estimation

Picture type

M

SD

M

SD

Blurry

2.447

1.138

2.255

1.093

2D

2.544

0.944

2.125

1.015

3D

2.194

1.087

2.142

1.020

Consistent with Experiment 1, the accuracy of quantity estimation was measured by
the absolute difference (AD) between the estimated values and the true values, thus the
smaller the value of AD, the better the accuracy. Nine ADs were calculated with respect to
nine different true values for individual estimation, and one AD for the aggregation
estimation, as shown in Table 12. The non-parametric test reported that the nine estimated
quantities to the blurry pictures all had a significantly larger AD value than those given 2D
and 3D pictures (Kruskall Wallis Test: all p < .05). It suggested that presenting clear visual
information did boost the task performance of individual estimation compared to the blurry
information. But the additional information from 3D pictures failed to significantly improve
the accuracy of each individual estimation, compared to those of 2D pictures (Kruskall
Wallis Test: all ns). However, the aggregation estimation failed to report such a result pattern
regarding its AD.
Correlation tests found that the confidence of aggregation estimation was positively
associated with its absolute difference only with the 2D picture (r = .269, p < .05), suggesting
stronger confidence was associated with poorer performance in this case. Surprisingly, a
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worse task performance seemed to be correlated with a worse fit to Benford’s law with 3D
pictures, given a positive correlation reported between its absolute difference of the
individual estimation and the relevant RMSE-Benford (r = .318, p < .05).

Table 12.
Means of absolute difference (AD) of nine individual and one aggregation estimation in
response to three types of pictures in Jelly Bean Estimation for Exp. 2.
Aggregation
Estimation

Individual Estimation
True
value
150

True
value
250

True
value
350

True
value
450

True
value
550

True
value
650

True
value
750

True
value
850

True
value
950

Mean

Blurry

115
(39)

176
(58)

254
(71)

326
(103)

412
(110)

614
(962)

547
(268)

606
(172)

860
(209)

434
(243)

3623
(1205)

2D

84
(36)

137
(69)

188
(100)

266
(215)

301
(151)

365
(179)

406
(208)

583
(209)

546
(982)

319
(190)

6402
(478)

3D

93
(27)

159
(62)

376
(1088)

349
(444)

362
(566)

471
(951)

460
(909)

740
(360)

823
(1438)

426
(583)

4100
(1535)

True Value
4950

Note. Round to the nearest integers. The values in the brackets were the standard deviations.

Results of hypothesis testing for Jelly Bean Estimation. The estimated values
regarding quantities of jelly beans supported the hypothesis that a reasonable fit to Benford’s
law could emerge from estimation (H5), and more importantly, the aggregation estimation
did enhance the Benford’s bias, exhibiting a stronger bias towards the smaller FSDs than the
individual estimation (H7). However, we failed to find that increasing the volume of visual
information in the picture resulted in a better fit to Benford’s law (H6).
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Analysis of Dots Displays
Two students did not complete all the estimation trials, which were excluded from the
analysis. Of the 353 respondents, 232 subjects were assigned to the single-question condition
(113 for quantity estimation; 119 for time-interval estimation), and 121 received the items of
dual-question asking both the quantity and time-interval estimates.
The pattern of FSDs from all the estimates to the Dots Displays. The distributions
of the FSDs in Figure 18 presented the proportions of the leading digits accumulated across
all the quantity and time-interval estimates, but separately displayed for the single and dualquestion condition as a test of the main effect. Digit-1 was the most frequent number
generated given the single-question condition (M = .154, SD = .156), but the dual-question
produced the highest proportion in digit-3 (M = .166, SD = .082) followed by digit-5 (M =
.155, SD = .084). A 9 (within-subject factor: FSDs) * 2 (between-subject factor: question
type) repeated measures ANOVA suggested the distribution of the dual-question showed a
different pattern from that of the single-question, F(8, 2808) = 3.478, p < .05, η2 = .010.
However, neither of the distributions looked like the distribution of Benford’s law.
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Figure 18. The proportions of the FSDs accumulated across quantity and time-interval estimates in
response to the single or dual-question, compared against Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in
Dots Displays for Exp.2.
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Contrary to the expectation, the leading digits generated by the students in response to
the Dots Displays overall more closely resembled a flat distribution than Benford’s
distribution. As shown in Table 13, the repeated measures ANOVA suggested that the value
of RMSE-Benford was significantly higher than that of RMSE-Flat regardless of the question
type, F(1, 351) = 50.267, p < .05, η2 = .125. Meanwhile, the dual-question additionally
exhibited a closer fit to the uniform distribution than that of the single-question due to its
lower value of RMSE-Flat, t(351) = 4.147, p < .05.

Table 13.
Means of RMSE-Benford and RMSE-Flat for the responses accumulated across quantity and
time-interval estimates in response to the single or dual-question in Dots Displays for Exp. 2.

RMSE-Benford

RMSE-Flat

Question type

M

SD

M

SD

Single

.112

.033

.097

.038

Dual

.091

.028

.082

.023

FSDs Pattern from the quantity and time-interval estimates. Because we failed to
observe the first digit phenomenon from the overall responses aggregated from the quantity
and time-interval estimates, the following analysis examined the detailed pattern within each
estimation target. Hence, the distributions of FSDs produced from the quantity and timeinterval estimates were separately presented under two question requests in Figure 19. Digit-1
was the most frequent number generated from time-interval estimates (M = .186, SD = .153)
but not the case for the quantity ones (M = .116, SD = .148). Instead, the production of digit-3
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from quantity estimates became the most frequent digit (M = .165, SD = .127) followed by
digit-5 (M = .145, SD = .113). Digit-5 (M = .140, SD = .110) was also observed as a
secondary peak on time-interval estimates regardless of the question type. It looked like that
the quantity estimation deviated more from the expected monotonic decline, while timeinterval estimation demonstrated a pattern somewhat approximating Benford’s law.
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Figure 19. The proportions of the FSDs from the quantity and time-interval estimates in
response to the single or dual-question, compared against Benford’s and flat (correct)
distributions in Dots Displays for Exp.2.

When calculating the RMSE to test the degree of fit, the leading digits generated from
both types of estimates more closely resembled a flat distribution than Benford’s law, except
the time-interval estimations from the dual-question. As shown in Table 14, the repeated
measures ANOVA suggested that the value of RMSE-Benford was significantly higher than
RMSE-Flat for the quantity estimates regardless of the question type, F(1, 241) = 67.632, p
< .05, η2 = .219, and for the time-interval estimates only from the single-question, t(236) =

9
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2.815, p < .05. Contrary to the expectations, the dual-question produced a higher RMSEBenford for the time-interval estimation than that of the single-question condition, F(1, 241)
= 17.434, p < .05, η2 = .067, hence a stronger deviation from Benford’s law.

Table 14.
Means of RMSE-Benford and RMSE-Flat for quantity and time-interval estimates in response
to the single or dual-question in Dots Displays for Exp. 2.

Quantity Estimates

RMSE-Benford

Time-interval Estimates

RMSE-Flat

RMSE-Benford

RMSE-Flat

Question

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Single

.124

.032

.106

.031

.103

.029

.090

.041

Dual

.123

.032

.108

.031

.113

.031

.111

.033

As mentioned in the methods, two different presentations of the dots displays were
randomly assigned to the participants, so we ran a test to see whether varying the occupied
area or the density of the dots would substantially influence the pattern of the FSDs
generated. Neither the quantity nor time-interval estimation reported a significant effect of
the display version on its RMSE-Benford (ns).
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The effect of aggregation estimation on the FSDs. The task of Dots Displays also
required every participant to estimate the sum of the values produced from all the past trials.
In Figure 20, the frequencies of each FSD accumulated across all the aggregated quantity and
aggregated time-interval estimates were plotted against the FSDs over the individual
estimation. Digit-5 (M = .190, SD = .355) became the most frequent number produced under
the aggregation condition. Such a strong elevation was suspected as a result of a precise
approximation towards the true value of the aggregated quantity, 585, or towards the true
value of the aggregated time-interval, 49500.
Neither the pattern of FSDs followed Benford’s law as the Chi-square test reported a
deviation from Benford’s distribution for both individual estimation (χ2(8) = 795.724, p< .05)
and aggregation estimation (χ2(8) = 145.388, p < .05). A repeated measures ANOVA (two
within-subject factors) suggested that the pattern of FSDs from aggregation estimation was
different from that of individual estimation, F(8, 2808) = 2.906, p < .05, η2 = .008). A larger
proportion of digit-5, and a lower proportion of digit-7, and digit-9 were found when doing
the aggregation (all p < .05).
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Figure 20. The proportions of the FSDs accumulated across quantity and time-interval estimates from
individual and aggregation estimation, compared against Benford’s and flat distributions in Dots
Displays for Exp. 2.
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The confidence and accuracy of the estimated values. Due to the general failure in
observing the first digit phenomenon in the task of Dots Displays, the examination of the
confidence rating and the accuracy might additionally offer some insights to understand why
the estimates of Dots Displays failed to exhibit a monotonic decline as expected.
As shown in Table 15, the students overall showed reasonable confidence (M = 3.140,
SD = .741) regarding their nine individual estimates to the Dots Displays, which was
significantly above the midpoint of a five-point scale, CI95 [3.063 - 3.217]. A repeated
measures ANOVA suggested that aggregation estimation seemed to create a more
challenging task due to a lower confidence rating compared to that from the individual
estimation for both quantity estimates, F(1, 238) = 77.848, p < .05, η2 = .215, and timeinterval estimates, F(1, 238) = 268.353, p < .05, η2 = .530. Answering the dual-question
impaired the confidence for the time-interval estimates from individual estimation, compared
to the single-question, t(238) = 4.044, p < .05. The individual estimation was positively
correlated with the aggregation estimation both for time estimates (r = .463, p < .05) and
quantity estimates (r = .672, p<.05).

Table 15.
Means of confidence in quantity and time-interval estimates in response to the single or dualquestion from individual and aggregation estimation in Dots Displays for Exp. 2.
Single-question
Individual
Estimation

Dual-question

Aggregation
Estimation

Individual
Estimation

Aggregation
Estimation

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Quantity

2.705

.711

2.274

1.029

2.899

.714

2.488

.923

Timeinterval

3.605

.634

2.453

.909

3.280

.611

2.719

.959
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As shown in Table 16 and Table 17, the accuracy of quantity and time-interval
estimation was again measured by the absolute difference (AD) between the estimated values
and the true values, thus the smaller the value of AD, the better the accuracy. For each nine
quantity estimates, the dual-question failed to significantly impair the task performance,
compared to the ADs from the single-question condition (Kruskall Wallis Test: all ns). But
the accuracy of each time-interval estimate was substantially impaired due to the request of
answering dual-question (Kruskall Wallis Test: all p < .05) except when the true value is
3500ms. This result pattern was also observed from the aggregation condition. It seemed the
quantity estimates were more precise when the true values are 25 and 35; perhaps that was
why we observed an unexpected higher proportion with respect to their leading digits.

Table 16.
Means of Absolute differences (AD) of the quantity estimates in response to the single or
dual-question from nine individual and one aggregation estimation in Dots Displays of Exp.
2.

Aggregation
Estimation

Individual Estimation

Quantity
Estimates

True
value
25

True
value
35

True
value
45

True
value
55

True
value
65

True
value
75

True
value
85

True
value
95

True
value
105

Mean

True Value
585

Single

4
(6)

6
(7)

12
(11)

14
(12)

17
(11)

24
(30)

27
(22)

28
(20)

37
(25)

19
(9)

227
(78)

Dual

6
(26)

11
(23)

17
(39)

18
(21)

26
(39)

31
(40)

34
(74)

33
(31)

51
(93)

25
(33)

1115
(294)

Note. Round to the nearest integers. The values stated in the brackets were the standard deviations.
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Table 17.
Means of Absolute differences (AD) of the time-interval estimates in response to single and
dual-question from nine individual and one aggregation estimation in Dots Displays for
Exp.2.
Aggregation
Estimation

Individual Estimation

Timeinterval
Estimates

True
value
1500

True
value
2500

True
value
3500

True
value
4500

True
value
5500

True
value
6500

True
value
7500

True
value
8500

True
value
9500

Mean

True Value
49500

Single

810
(1546)

826
(1149)

1197
(1400)

1228
(1276)

1491
(1530)

1606
(1493)

1523
(3098)

1887
(2008)

2256
(2771)

1780
(1164)

22122
(29575)

Dual

786
(702)

1044
(818)

1174
(906)

1563
(1859)

2218
(2790)

2324
(1853)

2471
(2003)

3152
(2862)

3369
(2758)

2023
(1142)

29194
(36994)

Note. Round to the nearest integers. The values stated in the brackets were the standard deviations.

Results of hypothesis testing for Dots Displays. Contrary to the expectation, none of
the estimated values in this task closely resembled a monotonic decline that approximates
Benford’s law (H8). In addition, the estimated values also failed to support H10 and H11,
because we did not observe any influence of answering a dual-question, or aggregation
estimation on the pattern of the FSDs.

Analysis of individual and cultural differences
Similar to Experiment 1, neither the main effects of age, gender, and education, nor
the interactions were significant on the RMSE-Benford within each task (all ns). Since the
majority of participants were English and Chinese speakers, the analysis of these two groups
reported that Chinese speakers in Number Generation produced a higher value of RMSEBenfords of the estimates than that of English speakers (Mean difference = .024, SE = .007,
CI95[.01,.037]), thus a more deviation from Benford’s law.
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Discussion of Experiment 2
In Number Generation, after restoring the original methods employed by the prior
research (e.g., Krygier, 2009), the difference of the first digit pattern between the nonarbitrary and arbitrary numbers was detected. Similar to the previous observations (i.e.,
Burns, 2009; Krygier, 2009; Tripodi, 2016), participants who produced non-arbitrary
numerical responses exhibited a closer fit to Benford’s bias while the arbitrary numbers
showed a better conformity to a flat distribution. In addition, the new block regarding the
estimates to experience questions also demonstrated a Benford’s bias, but more importantly,
it was even stronger than that for the answers produced to the trivia questions. Starting from
the last digit of an answer showed little influence on the monotonic decline of the estimates.
But the non-arbitrary numbers were found sensitive to the requirement of backwards
responses, that is, more production of digit-9 at the cost of digit-1, compared to the forwards
condition. But such shifts might result from the priming effect when mentioning “backwards”
of an answer by request. As illustrated by Kubovy (1977), incidentally incorporating a cue
into the instruction might enhance the likelihood of the corresponding response, so it is
reasonable to assume that the instruction of starting from the last digit spontaneously
introduced the concept of backwards sequence of the digits, which lead to more digit-9 by
sacrificing the production in digit-1.Nevertheless, its general trend still presented a
reasonable monotonic decline that approximates Benford’s law, with an elevation of digit-5.
Finally, the initial digit requested in the last digit place (i.e., produced from the backwards
condition) reported a deviation from Benford’s distribution as proposed. Along with the firstdigit pattern under the backwards condition, it supported the hypothesis that the Benford’s
bias was exclusively about the leftmost digit place.
The Dots Displays were designed as an extension to the estimation task. Meanwhile,
this paradigm also aimed to examine the utility of the Integration Hypothesis by requesting a
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dual-estimate. Unfortunately, both single and dual-question resulted in a distribution that
resembled more closely a flat distribution, which was primarily caused by the elevation of
digit-2, digit-3, digit-4, and digit-5 in quantity estimation. It was suspected that this deviation
was a consequence of more accurate responses generated when estimating the quantity of the
dots. Such explanation was further supported by the task performance check, in particular, the
average absolute difference was only three given 25 dots, and six given 35 dots, indicating a
relatively precise answer in this case. As Durtschi, Hillson, and Pacini (2004) suggested
before, Benford’s law was less likely to be obtained when the numbers were bounded with a
build-in maximum or minimum, perhaps presenting dozens of dots was sufficient for the
individual to figure out the apparent range of the true values. Although we obtained a
comparatively uniform distribution from the dots paradigm, this failure offered an
informative notion about when and under what conditions the bias towards the smaller FSDs
might emerge. Therefore, for the next experiment, it was proposed that a substantial increase
in the quantity of the dots would restore Benford’s bias by promoting the ambiguous
boundaries, hence stronger uncertainty.
The findings for the Jelly Bean Estimation task were generally consistent with what
was found in Experiment 1. The first digit phenomenon was, again, observed when
estimating the number of jelly beans regardless of what type of picture was presented. But it
still failed to detect the effect of picture type, which suggested that increasing the volume of
perceived information failed to strengthen the bias towards the lower FSDs. A stronger
Benford’s bias from aggregation estimation was evident by an enhanced production in
smaller FSDs (i.e., digit-1) and a reduced proportion of higher FSDs (i.e., digit-8).
To summarise, in addition to the first digit phenomenon obtained with the Jelly Bean
Estimation, such a result was also captured with the estimates to experience questions in
Number Generation, which also showed strong resistance to any impact of backwards
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answering. Meanwhile, a stronger Benford’s bias was ultimately observed from non-arbitrary
numbers by recovering the standard process in Number Generation, compared to the arbitrary
ones. Finally, the flattened distributions from the Dots Displays implied that the degree of
uncertainty might be crucial for the emergence of the first digit phenomenon in number
production, hence guiding the updated design of the follow-up study.
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CHAPTER 5: EXPERIMENT 3
The third experiment in this project aimed to repeat three tasks (i.e., Dots Display,
Number Generation, and Jelly Bean Estimation) while expanding recruitment to the Mturk
users from the US to increase the heterogeneity of the samples. Hence it allowed more direct
observation of the generalisation ability of the first digit phenomenon beyond the responses
collected from the undergraduate students with a narrowed age and educational background.
For this sample, the general design of the tasks remained the same, except for two major
changes. For Dots Displays, to investigate the failure of Benford’s bias to emerge in
Experiment 2, the quantity of dots presented was substantially increased to the hundreds to
enhance uncertainty, thus making it harder to figure out clear boundaries for the true value.
Although we replicated the findings of a better fit to Benford’s law from producing nonarbitrary numbers after restoring the standard procedure in number generation, it remained
unclear why humans behaved differently when generating arbitrary numbers. One hypothesis
proposed that what might affect the degree to which people fit to Benford’s distribution may
be how random they think numbers are within the domain they were asked about. An
unpublished honours thesis by Krygier (2009) previously reported a non-significant positive
correlation between the level of non-randomness rating of a domain and its fit to Benford’s
distribution. In pursuit of his result, a five-point scale was developed in Number Generation
to measure the perceived randomness of the numbers in different domains, thus allowing us
to explore how it interacted with Benford’s bias.
With more diversified recruitment, we expected to replicate the first digit
phenomenon with the existing paradigm. Because Benford’s law is prevalent among naturally
occurring settings, it is reasonable to expect this law could be widely generalised into other
samples. Previously, the Jelly Bean Estimation consistently demonstrated Benford’s bias as a
result of quantity estimation, so it was predicted that such a bias could also emerge from
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other forms of estimation tasks. Hence, by presenting hundreds of dots, the first digit
phenomenon may be observed from the estimation in this updated design for Dots Displays.
Aside from the hypotheses proposed before, the last experiment additionally predicted that
individuals were sensitive to the degree of randomness of the true value of the question,
hence, a higher rating of the perceived randomness was expected in the questions asking for
the arbitrary numbers, compared to those of non-arbitrary numbers and estimates (H12).
Meanwhile, as argued by Krygier (2009), we also tested for a positive correlation between the
degree of fit to Benford’s distribution and the level of randomness rating of the true values of
the questions asked.

Methods of Experiment 3
The variables manipulated in the tasks of Dots Displays, Number Generation, and
Jelly Bean Estimation remained similar to Experiment 2, but the materials of Number
Generation and Dots Displays were selectively updated as follows.
Participants
325 American users from MTurk volunteered for this online study with an average
age of 32.44 (SD = 9.808), ranging between 18 and 67. The sample consisted of 132 females
(40.6%) and 184 males (56.6%). English speakers made up 91.1% of the respondents. More
than half of them (i.e., 65.2%) had completed a bachelor’s degree or a higher educational
level, while 24.9% majored in technology and engineering, 20.9% from business fields, and
10.5% from arts and humanities. In regards to their location, 15.1% stated they were from
Texas, followed by 11.7% from California and 8.9% from Florida.
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Procedure and materials
Each participant was requested to answer 10 numerical items for Dots Displays, 18
questions for Number Generation Task, and 10 items for Jelly Bean Estimation.
Dots Displays. Involved presenting random dots in 500*500 pixels squared area in a
short period for the participants to give an estimate according to the question(s) asked.
Similar to Experiment 2, they were either assigned to a single-question or a dual-question
condition. For any single-question task, they were asked to estimate the number of dots
shown within a randomised time duration or to estimate the time-interval of the dots
displayed for a randomised quantity of dots. While in the dual-question version, both
estimation targets were required given a combination of randomised quantity and timeinterval of the dots displayed. Unlike the design of the single-question condition in the
previous attempt, where the quantity estimation was provided within a fixed time, or the
time-interval estimation was given a fixed number of dots, this updated design ensured that
individuals assigned to the single-question experienced the same scenarios as those with the
dual-question.
For the single-question condition, there were ten items in total, and nine of which
required the participant to estimate the quantity of dots presented, with a true value of 250,
350, 450, 550, 650, 750, 850, 950, or 1050 (randomly ordered), alternatively, to estimate the
time-interval of dots displayed, with a true value of 1500, 2500, 3500, 4500, 5500, 6500,
7500, 8500, or 9500 milliseconds (randomly ordered). So, each digit 1 through 9 was equally
often the first digit of the correct answer. While in the dual-question condition, both
estimation targets (i.e., quantity and time-interval) were required, thus 18 individual estimates
were produced in total. The final question asked for an aggregation of the total quantity of the
dots, or the time-interval, or both, depending on the question version assigned to.
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We decided to only provide one version of the dots presentation, that is, keeping the
display area fully occupied by the dots while varying the density of the dots when the
quantity increases, because the results in Experiment 2 suggested the arrangement of dots
presentation did not significantly affect the degree of fit to Benford’s law. The random dots
were graphed as scatterplots based on the coordinates (x, y) produced by the Excel function
(=RANDBETWEEN (1,10000)) in two columns, as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21. The sample of dots displays contains 250 dots (left) and 550 dots (right) in the
version of the same area occupied but with different density of the dots in Exp.3.

Number Generation. As in Experiment 2, there were two individual blocks of
questions asking for arbitrary numbers (9 items) and non-arbitrary numbers (9 items) in
response to the trivia questions, and one block of estimation questions regarding personal
experiences in daily events (18 items). Because the students generally required more than 20
minutes to proceed to the end of the experiment based on the past records, to keep the overall
responding time within 15 minutes, participants in this experiment did not have to answer all
three blocks of questions. Instead, they were assigned to produce either 18 estimates, or nine
non-arbitrary plus nine arbitrary numbers in a randomised block order (non-arbitrary first vs.
arbitrary first). In addition, the questions of post codes and gift cards (see Appendix H) were
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updated to avoid well-known numbers in the US. Again, the answer position was
manipulated by requesting participants to start either from the first (i.e., forwards condition)
or the last digit (i.e., backwards condition) of an answer.
To evaluate participants’ perception of the randomness of the true value of a question
domain, a set of five point-scales were provided for them to choose the degree of randomness
from 1 (“completely random”) to 5 (“completely non-random”) for each domain at the end of
the tasks.
Jelly Bean Estimation. This was replicated as in Experiments 1 and 2.
Demographic questionnaires, general instructions, confidence rating, and catch
page. One item regarding participants’ occupation was added to the demographic
questionnaire. The confidence ratings were consistently provided at the end of each task.
Otherwise, it was the same as in Experiment 2.

Results of Experiment 3
The analysis of Experiment 3 included the datasets of 322 participants after removing
three respondents who failed to follow the required action stated on the catch page more than
three times, and additionally failed to produce the required digit-length (e.g., a four-digit
answer) of an answer specified by the question in Number Generation.
Similar to the first two experiments, the outputs of statistical analysis were separately
organised for Dots Displays, Number Generation, and Jelly Bean Estimation. The patterns of
the leading digits produced under different experimental conditions, followed by an
examination of its degree of fit to Benford’s law, was the primary focus. However, in contrast
to the previous results, we additionally highlighted the findings observed from this updated
design in Dots Displays. Other analysis also included the checks of confidence and accuracy,
and the test of individual and cultural differences.
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Analysis of Dots Displays
Two participants did not complete all of the estimation trials, which were excluded
from the analysis. Of the 320 respondents, 210 subjects were assigned to the single-question
condition (105 for quantity estimation; 105 for time-interval estimation), and 110 received
the items of dual-question asking for both quantity and time-interval of the dots displayed.
First digit phenomenon from the estimates in dots displays. When presenting
hundreds of dots, a reasonably monotonic decline of the leading digits accumulated across
quantity and time-interval estimates can be perceived from two types of questions asked, as
shown in Figure 22. As expected, digit-1 (M = 0.244, SD = 0.183) was the most frequent
number generated and digit-9 (M = 0.040, SD = 0.066) became the least one generated. Digit5 strongly elevated with dual-question (M = 0.140, SD = 0.095) and also showed a speak
under the single-question condition (M = 0.111, SD = 0.068).
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Figure 22. The proportions of the FSDs accumulated across quantity and time-interval
estimates in response to the single or dual-question, compared against Benford’s and flat
(correct) distributions in Dots Displays for Exp.3.
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When examining the degree of fit in terms of RMSE, as expected, the leading digits
accumulated across all the quantity and time-interval estimates to the Dots Displays overall
more closely resembled Benford’s law than a flat distribution because the RMSE-Benford was
found significantly lower than the RMSE-Flat regardless of the questions asked based on a
repeated measure ANOVA, F(1, 318) = 42.513, p < .05, η2 = .118. More importantly, even
with a strong elevation of digit-5, the dual-question achieved a better fit to the laws of FSDs
given a smaller value of RMSE-Benford than that of the single-question, F(1, 318) = 76.310,
p < .05, η2 = .194, as shown in Table 18.

Table 18.
Means of RMSE-Benford and RMSE-Flat for the responses accumulated across quantity and
time-interval estimates in response to the single or dual-question in Dots Displays for Exp.3.
RMSE-Benford

RMSE-Flat

Question

M

SD

M

SD

Single

.117

.037

.124

.052

Dual

.081

.033

.102

.032

FSDs pattern from the quantity and time-interval estimates. The distributions of
the first digits produced from the quantity and time-interval estimates were further separated
for detailed examination. As shown in Figure 23, both estimation targets indicated a
reasonably monotonic decline with a stronger peak of digit-5 when answering dual-question
(quantity, M = .129, SD = .126; time-interval, M = .151, SD= .144).
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Figure 23. The proportions of the FSDs from the quantity and time-interval estimates in response to
the single or dual-question, compared to Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in Dots Displays for
Exp.3.

The RMSEs of quantity and time-interval estimates were produced to examine its
degree of fit in Table 19. Both estimation targets agreed more to Benford’s law than the flat
distribution except for the time-interval estimates to the single-question due to the same
values between its RMSE-Benford and RMSE-Flat. A repeated measures ANOVA suggested
that RMSE-Benford of quantity estimates was lower than its RMSE-Flat regardless of the
question type, F(1, 213) = 74.133, p< .05, η2 = .258, and for the time-interval estimates to the
dual-question, t(104) = -2.037, p < .05. Only the time-interval estimates to the singlequestion failed to show a better fit to Benford’s law, and its distribution kept the same as the
one produced in Experiment 2 based on a repeated measures ANOVA, F(8, 1776) = 1.802,
ns. This failure might be due to elevations of larger FSDs (e.g., 6, 7). Unfortunately, the
question type failed to show a significant effect on the degree of fit to Benford’s law for both
quantity and time-interval estimation as the value of RMSE-Benford of the dual-question was
not different from the one of the single-question (ns).
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Table 19.
Means of RMSE-Benford and RMSE-Flat for quantity and time-interval estimates in response
to the single or dual-question in Dots Displays for Exp. 3.

Time-interval

Quantity
RMSE-Benford

RMSE-Flat

RMSE-Benford

RMSE-Flat

Question

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Single

.121

.039

.140

.044

.113

.034

.108

.054

Dual

.112

.039

.133

.040

.119

.042

.126

.050

A stronger Benford’s bias from aggregation estimation. Similar to the Jelly Bean
Task, Dots Displays also asked each individual to produce one aggregated estimate, summing
up all the individual estimation from the past trials. As shown in Figure 24, the general
pattern of the leading digits accumulated across all the aggregated quantity and time-interval
estimates showed a reasonably monotonic decline as that from the individual estimation, with
digit-1 being the most frequently one produced (M = .264, SD = .398) followed by digit-2 (M
= .217, SD = .380). The elevation of digit-5 was also found when generating the aggregation
estimation (M= .123, SD = .309).
Because each participant only produced one aggregated estimate, we adopted the Chisquare test to examine the degree of fit to Benford’s law. Both aggregation (χ2(8) = 31.297,
p<.05) and individual estimation (χ2(8) = 150.233, p < .05) reported a deviation from
Benford’s law. But the repeated measures ANOVA (two within-subject factors) suggested the
pattern of the FSDs of the aggregation condition was different from that of the individual
estimation, F(8, 2552) = 2.549, p < .05, η2 = .008, with more production of lower FSDs (i.e.,
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digit-2) but less higher FSDs (i.e., digit-7, digit-8, and digit-9) from the aggregation
estimation (all p <.05).
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Figure 24. The proportions of the FSDs accumulated across quantity and time-interval estimates from
individual and aggregation estimation, compared against Benford’s and flat distributions in Dots
Display for Exp.3.

A detailed examination was also performed to look at the interaction effect between
the within-subject factor of estimation type (i.e., individual vs. aggregation) and the betweensubject factor of question type (i.e., single vs. dual) on the FSDs pattern of the quantity and
time-interval estimates, respectively.
For the quantity estimation, aggregation estimation produced a reasonable fit to
Benford’s law only for the dual-question, χ2(8) = 6.318, ns. Moreover, the repeated measures
ANOVA reported a significant three-way interaction between the digits, the question type,
and the estimation type, F(8, 1704) = 3.323, p < .05, η2 = .015, implying that the aggregation
estimation introduced a different effect on the pattern of the first digits produced from the
single-question, compared that to the dual-question. As shown in Figure 25, aggregation
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significantly encouraged more digit-1 responses to the dual-question, while discouraged the
production of digit-3 to the single-question, compared to those from individual estimation
(both p < .05).
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Figure 25. The proportions of the FSDs from the quantity estimates under the interaction between the
estimation type and the question type, compared against Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in
Dots Displays for Exp.3.

For the time-interval estimation, neither the distribution of aggregation estimation in
response to a single nor a dual-question conformed to Benford’s law based on the Chi-square
test (both p < .05). Nevertheless, the repeated measures ANOVA reported a significant threeway interaction between the digits, the question type and the estimation type, F(8, 1704) =
2.102, p < .05, η2 = .010, suggesting that the aggregation estimation introduced a different
effect on the pattern of the first digits produced from the single-question, compared that to the
dual-question. As shown in Figure 26, aggregating the estimates to the single-question
substantially achieved more digit-4, but reduced the production of digit-7 and digit-9 (all
p< .05). However, the aggregated estimates to the dual-question produced more digit-2 and
digit-3, but less digit-5, digit-7, and digit-8 (all p < .05). A strong elevation of digit-4 from
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aggregation estimates to the single-question was suspected as a result of a precise
approximation towards the true value, 49500.
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Figure 26. The proportions of the FSDs from the time-interval estimates under the interaction
between the estimation type and the question type, compared against Benford’s and flat (correct)
distributions in Dots Displays for Exp.3.

The confidence and accuracy of the estimated values. As a regular analysis routine,
confidence and accuracy were examined as an indirect measure of the effectiveness of the
condition manipulated.
Table 20 summarises the mean confidence rating within each condition. The MTurk
users overall felt confident (M = 3.399, SD = .817) regarding their nine estimates to the Dots
Displays, which was significantly above the midpoint of a five-point scale, CI95 [3.310 3.489]. The individual estimation triggered stronger confidence than the aggregation
estimation regardless of the question and response type (all p < .05), suggesting an easier
version of the questions asked. However, the dual-question condition only showed a
significant effect when generating the time-interval individually, with a weak confidence
rating than that of the single-question, t(213) = 2.117, p < .05.
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Table 20.
Means of confidence in quantity and time-interval estimates in response to the single or dualquestion from individual and aggregation estimations in Dots Displays for Exp. 3.
Single-question
Individual
Estimation

Dual-question

Aggregation
Estimation

Individual
Estimation

Aggregation
Estimation

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Quantity

3.041

.896

2.781

1.185

2.911

.983

2.573

1.169

Timeinterval

3.866

.547

2.981

1.083

3.681

.717

2.964

1.040

As shown in Table 21 and Table 22, the accuracy of quantity and time-interval
estimation was again measured by the absolute difference (AD) between the estimated values
and the true values, thus the smaller the value of AD, the better the accuracy. Nine ADs were
calculated with respect to nine different true values under individual estimation, and one AD
for the aggregation estimation. For each quantity estimates, asking a dual-question failed to
significantly influence the task performance since its AD remained similar to that from the
single-question condition (Kruskall Wallis Test: all ns). However, the exposure to the dualquestion did impair the accuracy of the time-interval estimates (e.g., a higher AD) except
when the true values were 5500, 7500, and 9500ms, compared to those of single-question
(Kruskall Wallis Test: all p < .05). Nevertheless, the dual-question failed to result in different
task performance for both aggregated quantity and time-interval estimates, compared to that
with the single-question. In addition, a positive association was found between the value of
RMSE-Benford and the AD for the time-interval estimates given the single-questions (r
= .360, p < .05), suggesting a stronger Benford’s bias was associated with worse task
performance in this case.
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Table 21.
Means of absolute difference (AD) of the quantity estimates in response to the single or dualquestion from nine individual and one aggregation estimation in Dots Displays for Exp.3.
Aggregation
Estimation

Individual Estimation

Quantity
Estimate

True
value
250

True
value
350

True
value
450

True
value
550

True
value
650

True
value
750

True
value
850

True
value
950

True
value
1050

Mean

True Value
5850

Single

185
(293)

251
(555)

342
(559)

408
(688)

436
(708)

548
(750)

528
(530)

717
(936)

685
(828)

489
(630)

13107
(96775)

Dual

229
(508)

280
(509)

374
(635)

392
(532)

512
(1202)

585
(836)

737
(1112)

866
(1368)

834
(1028)

582
(564)

6872
(23646)

Note. Round to the nearest integers. The values stated in the brackets were the standard deviations.

Table 22.
Means of absolute difference (AD) of the time-interval estimates in response to the single or
dual-question from nine individual and one aggregation estimation in Dots Displays for
Exp.3.
Aggregation
Estimation

Individual Estimation

Timeinterval
Estimate

True
value
1500

True
value
2500

True
value
3500

True
value
4500

True
value
5500

True
value
6500

True
value
7500

True
value
8500

True
value
9500

Mean

True Value
49500

Single

617
(435)

1307
(2576)

1284
(1119)

1619
(1402)

2006
(1888)

2241
(2068)

2833
(2523)

3030
(2813)

3557
(3291)

2055
(1645)

24912
(19533)

Dual

927
(549)

1415
(1699)

1540
(942)

1979
(1275)

2369
(2092)

2911
(2153)

3109
(2136)

3713
(2588)

4186
(3212)

2461
(1390)

29027
(21647)

Note. Round to the nearest integers. The values stated in the brackets were the standard deviations.
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Results of hypothesis testing for Dots Displays. When presenting hundreds of dots,
the estimated values exhibited a monotonic decline that approximates Benford’s law as
proposed (H8) except for the time-interval estimates to the single-question due to its
consistent elevation of larger FSDs (i.e., 6,7). We also observed that asking a dual-question
generally resulted in a better fit to the Benford’s distribution compared to the single-question
condition (H10) when combing all the estimates across quantity and time-interval estimates,
but such an effect failed to occur when separating the distribution of the two. Likewise, a
stronger Benford’s bias was detected from the aggregation estimation when accumulating all
the estimates from the quantity and time-interval estimations, compared to that of the
individual estimation (H11). Although the patterns of the FSDs produced from the quantity
and the time-interval estimates were affected differently by doing the aggregation, it was
found that the smaller FSDs were more produced from aggregation than the individual
estimation, at least when responding to the dual-question.

Analysis of Number Generation
The non-arbitrary numbers generated from eight participants and the estimates
produced from 14 respondents were excluded from the analysis. It was found that at least 1/3
of their answers agreed with the true values, or with the numbers produced by the other
respondents. Given the theoretical probability of two persons generating the same three-digit
number is 0.111%, it was reasonable to suspect such performance might be due to having
relevant knowledge or receiving support from external resources. Due to system error, a few
participants who could enter digit-0 as the first digit of an answer were excluded from the
datasets. So, the non-arbitrary numbers produced from 147 respondents (65 in backwards
condition), the arbitrary numbers from 149 people (72 in backwards condition), and the
estimates from 149 participants (73 in backwards condition) were kept in the analysis.
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A stronger Benford’s bias in generating non-arbitrary numbers. Like the results
of Experiment 2, the leading digits generated from the non-arbitrary numbers with the
original procedure exhibited a reasonably monotonic decline as expected. As shown in Figure
27, digit-1 occurred more frequently (non-arbitrary: M = .201, SD = .188; arbitrary: M = .155,
SD = .172). Digit-5 was found elevated for the non-arbitrary numbers (M = .128, SD=.114).
A 9 (within-subject factor: FSD) * 2 (within-subject factor: number type) repeated measures
ANOVA suggested that the pattern of FSDs from the arbitrary numbers was different from
that of the non-arbitrary numbers, F(8, 1096) = 3.276, p < .05, η2 = .023.
A stronger fit to Benford’s law was observed when generating the non-arbitrary
numbers because the paired t-test demonstrated that the RMSE-Benford of non-arbitrary
numbers (M = .125, SD = .037) was significantly smaller than that of arbitrary numbers (M =
.132, SD = .042), t(137) = -2.054, p < .05, Cohen’s d = .177. Meanwhile, the RMSE-Benford
of the arbitrary numbers yielded a larger value than its RMSE-Flat (M = .121, SD = .036),
t(148) = 3.854, p < .05, suggesting its distribution closely fit to a flat distribution.
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Figure 27. The proportions of the FSDs from non-arbitrary and arbitrary numbers, compared
against Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in Number Generation for Exp.3.
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A stronger Benford’s bias in generating estimates. Similar to the results of
Experiment 2, the first digits of the answers (i.e., non-arbitrary numbers) to the trivia
questions and the estimates from daily experiences both produced a reasonably monotonic
decline, as shown in Figure 28. An elevation of digit-5 was also found with the estimates (M
= .130, SD = .115). A 9 (within-subject factor: FSD) * 2 (between-subject factor: number
type) repeated measures ANOVA reported a significant interaction between the digits and the
number type produced, suggesting the distribution of the first digits of the estimates was
different from that of the answers to the trivia questions, F(8, 2352) = 4.625, p < .05, η2 =
.015. The general pattern of the FSDs from the estimates agreed more with Benford’s
distribution as its RMSE-Benford (M = .088, SD = .038) generated a smaller value than that of
the non-arbitrary numbers (M = .125, SD = .037), t(294) = 8.486, p <.05, Cohen’s d = .987.
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Figure 28. The proportions of the FSDs from the answers to trivia questions and the estimates
to experience questions, compared against Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in
Number Generation for Exp.3.
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The effect of answer position on FSDs. As the arbitrary numbers showed a closer fit
to the flat distribution, the examination of the effect of answer position on the first digit
phenomenon was performed on the FSDs patterns of the estimates from daily experiences
and the answers (non-arbitrary) to the trivia questions. Even the backwards answering
encouraged a stronger elevation of digit-5, its degree of fit to Benford’s laws measured by
RMSE-Benford generally was not influenced by the request of starting a digit from the last
digit place, t(145) = -.951, ns. Likewise, the RMSE-Benford of estimates under the backwards
condition was similar to that under the forwards condition, t(147) = -1.350, ns, as shown in
Figure 29.
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Figure 29. The proportions of the FSDs from the answers to trivia questions and the estimates to
experience questions upon the request of forwards or backwards answering, compared against
Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in Number Generation for Exp.3.

Because the order of blocks of generating arbitrary and non-arbitrary numbers was
randomised, we also ran a test to examine how this would interact with Benford’s bias. But
neither the main effect of block order nor the interaction between the block order and the
answer position was reported on the value of RMSE-Benford (all ns).

9
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The pattern of the last digits. Again, the analysis of the last digits was carried out to
examine the robustness of the bias within the leading digits, in particular, whether the initial
digits requested in the last digit place might also follow Benford’s law.
The pattern of the last digits with forwards and backwards answering was displayed
separately for non-arbitrary numbers, arbitrary numbers and the estimates in Figure 30. As
expected, digit-0 was the most frequent number produced given the non-arbitrary (M = .396,
SD = .326) and the estimates (M = .587, SD = .290). The generation of digit-1 was generally
suppressed (estimates, M = .028, SD = .052; non-arbitrary, M = .059, SD = .090; arbitrary, M
= .073, SD = .092), compared to its proportion in the leading digit place. An elevation in
digit-5 was apparent from the estimates (M = .127, SD = .096).
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Figure 30. The proportions of the last digits from non-arbitrary, arbitrary numbers, and estimates
upon the request of forwards and backwards answering in Number Generation for Exp.3.
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A 10 (within-subject factor: last digits) * 2 (between-subject factor: answer position)
repeated measures ANOVA of non-arbitrary numbers and the estimates both reported a nonsignificant interaction between the last digits and answer position, suggesting that the
distribution from the backwards condition was the same as that under the forwards condition
(both ns). The backwards condition only altered a different last-digit distribution of the
arbitrary numbers, F(9, 1413) = 2.636, p < .05, η2 = .016, with more digit-9, but less digit-2,
compared to the forwards condition (both p < .05). In short, the pattern of the last digits from
the estimates and the non-arbitrary numbers were generally invariant to the request of
backwards answering. None of the distributions of the last digits resembled a monotonic
decline which approximates Benford’s law.
The ratings of perceived randomness and confidence. Because Experiment 3
additionally introduced a scale measuring the perceived randomness of the true value of the
question domains. The analysis of these ratings might offer some implications to understand
how the degree of fit to Benford’s interreacted with the sensitivity to perceived randomness
of an answer. The confidence, again, served as an indirect measure to test the effectiveness of
the experimental condition. Table 23 summarises the means of the randomness rating and
confidence of three types of numerical responses produced.
An average rating of perceived randomness across the question domains was
calculated for each number type in Table 23. As expected, questions asking about an arbitrary
number were perceived as more random than that regarding a non-arbitrary number based on
the paired t-test, t(150) = 6.704, p < .05. However, the domains of the estimates received
similar randomness ratings compared to that from non-arbitrary numbers, t(298) = -1.647, ns.
A correlation test also reported that the perceived randomness was positively associated with
RMSE-Benford when generating the estimates (r = .225, p <.05).
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Table 23.
Means of confidence and randomness ratings across the domains from non-arbitrary
numbers, arbitrary numbers, and estimates in Number Generation for Exp. 3.
Non-Arbitrary

Arbitrary

Estimates

Ratings

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Randomness

3.222

1.266

3.656

1.038

3.012

.908

Confidence

2.170

1.143

2.331

1.180

2.983

.893

The recruitment from MTurk users in the US showed an average confidence rating of
2.624 (SD = 1.089) for their answers in Number Generation, which was below the midpoint
of a five-point scale, CI95 [2.502, 2.746]. The paired t-test further suggested the confidence of
generating non-arbitrary numbers was substantially lower than that of arbitrary, t(150) =
2.321, p < .05, while producing the estimates to experience questions boosted stronger
confidence than answering (i.e., arbitrary and non-arbitrary) trivia questions (both p < .05).

Results of hypothesis testing for Number Generation. The data from the Mturk
users also agreed with the hypothesis that generating non-arbitrary numbers could lead to a
better fit to Benford’s law, compared to the arbitrary numbers (H1). Moreover, a stronger
Benford’s bias was also found regarding the estimates to experience questions, compared to
the answers to the trivia questions (H9). Meanwhile, we also obtained evidence to support
that the bias towards the smaller digits is a phenomenon exclusively about the leading digit
place because the backwards answering failed to alter the monotonic decline of the first digits
(H2), and the initial digits produced in the last digit place exhibited a deviation from
Benford’s law as proposed (H3). As anticipated, the questions asking for the arbitrary
numbers were perceived more random than the non-arbitrary numbers and estimates (H12).
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Analysis of Jelly Bean Estimation
After removing two incomplete datasets, the responses from 320 participants were
included in the analysis. Of these, 105 received blurry pictures, 107 participants saw the 2D
pictures, and 108 were assigned with 3D pictures.
First digit phenomenon in quantity estimation with different pictures. Consistent
with the last two experiments, the distribution of the first digits in response to three types of
picture all demonstrated a reasonably monotonic decline, as shown in Figure 31. Overall,
digit-1 (M = .255, SD = .155) was the most frequent number generated by the participants,
while digit-9 (M = .025, SD = .053) became the least frequent one. The elevation of digit-5
was stronger in 3D conditions (M = .139, SD = .124) followed by 2D (M = .117, SD = .111)
and blurry pictures (M = .107, SD = .106). A 9 (within-subject factor: FSD) * 3 (betweensubject factor: picture type) repeated measures ANOVA suggested that the pattern of the first
digits produced from blurry, 2D, and 3D pictures were similar to each other, F(16, 2536) =
.806, ns.
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Figure 31. The proportions of the FSDs of the estimates in response to three types of pictures,
compared against Benford’s and flat (correct) distributions in Jelly Bean Estimation of Exp.3.
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As with the findings obtained from the Australian undergraduate students, the leading
digits of the jelly bean estimates generated from the MTurk samples also closely resembled
Benford’s law than a uniform distribution. As shown in Table 24, the repeated measures
ANOVA reported that the value of RMSE-Benford was substantially lower than the RMSEFlat regardless of the picture type, F(1, 317) = 71.949, p < .05, η2 = .782. However, the effect
of picture type was not statistically significant regarding RMSE-Benford, F (2, 317) = .060,
ns, so it failed, again, to confirm that increasing the volume of the visual information would
enhance Benford’s bias.

Table 24.
Means of RMSE-Benford and RMSE-Flat for the estimates in response to three types of
pictures in Jelly Bean Estimation for Exp. 3.
RMSE-Benford

RMSE-Flat

Picture type

M

SD

M

SD

Blurry

.101

.029

.112

.035

2D

.101

.027

.116

.032

3D

.100

.032

.116

.030

A stronger Benford’s bias from aggregation estimation. We further analysed the
influence of requesting an aggregation estimation, which asked for a sum of all the jelly
beans viewed from the past trials. In Figure 32, the frequencies of each FSD produced in the
aggregation estimation was plotted against the FSD over the individual estimation. Similarly,
digit-1 (M = .281, SD = .450) was the most frequent digit produced. A small elevation of
digit-5 was found under the aggregation condition (M = .121, SD = .115). A repeated
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measures ANOVA (two within-subject factors) suggested that the distribution of FSDs
generated from aggregation estimation was different from individual estimation due to a
significant interaction between the digits and the estimation type, F(8, 2552) = 102.188, p
< .05, η2 = .243. The Chi-square test reported a good fit to Benford’s distribution from
aggregation estimation (χ2(8) = 10.166, ns) but a deviation from individual estimation (χ2(8)
= 129.417, p < .05, suggesting a better agreement as a result of aggregation.
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Figure 32. The proportions of the FSDs from individual and aggregation estimations,
compared against Benford’s and flat distributions in Number Generation for Exp.3.

The confidence and accuracy of the estimated values. Unlike the Australian
undergraduate students, the mean confidence of individual estimation (M = 2.969, SD =
1.166) regarding the jelly bean quantities generated from the MTurk sample was close to the
midpoint of the five-point rating, CI95 [2.841 - 3.097]. As shown in Table 25, the paired t-test
suggested that the average confidence of individual estimation was significantly higher than
that on aggregation estimation (M = 2.688, SD = 1.250), t(319) = 5.698, p < .05, implying an
easier version of the task. The picture type manipulated, again, failed to report a significant
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effect on the confidence ratings. A positive correlation was detected between the confidence
of individual estimation and aggregation estimation (r = .735, p < .05).

Table 25.
Means of confidence ratings of the individual and aggregation estimation in response to
three types of pictures in Jelly Bean Estimation for Exp. 3.
Individual Estimation

Aggregation Estimation

Picture type

M

SD

M

SD

Blurry

2.962

1.168

2.771

1.242

2D

2.991

1.111

2.710

1.259

3D

2.954

1.226

2.583

1.250

The findings of the accuracy check were remarkably consistent with the past two
attempts. The accuracy of quantity estimation was measured by the absolute difference (AD)
between the estimated values and the true values, as shown in Table 25, thus the smaller the
value of AD, the better the accuracy. The non-parametric test suggested that for each
individual estimation, providing clear perceptual materials (i.e., 2D & 3D) boosted the task
performance, because within each true value, its AD from the blurry pictures was
significantly larger than those from 2D and 3D pictures (Kruskall Wallis Test: all p < .05).
But presenting more information from 3D pictures failed to result in a better accuracy as the
ADs of 3D pictures and 2D pictures were not different from each other for each true value
(Kruskall Wallis Test: all ns). Likewise, such a result pattern was also observed from the
aggregation condition. Correlation tests suggested that the task performance was not
associated with the confidence, or the degree of fit to Benford’s law (measured in terms of
RMSE-Benford) (both ns).
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Table 26.
Means of absolute difference (AD) of nine individual and one aggregation estimation in
response to three types of pictures in Jelly Bean Estimation for Exp.
Aggregation
Estimation

Individual Estimation
True
value
150

True
value
250

True
value
350

True
value
450

True
value
550

True
value
650

True
value
750

True
value
850

True
value
950

Mean

True Value
4950

Blurry

120
(43)

191
(61)

268
(79)

361
(182)

405
(133)

501
(235)

573
(334)

669
(580)

728
(395)

423
(164)

3609
(1419)

2D

93
(31)

152
(59)

206
(88)

259
(117)

322
(134)

367
(182)

444
(266)

521
(611)

507
(274)

319
(134)

3064
(2205)

3D

97
(89)

167
(126)

239
(357)

354
(565)

340
(498)

495
(993)

447
(590)

579
(876)

541
(723)

362
(415)

3527
(4744)

Note. Round to the nearest integers. The values stated in the brackets were the standard deviations.

Results of hypothesis testing for Jelly Bean Estimation. In line with the findings
from the last two attempts, the estimated values regarding the number of jelly beans
supported the hypothesis that a reasonable fit to Benford’s law could emerge from estimation
(H5). More importantly, the aggregation estimation did enhance the first digit phenomenon,
exhibiting a stronger bias towards the smaller FSDs than the individual estimation (H7).
However, we failed to find that increasing the volume of visual information in the picture
resulted in a better fit to Benford’s law (H6).

Analysis of individual and cultural differences
With more diversified samples from MTurk, neither the main effects of age, gender,
language, education level, and the field of studies, nor the significant interactions were
reported regarding the value of RMSE-Benford (all ns).
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Discussion of Experiment 3
The first digit phenomenon (with an elevated digit-5) emerged from the estimates in
response to the Dots Displays when presenting hundreds of dots, except for the time-interval
estimation from the single-question, which followed a similar pattern as the one in
Experiment 2. Although it still visibly displayed a monotonic decline, the larger FSDs (e.g.,
6, 7) were unexpectedly elevated. Perhaps when experiencing the time alone, it was easier for
an individual to figure out the apparent range of the true value than when answering the dualquestion, where counting numerous dots simultaneously impaired the perception of the time.
As Durtschi, Hillson, and Pacini (2004) suggested before, Benford’s law was less likely to be
obtained when the numbers were bounded with a build-in maximum or minimum.
Nevertheless, with the updated design, the FSDs of quantity estimation did closely resembled
the Benford’s distribution regardless of the condition. When the leading digits were
accumulated across all the quantity and time-interval estimates, the dual-question resulted in
a stronger bias towards the smaller FSDs than that produced from the single-questions,
meanwhile, the aggregation estimation also agreed more to the Benford’s bias than the
individual estimation as expected. But after separating the quantity and time-interval
estimates, such an influence became less consistent. Only the aggregated estimates to the
dual-questions were found to significantly encourage more production of the lower FSDs,
thus exhibiting a stronger Benford’s bias. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect a worse fit
if merely looking at the distribution of a single subset because Benford’s bias is presumably a
product of accumulating the first digits from unrelated datasets (Hill, 1995b). Another
interesting observation from this case was that the average confidences in the Dots Display
tasks were relatively higher than expected, though greater confidence did not necessarily
correlate to better accuracy.
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When the task of Jelly Bean Estimation was tested with a more diverse source of
recruitment, the same findings were replicated as those from the first two experiments. A
reasonable fit to Benford’s law was consistently reported when estimating the number of jelly
beans, but the degree of fit was, again, not substantially influenced by the volume of the
information provided in the pictures. The aggregation estimation encouraged a stronger
Benford’s bias than the individual condition, as anticipated.
In Number Generation, congruent with the findings obtained in the second
experiment, the estimates to experience questions showed a stronger conformity to Benford’s
law than that of the answers (i.e., non-arbitrary) to the trivia questions, while the leading
digits of arbitrary numbers tended to agree more with the flat distribution. And this
monotonic decline of the first digits emerged from Number Generation was also resistant to
the introduction of backwards condition as expected. Along with the pattern from the last
digit under the backwards condition, the results again confirmed the robustness of the first
digit phenomenon. More importantly, it was found that individuals were indeed sensitive to
the randomness of the true values of the type of questions asked. In addition, a higher
perceived randomness rating was found associated with a worse fit to Benford’s bias, though
only within the questions from the estimates, it was in line with the hypothesis proposed by
Krygier (2009) who only obtained a non-significant correlation.
In conclusion, the findings of Experiment 3 obtained with the MTurk users in Number
Generation and Jelly Bean Estimation generally agreed with what was previously discovered.
The expected monotonic decline was restored, at least for the quantity estimation, with the
updated design of Dots Displays by presenting hundreds of dots. Moreover, when
accumulating all the estimates from the Dots Displays, responding to the dual-question
exhibited a closer fit to Benford’s law than the single-question. Likewise, a stronger
Benford’s bias was also reported from aggregation estimation, compared to the individual
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estimation. However, such an effect was not consistent when separating the quantity and
time-interval estimates. Nevertheless, the findings from the dual-question and aggregation
estimation both provided some supporting evidence for the Integration Hypothesis as they
pointed out a critical role for combining multiple information cognitively for the occurrence
of the first digit phenomenon when producing unknown values.
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CHAPTER 6: GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present studies, along with the research from Burns (2009) and Diekmann (2007),
challenged the assertion that Benford’s law was nothing to do with psychology (Dehaene,
1997). The discovery of when such a first digit bias could emerge from human behaviour not
only guided the interpretation of its occurrence, but also illuminate its interaction with the
information volume in dealing with numerical questions under uncertainty. Moreover, the
extension of how people generate estimates in terms of the leading digit pattern also
supported the claim that this phenomenon could have psychological consequences, which
further could have practical implications for the process in decision making, such as fraud
detection.
In pursuit of the objectives proposed in relation to the current research question,
through exploring the condition under which Benford’s bias could appear, the final chapter
will discuss: 1) the findings observed across experiments; 2) how such findings might add
more insights to the existing literature in understanding the first digit phenomenon as a
psychology topic in number generation; 3) what are the theoretical and practical implications
of the first digit phenomenon discovered in relation to human behaviour, and 4) how future
studies can be inspired by the questions unanswered regarding Benford’s bias when
producing unknown values.

An Overview of the First Digit Phenomenon across Three Experiments
Three structured experiments were carried out with three different samples from the
Australian undergraduates and MTurk users in the US, hence this section will systematically
combine the findings obtained from those tests across the experiments and provide an
overview of how the research question can be answered in relation to three objectives. To
explore when the first digit phenomenon would emerge when responding to unknown
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questions, we constantly offered three tasks in each experiment to facilitate different forms of
numerical responses. Hence, it is necessary to compare those results across similar tasks, and
also highlight the discrepancies between them.
Findings for the 1st research objective
The first objective of this research project aimed to examine the degree of fit to
Benford’s law with respect to the leading digits produced under different conditions. And the
most compelling evidence of the first digit phenomenon might be the continued pattern of a
reasonably monotonic decline obtained from Jelly Bean Estimation, which was evident
through three attempts. Because we never altered the design of this task, such consistent
results from different samples might suggest that a reasonable fit to Benford’s law can be
reliably observed when generating unknown values, at least when estimating the quantities of
jelly beans from the picture.
Meanwhile, the paradigm of generating numerical responses to the trivia questions
was also constantly tested across three experiments. When the non-arbitrary numbers and
arbitrary numbers were produced separately, and without isolating each digit of an answer
into a single box, we were able to consistently detect that the FSDs of non-arbitrary numbers
closely resembled the Benford’s distribution while the arbitrary numbers agreed more to a
flat distribution. However, when both processes of this number generation were changed in
Exp. 1, the expected monotonic decline from the non-arbitrary numbers was flattened. When
the examination of the FSDs extended to the estimates to experience questions, the first digit
phenomenon constantly emerged from two different samples, more importantly, its pattern
exhibited a stronger Benford’s bias than that from the answers to the trivia questions. This set
of results might imply that people could show a stronger bias towards the smaller leading
digits when responding to the trivia questions or experience questions, but the degree of fit
depends on the type of number produced, as well as the way those numbers are generated.
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Another robust consistency about the first digit phenomenon arises from the results of
backwards answering. Starting from the last digit of an answer failed to significantly alter the
monotonic decline of the leading digits. More importantly, the initial digit required in the last
digit place also continuously exhibited a deviation from Benford’s distribution across three
attempts. Hence, these findings warrant the hypothesis that the bias was exclusively towards
the first digit place.
The task of Dots Displays was developed as an additional form of estimation task and
tested in both Exp. 2 and 3. However, the first digit phenomenon was merely detected from
the quantity estimates produced in response to the Dots Displays when presenting hundreds
of dots in Exp. 3 rather than dozens of dots in Exp.2. Besides, when estimating the timeinterval alone, it consistently failed to strongly follow the Benford’s distribution due to the
elevation of larger FSDs (e.g., 6, 7). Therefore, the results from this new estimation task
further revealed that the estimated values could result in a stronger bias towards the smaller
leading digits, but the degree of fit might depend on the level of magnitude, as well as the
target (i.e., time or quantity) of the estimation.
Findings for the 2nd research objective
The second objective aimed to test the utility of the two potential explanations of the
first digit phenomenon. Because the task of Number Recognition in Exp.1 clearly
demonstrated that the number with a smaller FSD was equally often selected as the one with
a larger FSD, with the similar results from other forms of selection tasks (e.g., Burns, 2009;
Tripodi, 2016), the explanatory power of the Recognition Hypothesis was questioned. Hence,
we focused more on the examination of the Integration Hypothesis by primarily manipulating
the volume of information combined.
Although increasing the volume of visual information presented in the picture did not
result in a better fit to Benford’s distribution in Jelly Bean Estimation, the aggregation
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estimation consistently reported a stronger Benford’s bias even if it was not a perfect fit. In
addition, when the expected monotonic decline of the first digits was observed in Dots
Displays of Exp. 3, the aggregation estimation across all the quantity and time-interval
estimates exhibited a stronger agreement to Benford’s law than the individual estimates. And
this result pattern was also reported from answering the dual-question, compared to the
single-question. However, when the distributions of the quantity and time-interval estimates
were separated, such factors failed to produce a consistent effect. Nevertheless, the
regularities can be found for both quantity and time-interval estimation was that the
aggregation estimation to dual-question encouraged more production of the smaller FSDs
(e.g., 1) but discouraged the larger FSDs (e.g., 9) compared to those of individual
estimations. Therefore, the results from aggregation and dual-tasking offered some evidence
to support the Integration Hypothesis, which emphasises the role of combining multiple
information sources for the occurrence of the first digit phenomenon.
Findings for the 3rd research objective
When the first digit phenomenon emerged from generating unknown values, the
elevation of digit-5 was frequently detected as another consistent observation in most cases.
Nevertheless, it occasionally failed to appear, for instance, when producing the individual
estimates in the Jelly Bean Estimation in Exp.1, and when aggregating the quantity or the
time-interval estimates to the dual-question in Exp. 3. In addition, the elevated digit-5 was
continuously reported as the last digit of the estimates to experience questions. Therefore, it is
also worthwhile investigating the condition under which the elevation of digit-5 might occur
in future studies.
A summary of the findings across tasks
Through generating numerical responses to the unknown questions, it was found that
people could exhibit a strong bias towards the smaller leading digits, but the degree of fit to
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Benford’s law might depend on different factors, such as the type of number generated, or the
process of number generation. In addition, the unbiased pattern of FSDs selected in the task
of Number Recognition potentially indicated that the first digit phenomenon might be a
general property of number generation, hence challenged the explanatory power of the
Recognition Hypothesis. From the results of experiencing aggregation estimation and dualtasking, it offered some supporting evidence for the Integration Hypothesis as a reliable
explanation for the first digit phenomenon. Lastly, the elevation of digit-5 in the monotonic
decline further suggested a potential distinctive pattern of human behaviour, compared to the
regularities from natural events. Hence, the following chapters will discuss the detailed
interpretations and implications of such findings.

The First Digit Phenomenon of Number Generation
The research of Burns (2009) regarding the first digit phenomenon attempted to argue
that generating non-arbitrary numbers with quantitative meanings, unlike arbitrary ones,
might result in a spontaneous bias towards the smaller leading digits that approximates
Benford’s law. As expected, the first digits aggregated from non-arbitrary numerical
responses in our experiments, like the physical constants, exhibited a better conformity to
Benford’s law, compared to the arbitrary ones such as the postcodes where a flat distribution
was endorsed. Hence, the exploration of the conditions under which the first digit
phenomenon might occur suggested a potential property of number generation under
uncertain situations.
More importantly, the innovation of the current project extended the findings of a
Benford’s bias to estimation tasks. This was systematically tested under three paradigms,
including the estimates to experience questions, and the estimates in response to the visual
stimuli from jelly bean pictures and dots displays. As the estimation process was a variation
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of number generation, in line with the hypothesis, the fit was constantly observed across three
attempts in Jelly Bean Estimation regardless of the condition manipulated. Moreover, the
Benford’s bias produced from the estimates to experience questions was stronger, in contrast
to the non-arbitrary numbers in response to the trivia questions. Similar to Burns’s notion
(2009) in explaining the different patterns detected between arbitrary and non-arbitrary
numbers, a better fit when generating an estimate might result from more available
information utilised because the information experienced from daily practices are more
readily available for individuals to access and combine than that from trivia questions with
limited knowledge. In addition, with appropriate design, the expected monotonic decline also
appeared from the estimation in Dots Displays, at least when generating the quantity
estimates. Although not every estimation target followed the Benford’s distribution, for
example, when estimating the time-interval alone, those agreement patterns arose from
different estimation tasks still expanded the impact of Benford’s laws to important topics
because the estimates generated commonly served as a vital reference in the judgement and
decision making utlised in everyday life.
In fully understanding the first digit phenomenon psychologically, it is also crucial to
confirm whether such a bias exclusively targets the leading digit place, as the initial digit
requested, which might be unnecessarily the leftmost digit. The results obtained from the
backwards responses hence backed up the assumption of the robustness of the first digit place
effect. It was found the monotonic decline of the leading digit was generally invariant to the
request of backwards response, in particular, the FSDs of the estimates to experience
questions demonstrated a remarkable resistance. Although the backwards condition in
Experiment 2 seemed to encourage the production of digit-9 at the expense of digit-1 when
answering the trivia questions, it was considered an outcome due to priming of starting from
the last digit in the instruction. Such an observation happened to agree with the notion that
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incidental priming could increase the availability of a particular digit observed by Kubovy
(1977). Nevertheless, its monotonic decline was still visibly preserved. Meanwhile, the
deviated pattern of the last digits from Benford’s bias generated under the backwards
condition further backed up the hypothesis that the bias towards the smaller digits in number
generation is exclusively within the first digit place.
In short, the evidence collected so far nicely pointed out that, with appropriate design,
generating values or estimates under uncertainty was effective in producing the first digit
phenomenon that approximates Benford’s law, and such a bias exclusively targets the leading
digit place. In addition, the failure of detecting any individual differences of age, gender,
education, and language background may also suggest the universality of the first digit
phenomenon amongst humans for number production.

Why can the First Digit Phenomenon Emerge from Humans?
One of the main focuses of the current research was to explore the utility of the
existing explanations in accounting for the first digit phenomenon observed for humans. As
introduced, two theories, the Recognition Hypothesis from automatic learning and the
Integration Hypothesis with respect to the cognitive processing of multiple information, were
proposed for psychological testing.
In line with the observations from Burns (2009) and Tripodi (2016), the responses
from Number Recognition in the first experiment failed to support the Recognition
Hypothesis as a plausible explanation to the first digit phenomenon, given an unbiased
preference on neither smaller nor larger FSDs. If people spontaneously learned that the lower
leading digits occurred more frequently than the higher ones due to exposure in the
environment, the selected responses should somehow favour the smaller FSDs under
unfamiliar situations. Unfortunately, such sensitivity to the statistical relationship has not
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been reported through our studies. Unlike those learning outcomes observed under laboratory
conditions (e.g., Fiser & Aslin, 2002), people seemed to surprisingly fail to capture such a
prevalent law regarding the frequencies of the leading digits presented in the natural
environment. As Fiser and Aslin (2002) discussed, the mechanism of automatic acquisition of
statistical relationships required more research to understanding the full extent of the
constraints on implicit statistical learning.
The Number Recognition task in the present research was the third attempt
demonstrating that the behaviour of selecting and producing numerical responses yielded
completely different patterns of the leading digits. Previously, it had been argued that perhaps
the monotonic decline of the first digits was attributed to the process of number production,
per se (Burns, 2009). Such conjecture thus guided the development of the Integration
Hypothesis after revisiting the mathematical justifications of Benford’s law and the clinical
research about the relationship between the executive functioning and the performance of
number estimation.
Three forms of experimental manipulations in this project, including the experience of
aggregation estimation, the dual-question, and an increasing volume of visual information,
aimed to examine the utility of the Integration Hypothesis. Two of them provided some
evidence to support the hypothesis that Benford’s bias is a result of a cognitive process of
integrating multiple distributions. First of all, the request of aggregating the estimates yielded
a stronger bias towards the smaller leading digits than that from individual estimation, which
has been observed from the quantity estimates of jelly beans and dots displays. Even if the
distribution did not exhibit a perfect fit, it seemed that the request of summing up all the past
answers was sufficient to trigger more production of the lower FSDs at the cost of the larger
ones, an underlying message of Benford’s law. Secondly, the accumulated leading digits in
response to the dual-question in the dots display presented a closer fit to Benford’s bias than
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those from the single-question, revealing that the activation of processing of two unrelated
factors simultaneously enhanced the emergence of the first digit phenomenon. Nevertheless,
it should be noticed that such an effect from aggregating, or dual-tasking was only observed
when combing all the FSDs of quantity and time-interval into a single distribution. In other
words, it was less effective for the separated datasets from the observations in Dots Displays.
Hill (1995b) proposed that a better fit to Benford’s law occurred when accumulating the first
digits from unrelated naturally occurring datasets, but how this speculation works with
number generation still needs further exploration to fully understand the constraints of the
occurrence of the first digit phenomenon. Besides, increasing the volume of visual
information presented in the jelly bean pictures also failed to influence the degree of fit to
Benford’s law, but we interpreted it as a consequence of an unsystematic control of the
manipulation, hence future designs are recommended in the next session.
By requesting individuals to integrate diverse sources of information to form a
numerical answer, we obtained some supporting evidence that was in line with Berger and
Hill’s (2011b) hypothesis about the essential process of combining multiple factors or
distributions as leading to the first digit phenomenon. In addition, the enhanced bias resulting
from dealing with the dual-question further illuminated the role played by a higher level of
cognitive function in producing unknown values given the rise of cognitive load. Notably,
our manipulation designed for facilitating the process of considering multiple factors was
effective to some extent, which in turn witnessed the potential utility of the Integration
Hypothesis in justifying Benford’s bias as a psychological phenomenon.
Why does the First Digit Phenomenon Matter in Psychology?
The previous sections discussed the phenomenon of the leading digits and the
potential causes, but it is also essential to address why it is worth investigating as a
psychology topic; in particular, how can we benefit from examining such a bias? This section
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thus argued from three perspectives, aiming to emphasise the significance of the present
project from both theoretical and practical implications.
The distinctive pattern of humans in producing unknown values
The first digit phenomenon detected with human behaviours is not a simply
accumulated observation at the leading digit place, instead, it is a consequence of number
generation or estimation, reflecting how our cognition deals with uncertain situations upon
the request of producing numerical answers. One of the novel contributions from the present
project emphasised how number type interacted with the pattern of the leading digit. A
stronger bias towards the smaller FSDs was found from the estimates to the experience
questions, followed by the non-arbitrary numbers to the trivia questions, compared to the
relatively flattened distribution of arbitrary numbers. The examination of the perceived
randomness ratings, in this case, suggested that individuals altered the response pattern due to
awareness that the randomness of the true values varies from questions to questions. As
previously hypothesised by Krygier (2009), the process of number generation can be partially
determined by whether the event was considered as random or non-random. The condition
under which Benford’s law might emerge not only suggest a potential bias during the process
of generating unknown values, but also is a demonstration of how factors, such as perceived
randomness, affect people’s strategies in coping with daily life.
In addition to the monotonic decline presented in the leading digit place, another
salient feature captured from the existing pattern was a consistent elevation of digit-5 when
generating the quantitative values, which was again in line with the observation from Burns
(2009) and Diekmann (2007). Burns once speculated that the over-represented digit-5 was a
reasonable response when people are unsure about the correct answer because it is a
representative of half magnitude. Although the elevation of digit-5 was not always the
secondary peak from our observation, its spike was detected in most cases when the first digit
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phenomenon emerged. In line with the representative heuristic proposed by Kahneman and
Tversky (1972), when making decisions or judgement, a prototype might be effective and
efficient because that is what people think is the most relevant or typical case of a particular
event. In that regard, it seems that people are inclined to use a modal number (i.e., digit-5) as
a solution when coping with an unknown numerical question.
The behaviour displayed in the current research, including the first digit phenomenon
and the consistently elevated digit-5 when generating estimates, informed us that humans
could replicate the regularities presented from the naturally occurring settings, like Benford’s
bias, but more importantly, not exactly follow it because they still exhibit distinctive features
that can be distinguished from the default pattern. Such regularities might reveal a potential
heuristic of how people cope with unknown situations, in particular, to produce a value under
uncertainty. Due to the prevalence of the estimation tasks, our findings could offer some new
practical references for those scientists from perception and clinical fields who wish to take
those estimates as a measure of an experimental outcome.
The effectiveness of Benford’s law in fraud detection
One primary concern regarding the effectiveness of Benford’s law as a lie detector
primarily relies on whether people could also produce a bias towards the smaller FSDs, an
untested premise involved with human behaviour. The existing findings disclosed a
possibility that the first digit phenomenon could occur with the psychology data, especially
when producing the estimates. Hence, the effectiveness of its use in fraud detection proposed
by Nigrini (1992) needs to be questioned.
The consistent pattern from the leading digits observed from number generation under
psychology investigations challenged the fundamental hypothesis that financial data that
deviated from Benford’s distribution could be a result of human manipulation, which has
been widely adopted by accounting and auditing services. Nevertheless, the distinctive
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pattern, such as an elevation of the leading digit-5, might introduce an extra parameter for
screening the potential risks to the law of the first digits as a more comprehensive package of
tools to warrant the credibility of the datasets. Therefore, understanding how the generated
values of humans differ from the natural regularities could also be illuminating in combating
fraud when the utility of Benford’s law becomes less effective.
A cognitive bias?
The nature of Benford’s law emphasises a stronger bias towards the smaller leading
digits when producing unknown values, thus it leads to the question of whether such a pattern
would distort responses as a typical cognitive bias does, in particular, impair the accuracy of
those predicted answers. Especially when the prevalent paradigm from the perception (i.e.,
dots displays) and clinical settings (i.e., CET items) have been incorporated into the present
design, the discussion of potential consequences of such preferences presented on the
numerical estimates is inevitable.
Cognitive bias is commonly defined as the systematic errors that deviate from norms
or rationality in the process of decision making and judgement (Haselton, Nettle & Andrews,
2005). Although this bias might serve an adaptive purpose by utilising the mental shortcuts in
support of efficiency and effectiveness in problem-solving (Shah, Oppenheimer & Daniel,
2008), most literature attempted to underline its dark shadow by flagging how it blinds
rational choices and judgements.
With the current datasets, our study lacked the evidence to claim that a stronger bias
towards the lower FSD is associated with poorer task performance because we failed to see
any consistent correlation between the degree of fit to Benford’s law (i.e., measured by
RMSE-Benford) and the accuracy (i.e., measured by the absolute difference). Even if the
leftmost digit of a number is crucial, when considering the accuracy of a numerical response,
other factors, especially the magnitude, also play a contributing role. For example, when the
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true value is 950, the estimates of a three-digit number 100 and a four-digit number 1000
could lead to a substantial difference in terms of the precision of an answer, although they
share the same leading digit.
Hence, we argued that the influence of the first digit phenomenon on the performance
of the estimated values remained inconclusive. In our study design, the true values were
constantly located in the middle point between two round numbers with two different leading
digits, systematic research about the variation of the magnitudes and the true values are still
required for learning the impact of the first digit phenomenon on the estimation accuracy. In
short, a stronger preference for producing the smaller leading digits of values is interpreted,
in this case, as one of the adaptive approaches by humans in solving the unknown numerical
problems without an apparent disadvantage of the task performance. And perhaps that is why
the term “first digit phenomenon” was more endorsed than “Benford’s bias” in our
description as a product of number generation.

Limitations
The datasets of the present study were derived from the responses obtained online,
which aimed to maximise the statistical power. Unlike the experiments conducted in the
laboratory under supervision, the participants might not be fully diligent in the tasks.
According to one report by Oppenheimer, Meyvis, and Davidenko (2009), more than 46% of
participants failed to perform in accordance with the request from instructional manipulation
checks provided in psychology research. These potential shortcomings under unsupervised
conditions were further supported by the problems detected by our catch page. More than
63% of participants in Experiment 1 were asked to re-read the instructions carefully to
proceed to the next page due to their initial failure to follow the required action, among
which, around 40% reported such an error more than twice. Although the error rate decreased
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to 40% in Experiment 3, we detected and eliminated the extreme case where one person
failed 21 times, which presumably indicated a reckless disregard of instructions or inadequate
English skills.
Because the present study explored how people produce unknown numbers, another
vital issue that critically threatened the validity of the responses arose from the ability to
provide accurate answers due to having relevant knowledge or seeking external resources.
Even though the instructions attempted to remind participants about the importance of
producing genuine answers, it could not completely rule out such possibilities because we
still observed that a certain number of participants consistently provided the same responses
as the true values; alternatively, a same false response was produced by multiple individuals.
It was realised that searching for an answer online was rather common and convenient
without supervision, especially when responding to the trivia questions in Number
Generation, like the population of a country. So, considering the trade-offs between losing a
substantial amount of data and the quality of the datasets, the criteria of data screening in
relation to the accuracy were established to tease apart those most suspicious non-genuine
cases in contrast with the theoretical probabilities. Nevertheless, it still cannot guarantee such
an impact would be minimised due to the potential risks of undetected noise, for example,
search leading to an inaccurate answer. Therefore, a reasonable level of supervision, like
laboratory experiments, are recommended for future attempts to ensure a valid attempt with
an adequate dedication to genuine responses.

Future Directions
As anticipated, the leading digits pattern aggregated from the current tasks
promisingly agreed with most of the hypotheses proposed. However, the research about the
first digit phenomenon of humans remains in its infancy; thus the issues or the unsolved
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question arises from the present project could enlighten the development of future studies
concerning Benford’s bias as a psychological phenomenon. This section thus will broadly
discuss the initial failure in Number Generation, the non-significant effect of information
volume presented in the pictures, and the limited generalisation ability of the current results
into fraud detection with Benford’s law.
Failure in detecting the effect of number type in Experiment 1
The first experiment failed to find a difference between producing non-arbitrary and
arbitrary numbers with regard to the first digit phenomenon. Unfortunately, the bias towards
the leading digits was suppressed, closely resembling a uniform distribution. As previously
discussed, the unexpected outcome was assumed to be a result of two interruptions in the
process of number production, that is, mixing the generation of two types of numerical
responses within a single block while separating the digits of an answer into single boxes.
The results from the following studies have validated such explanations because Benford’s
bias for the non-arbitrary numbers was successfully restored after recovering the default
process, but it remained unclear which manner of interference was critical in flattening such a
distribution during number production.
It was hypothesised that if randomly generating different types of numbers, it would
ultimately suppress Benford’s bias for non-arbitrary numbers due to the mixture of the
concept of arbitrary ones. So, it is reasonable to propose that the monotonic decline of the
leading digits with the non-arbitrary numbers could be flattened when the arbitrary numbers
were generated in the first block because individuals have been previously primed to those
random outputs, compared to the group who experienced the non-arbitrary ones initially.
However, the tests of the effect of block order failed to support the above prediction, thus no
direct evidence could confirm the suppressed first digit phenomenon in producing nonarbitrary numbers was a pure product of the primed experiences from the arbitrary numbers.
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In that regard, a systematic investigation is needed in future studies to distinguish which
methodology change, or both, is crucial in inhibiting the occurrence of the expected
monotonic decline by carrying out a 2 (response order: mixture of number type vs. separated
numbers type) * 2 (answer format: one digit per box vs. digits in one box) design. The
condition under which Benford’s bias might emerge or disappear could be informative in
learning humans’ cognitive process when generating unknown values.
The non-significant effect of information volume
The perceived information volume manipulated in the jelly bean pictures was initially
designed to test the theory that Benford’s bias is a product of combining multiple factors
during number production, thus a large volume of information was expected to promote a
stronger bias. However, the failure to obtain such an effect was consistently reported across
the board. We proposed this might be the result of unsystematic control because the use of
information during the estimation process was primarily determined by individuals. In other
words, it was uncertain whether an individual has the ability to process all the information
presented in front of them.
As Engle and Tuholski (1999) argued, the ability to keep goal-relevant information
actively maintained in the working memory varies from person to person. It is reasonable to
predict that individuals with better working memory might be better at retaining goal-relevant
information activated and ready for use when needed, thus producing a stronger bias towards
the smaller FSDs due to a more complex mental processing. Therefore, it is necessary to
examine information processing in number estimation as an inherent characteristic of an
individual. Two mental abilities are proposed in this case that might influence the volume of
information utilised: numerical ability and executive functioning. Because number production
is presumably associated with numerical cognition, those who performed better in
mathematical operations may utilise more information in their mental process to generate an
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estimate. Similarly, better executive functioning typically implies a better performance in
consolidating information sources. So, offering such tests for examining individual cognitive
abilities might fill in the gap in learning how Benford’s bias interacts with individual
differences.
Based on the Integration Hypothesis, people who can inherently deal with more
information (i.e., better numerical ability and executive functioning) should show a stronger
bias towards the smaller leading digits. The estimates in Dots Displays have successfully
demonstrated that the first digit phenomenon could occur when accumulating the data from
nine repeated measures, thus it provided a reliable paradigm for estimating individuals’ fit to
Benford’s law because it is easy to offer participants many trials across widely varied stimuli,
which allows an individual-level analysis.
Generalisation of the current findings to fraud detection with Benford’s bias
As mentioned earlier, Nigrini (1992) demonstrated that Benford’s distribution could
be utilised in detecting manipulated financial numbers because it was assumed that only those
data from naturally occurring settings would conform to this monotonic decline. However,
our studies had obtained a pattern similar to the first digit phenomenon when people
generated non-arbitrary numbers and estimates; thus, the validity of using Benford’s law in
fraud detection is thrown into question as invented numbers might also follow Benford’s
distribution. Nevertheless, producing numerical responses to a set of short questions cannot
be simply analogous to the cases of fabricating data under the financial context because it is
typically involved with more comprehensive elements that need to be taken into account, like
psychological threshold (Nigrini, 2005). Hence, to directly examine this untested assumption,
it is essential to develop a paradigm specifically exploring what first-digits people might
generate when trying to fool others by faking various financial data, such as stock values,
property sales, and capital gains. Future studies could test some real-world scenarios by
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presenting financial statements from multiple situations and ask those accounting
professionals to make up some missing values. For example, they can be asked to do this
either as the result they assumed to be reasonable if a company runs smoothly versus the
number they think other people would find plausible.
In addition to the explorations of the first digits, the first two digits were more
frequently adopted in the contemporary auditing process. As proposed by Diekmann (2007),
the pattern of the second digits could be more useful in illuminating potential manipulation.
Therefore, future studies should focus on the second digits produced by humans and their
relationship to the leading digits in order to understand when Benford’s law is most effective
as a lie detector.
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SUMMARY
In pursuit of the objectives proposed, the results of three experiments conclusively
highlighted a set of key notions: 1) the first digit phenomenon can be extended to number
estimation with a consistent elevation of digit-5 under uncertainty, and such a bias is only
exhibited towards the leading digit place; 2) the estimates to the experience questions
introduced a stronger bias towards the smaller leading digits, compared to the values (i.e.,
non-arbitrary numbers) in response to the trivia questions, while the FSDs of the arbitrary
numbers agreed more to the flat distribution; and 3) Benford’s bias observed from humans is
not a product of automatic learning due to the exposure to the statistical relationship
presented in the environment; rather, it is a consequence of number production when
cognitively combining multiple information sources to cope with uncertain situations.
Overall, in aggregating leading digits created by humans, we may discover a general
bias as a result of producing unknown values, thus it potentially reflects a heuristic employed
in dealing with an uncertain situation with respect to numerical responses. Our program not
only confirmed the robustness of Benford’s bias in the leading digit place, but also tested the
hypotheses for why people would spontaneously exhibit such a bias towards the smaller first
digits in number generation. Additionally, we further extended the research into a more
practical field, number estimation, which can be utilised to discover the impact of
information amount on the cognitive processing in justifying the first digit phenomenon.
Benford’s law cannot explain everything about quantity estimation given limited information,
but it may be the source of an unrecognised bias in such estimates. Given that invented values
serve as critical references in daily practices, through these explorations, this project
ultimately aims to improve the quality of judgement and decision making.
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Appendices

Appendix A
Instructions on the Catch Page
Doing online experiments
Online experiments can be risky for the experimenter because we can't be sure that
participants are paying full attention to what is on the screen or responding carefully. So we
urge you to put aside distractions while you complete this experiment, to read carefully what
is written on each page, and to think about your answers (even though we are going to ask
you some questions for which you may not have an answer). On each page, you won't be able
to proceed to the next page until you have answered all the questions and clicked on the
button at the bottom of the page. To make sure that you have read the instructions on this
page, on this page alone instead of clicking on the button at the bottom (the obvious
response) you should click on the title above in order to proceed to the next page. Although
the title doesn't look like a link, it is.
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Appendix B

Instructions of Backwards Response in Number Generation

In this task, you will be provided with a block of 18 short questions in total. Please answer
every question to the best of your ability without assistance.
You will type your answer by filling in the boxes by entering one Arabic numeral per box.
However, we would like you to assist in testing a new function of this system, which the
digits can only be entered from the right to the left side in a reversed order. So, it requires
you to give the inputs begins from the last digit place.
An example (answer already filled in): How many paper books are stored in the libraries at
the University of Sydney (in hundreds)?

3

7

9

1

4

5

8

2

6

**The first digit entered in the box is 6. And then a new digit box will appear to the left, so
the order of the digits you entered from right to left is 6 2 8 5 4 1 9 7 3. The final answer will
be 379145826.
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Appendix C

81 Items Pool of Non-Arbitrary Numbers in Number Generation (with correct answers)
The participant should respond to one item from each domain (domain italicised)
Region Area
What is the total area of Russia (km2)? 17,098,246
What is the total area of Niue (km2)? 260
What is the total area of Grenada (km2)? 348,500
What is the total area of Juan de Nova Island (km2)? 4
What is the total area of Bouvet Island (km2)? 59
What is the total area of Afghanistan (km2)? 647,500
What is the total area of Ireland (km2)? 71,273
What is the total area of Brazil (km2)? 8,515,767
What is the total area of Cyprus (km2)? 9,250
Electricity Consumption
What was the total electricity consumption of Timor-Leste in 2014 (thousand kW·h/yr)?
125,300
What was the total electricity consumption of Bhutan estimated in 2014 (thousand kW·h/yr)?
2,085,000
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What was the total electricity consumption of Peru estimated in 2014 (billion kW·h/yr)? 39
What was the total electricity consumption of Korea, South estimated in 2014 (billion
kW·h/yr)? 495
What was the total electricity consumption of Honduras estimated in 2014 (million kW·h/yr)?
5,300
What was the total electricity consumption of Luxembourg estimated in 2014 (million
kW·h/yr)? 6,200
What was the total electricity consumption of French Polynesia estimated in 2014 (million
kW·h/yr)? 700
What was the total electricity consumption of Western Sahara estimated in 2014 (thousand
kW·h/yr)? 83,700
What was the total electricity consumption of Philippines estimated in 2016 (thousand
kW·h/yr)? 90,797,891
Film Gross
What was the total worldwide gross of film King Solomon's Mines released in 1950 (million
US$)? 10
What was the total worldwide gross of film Star Wars: The Force Awakens released in 2015
(million US$)? 2,068
What was the total worldwide gross of film Hawaii released in 1966 (US$)? 34,562,222
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What was the total worldwide gross of film Hotel Transylvania II released in 2015 (US$)?
473,226,958
What was the total worldwide gross of film My Fair Lady released in 1964 (billion US$)? 55
What was the total worldwide gross of film How to Train Your Dragon II released in 2014
(million US$)? 621
What was the total worldwide gross of film Up released in 2009 (thousand US$)? 735,099
What was the total worldwide gross of film Forever Amber released in 1947 (million US$)? 8
What was the total worldwide gross of film This is the Army released in 1943 (thousand
US$)? 9,555
GDP
What was the gross domestic product (GDP) of Dominica in year 1990 (million US$)? 166
What was the gross domestic product (GDP) of Kiribati in year 1990 (US$)? 28,413,864
What was the gross domestic product (GDP) of Burundi in year 2017 (million US$)? 3,393
What was the gross domestic product (GDP) of Japan in year 2017 (Billion US$)? 4,884
What was the gross domestic product (GDP) of Poland in year 2017 (Billion US$)? 510
What was the gross domestic product (GDP) of Montserrat in year 2016 (Million US$)? 63
What was the gross domestic product (GDP) of Netherlands in year 2016 (Million US$)?
777,227
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What was the gross domestic product (GDP) of Turkey in year 2017 (Million US$)? 841,206
What was the gross domestic product (GDP) of Sudan in year 2016 (Million US$)? 95,584
Livestock Population
What was the total livestock population of camels in Mali in 2008 (million)? 1
What was the total livestock population of ducks in France in 2008 (thousand)? 22,850
What was the total livestock population of chickens in Russian Federation in 2008 (million)?
351
What was the total livestock population of Buffaloes in Nepal in 2008(thousand)? 4,500
What was the total livestock population of beehives in the world in 2000 (thousand)? 59,400
What was the total livestock population of horses in Mexico in 2008 (thousand)? 6,400
What was the total livestock population of ducks in Viet Nam in 2008 (million)? 75
What was the total livestock population of goats in the world in 2007(million)?

830

What was the total livestock population of pigs in the world in 2007 (thousand)? 921,900
NYSE
What was the average daily shares of trading on New York Stock Exchange in Year 2004
(million US$)? 1,457
What was the highest daily shares of trading on New York Stock Exchange in Year 1986
(thousand US$)? 244,293
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What was the lowest daily shares of trading on New York Stock Exchange in Year 2003
(thousand US$)? 3,597,690
What was the average daily shares of trading on New York Stock Exchange in Year 1980
(thousand US$)? 44,871
What was the lowest daily shares of trading on New York Stock Exchange in Year 2005
(million US$)? 545,224,020
What was the lowest daily shares of trading on New York Stock Exchange in Year 1985
(million US$)? 62,055
What was the lowest daily shares of trading on New York Stock Exchange in Year 2006
(million US$)? 797
What was the average daily shares of trading on New York Stock Exchange in Year 1983
(million US$)? 85
What was the lowest daily shares of trading on New York Stock Exchange in Year 1973
(million US$)? 9
Population
What was the total population of Bahrain by 1 July 2017? 1,425,171
What was the total population of Greenland (Denmark) by 1950 (thousand)? 23
What was the total population of Liechtenstein by 1 July 2017? 37,666
What was the total population of Maldives by 1 July 2017? 427,756
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What was the total population of Niue (NZ) by 1955 (thousand)? 5
What was the total population of China by 1960 (billion)? 644
What was the total population of Togo by 1 July 2016? 7,797
What was the total population of Germany by 1 July 2017? 81,914,672
What was the total population of Djibouti by 1 July 2017 (thousand)? 942
Squares
What is 398 squared? 158404
What is 1633 squared? 2,666,689
What is 1897 squared? 3,598,609
What is 6509 squared? 42,367,081
What is 7456 squared? 55,591,936
What is 798 squared? 636,804
What is 863 squared? 744769
What is 8989 squared? 80,802,121
What is 9805 squared? 96,138,025
Scientific Constants
What is the constant value of inverse conductance quantum (Ω)? 12,906

157
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What is the speed of light in vacuum (m⋅s−1)? 299,792,458
What is the α-particle rest energy (MeV)? 3,727
What is the Triton gyromagnetic ratio (Hz/T)? 45,413,675
What is the speed of the milky way galaxy with respect to Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) (m.s-1)? 552,060
What is the polar radius of Planet Earth (m)?

6,356,800

What is the earth orbit inclination to Sun equator (in degrees)? 7
What is the half-life time of a neutron (s)? 882
What is the constant value of Luminance efficacy (lm/W)? 98
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Appendix D

81 Items Pool of Arbitrary Numbers in Number Generation
(with correct answers if applicable)
The participant should respond to one item from each domain (domain italicised)
Cheque Number
Write a cheque number that was recently issued by Commonwealth Bank of Australia (nonzero first digit)
Write a cheque number that was recently issued by ANZ (Australian and New Zealand Bank)
(non-zero first digit)
Write a cheque number that was recently issued by HSBC Bank Australia (non-zero first
digit)
Write a cheque number that was recently issued by St. George Bank (non-zero first digit)
Write a cheque number that was recently issued by NAB (National Australia Bank) (non-zero
first digit)
Write a cheque number that was recently issued by Bank Australia (non-zero first digit)
Write a cheque number that was recently issued by Bank of Melbourne (non-zero first digit)
Write a cheque number that was recently issued by Suncorp Bank (non-zero first digit)
Write a cheque number that was recently issued by Westpac Bank (non-zero first digit)
Gift Card Number
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Write the series number of a gift card from Coles (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Big W (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Woolworth (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from David Jones (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Target (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from K-mart (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Myer (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Harvey Norman (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from JB Hi-Fi (non-zero first digit)
Order Number
Write the order number of a purchase of a computer (non-zero first digit)
Write the order number of a purchase of a camera (non-zero first digit)
Write the order number of a purchase of a calculator (non-zero first digit)
Write the order number of a purchase of a vacuum (non-zero first digit)
Write the order number of a purchase of a television (non-zero first digit)
Write the order number of a purchase of a printer (non-zero first digit)
Write the order number of a purchase of an oven (non-zero first digit)
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Write the order number of a purchase of a washing machine (non-zero first digit)
Write the order number of a purchase of a fridge (non-zero first digit)
Post Code
What is the last digit of the post code in St. Louis, Missouri, United States (non-zero)?

1

What is the last digit of the post code in Alpharetta, Georgia, United State (non-zero)?

2

What is the last digit of the post code in Scarsdale, New York, United States (non-zero)? 3
What is the last digit of the post code in Alexandria, Virginia, United States (non-zero)? 4
What is the last digit of the post code in Washington, D.C., United States (non-zero)?

5

What is the last digit of the post code in Jamaica, New York, United States (non-zero)?

6

What is the last digit of the post code Hunters Creek, Florida, United States (non-zero)? 7
What is the last digit of the post code Sandy Springs, Georgia, United States (non-zero)? 8
What is the last digit of the post code Beverly Hills, California, United States (non-zero)? 9
Raffle Ticket
What will be a winning number of a raffle ticket in NSW drawn on 23rd Sep 2016 (non-zero
first digit)?
What will be a winning number of a raffle ticket in NSW drawn on 3rd Jun 2016 (non-zero
first digit)?
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What will be a winning number of a raffle ticket in NSW drawn on 8th Apr 2016(non-zero
first digit)?
What will be a winning number of a raffle ticket in NSW drawn on 12th Feb 2016(non-zero
first digit)?
What will be a winning number of a raffle ticket in NSW drawn on 18th Dec 2015(non-zero
first digit)?
What will be a winning number of a raffle ticket in WA drawn on 21st Dec 2017(non-zero
first digit)?
What will be a winning number of a raffle ticket in WA drawn on 1st Jan 2018(non-zero first
digit)?
What will be a winning number of a raffle ticket in WA drawn on 2nd Dec 2017 (non-zero
first digit)?
What will be a winning number of a raffle ticket in WA drawn on 1st Jan 2016 (non-zero first
digit)?
Random Number
Write any multi-digit number
Write any multi-digit number
Write any multi-digit number
Write any multi-digit number
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Write any multi-digit number
Write any multi-digit number
Write any multi-digit number
Write any multi-digit number
Write any multi-digit number
Receipt Number
Write a receipt number from a Priceline
Write a receipt number from a Coffee Club
Write a receipt number from a KFC
Write a receipt number from a Hungry Jacks
Write a receipt number from a Sushi Bar
Write a receipt number from a Domino’s Pizza
Write a receipt number from a Subway
Write a receipt number from a McDonald’s
Write a receipt number from a Michael’s Coffee House
Vehicle Registration Number
Write a registration number of a Honda vehicle (non-zero first digit)
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Write a registration number of a Lexus vehicle (non-zero first digit)
Write a registration number of a BMW vehicle (non-zero first digit)
Write a registration number of a Ford vehicle (non-zero first digit)
Write a registration number of a Mazda vehicle (non-zero first digit)
Write a registration number of a Volkswagen vehicle (non-zero first digit)
Write a registration number of a Toyota vehicle (non-zero first digit)
Write a registration number of a Volvo vehicle (non-zero first digit)
Write a registration number of a Subaru vehicle (non-zero first digit)
Contact Number
What are the last four digits of the contact number of Carrathool Shire Council? 1900
What are the last four digits of the contact number of Walcha Council? 2500
What are the last four digits of the contact number of Cabonne Council? 3200
What are the last four digits of the contact number of Dubbo Regional Council? 4000
What are the last four digits of the contact number of Lockhart Shire Council? 5305
What are the last four digits of the contact number of Shellharbour City Council? 6111
What are the last four digits of the contact number of Midcoast Council? 7222
What are the last four digits of the contact number of Bourke Shire Council? 8000
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What are the last four digits of the contact number of Strathfield Council? 9999
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Appendix E

250 Items Pool of Non-Arbitrary Numbers in Number Recognition

Two numerical choices are provided for each item. One number starts with a smaller FSD
while the other with a higher FSD. Both options have the same magnitude. Half of the items
are provided with neither correct values. Hence, there are equal times where the correct
answer to a recognition task is true and other times not. These items are also counterbalanced
to include an equal amount of times when the lower FSD is true and when the higher FSD is
true. The participant should respond to ten items from each domain (domain italicised)

National External Debt
What was the national external debt of Namibia by 31 December 2016 (billion US$)? [1] [3]
What was the national external debt of Timor-Leste by 31 December 2014 (million US$)?
[109] [311]
What was the national external debt of Morocco by 30 June 2017 (million US$)?
[17560] [36747]
What was the national external debt of Belgium by 30 June (million US$)?
[1278465] [3586817]
What was the national external debt of Dominica by 31 December 2016 (US$)?
[112000000] [311500000]
What was the national external debt of Germany by 31 December 2017 (billion US$)? [1] [5]
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What was the national external debt of Aruba by 31 December 2014 (million US$)?
[132] [502]
What was the national external debt of Laos by 31 December 2016 (million US$)?
[11980] [50937]
What was the national external debt of Japan by 31 December 2017 (million US$)?
[1820695] [5689745]
What was the national external debt of Saint Lucia by 31 December 2016 (US$)?
[187500000] [513200000]
What was the national external debt of Honduras by 31 December 2016 (million US$)?
[1] [7]
What was the national external debt of Central African Republic by 31 December 2017
(million US$)? [112] [767]
What was the national external debt of Egypt by 31 December 2016 (million US$)?
[18341] [74651]
What was the national external debt of Yemen by 31 January 2015 (thousand US$)?
[1685400] [7191500]
What was the national external debt of Saint Kitts and Nevis by 31 December 2016 (US$)?
[187500000] [741600000]
What was the national external debt of Belize by 31 December 2017 (million US$)? [1] [9]
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What was the national external debt of Greece by 31 December 2017 (million US$)?
[173] [938]
What was the national external debt of Ivory Coast by 31 December 2015 (million US$)?
[10028] [96251]
What was the national external debt of Seychelles by 31 December 2016 (thousand US$)?
[1685400] [9554000]
What was the national external debt of Eritrea by 31 December 2016 (US$)?
[187500000] [948800000]
What was the national external debt of Moldovae by 31 December 2016 (million US$)?
[3] [5]
What was the national external debt of India by 31 December 2017 (million US$)?
[363] [513]
What was the national external debt of Ecuador by 31 August 2017 (million US$)?
[36747] [50937]
What was the national external debt of Kyrgyzstan by 31 December 2016 (thousand US$)?
[3685400] [5918000]
What was the national external debt of The Gambia by 31 December 2016 (US$)?
[311500000] [541800000]
What was the national external debt of Comoros by 31 December 2013 (million US$)?
[3] [7]
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What was the national external debt of Somalia by 31 December 2013 (million US$)?
[306] [705]
What was the national external debt of Peru by 31 December 2016(million US$)?
[36747] [74651]
What was the national external debt of Cambodia by 31 December 2016 (thousand US$)?
[3450200] [7191500]
What was the national external debt of Aruba by 31 December 20164 (US$)?
[321100000] [705200000]
What was the national external debt of Burma by 31 Dec 2017 (million US$)? [3] [9]
What was the national external debt of New Caledonia by 31 December 2017 (million US$)?
[321] [948]
What was the national external debt of Kenya by 30 June 2017 (million US$)?
[36427] [96251]
What was the national external debt of Armenia by 31 December 2017 (thousand US$)?
[3626000] [9170000]
What was the national external debt of Eritrea by 31 December 2016 (US$)?
[321100000] [948800000]
What was the national external debt of Iran by 31 December 2016 (million US$)? [5] [7]
What was the national external debt of Turkmenistan by 31 December 2011 (million US$)?
[502] [741]
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What was the national external debt of Israel by 30 June 2017(million US$)?
[50937] [72493]
What was the national external debt of Madagascar by 31 December 2016 (thousand US$)?
[5158000] [7645500]
What was the national external debt of FIJI Islands by 31 Dec 2017 (US$)?
[513200000] [750400000]
What was the national external debt of Luxembourg by 31 December 2017 (billion US$)?
[5] [9]
What was the national external debt of Mexico by 31 December 2017 (million US$)?
[556] [938]
What was the national external debt of Malta by 30 June 2017 (million US$)?
[50937] [96251]
What was the national external debt of Syria by 31 December 2017 (thousand US$)?
[5699000] [9554000]
What was the national external debt of Djibouti by 31 Dec 2012(US$)?
[502800000] [948800000]
What was the national external debt of Syria by 1998(million US$)? [7] [9]
What was the national external debt of Puerto Rico by 31 January 2015 (million US$)?
[756] [941]
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What was the national external debt of Pakistan by 30 June 2017 (million US$)?
[72493] [90251]
What was the national external debt of Burma by 31 December 2017 (thousand US$)?
[7640000] [9713000]
What was the national external debt of Lesotho by 31 Dec 2017(US$)?
[741600000] [952500000]
Internet Hosts
How many internet hosts were listed in the world by Oct 1996 (million)? [1] [3]
How many internet hosts were listed in Jersey by 2012? [179] [305]
How many internet hosts were listed in Montenegro by 2012? [10088] [30615]
How many internet hosts were listed in Indonesia by 2012? [1344000] [3588000]
How many internet hosts were listed in the world by 2009? [170871820] [387603735]
How many internet hosts were listed in Slovakia by 2012 (million)? [1] [5]
How many internet hosts were listed in Norfolk Island by 2012? [128] [555]
How many internet hosts were listed in Andorra by 2012? [14515] [59086]
How many internet hosts were listed in Sweden by 2012? [1387000] [5978000]
How many internet hosts were listed in the world by 2008? [172338726] [506177453]
How many internet hosts were listed in Taiwan by 2012(million)? [1] [7]
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How many internet hosts were listed in Gabon by 2012? [107] [720]
How many internet hosts were listed in Bangladesh by 2012? [13784] [71164]
How many internet hosts were listed in Portugal by 2012? [1036000] [7384000]
How many internet hosts were listed in the world by 2009? [121892559] [797089489]
How many internet hosts were listed in Canada by 2012(million)? [1] [9]
How many internet hosts were listed in Qatar by 2012? [186] [995]
How many internet hosts were listed in Bermuda by 2012? [14590] [93217]
How many internet hosts were listed in the world by Jan 1996? [1016000] [9472000]
How many internet hosts were listed in the world by 2015? [164780617] [985507314]
How many internet hosts were listed in Belgium by 2012(million)? [3] [5]
How many internet hosts were listed in Suriname by 2012? [327] [576]
How many internet hosts were listed in Mauritius by 2012? [30955] [51139]
How many internet hosts were listed in Greece by 2012? [3201000] [5192000]
How many internet hosts were listed in the USA by 2012? [364000000] [505000000]
How many internet hosts were listed in Pakistan by 2012(thousand)? [3] [7]
How many internet hosts were listed in Eritrea by 2012? [305] [701]
How many internet hosts were listed in Madagascar by 2012? [38392] [79508]
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How many internet hosts were listed in Israel by 2012? [3145000] [7152000]
How many internet hosts were listed in the world by 2012? [367460000] [759780000]
How many internet hosts were listed in Ukraine by 2012(million)? [3] [9]
How many internet users were there in the world by 2004(million)? [316] [910]
How many internet hosts were listed in Nepal by 2012? [37949] [90615]
How many internet hosts were listed in Colombia by 2012? [3399000] [9388000]
How many internet hosts were listed in the world by 2011? [346004403] [940912332]
How many internet hosts were listed in Switzerland by 2012(million)? [5] [7]
How many internet users were there in the world by 2002? [576] [701]
How many internet hosts were listed in Brunei by 2012? [56075] [78280]
How many internet hosts were listed in the world by Jan 1995? [5301000] [7093000]
How many internet hosts were listed in the world by 2014? [547506177] [968882453]
How many internet hosts were listed in Finland by 2012(million)? [5] [9]
How many internet hosts were listed in Benin by 2012? [531] [904]
How many internet hosts were listed in Mozambique by 2012? [51164] [95006]
How many internet hosts were listed in India by 2012? [5107000] [9272000]
How many internet hosts were listed in the world by 2012? [540912332] [951611646]
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How many internet hosts were listed in Bulgaria by 2012 (thousand)? [7] [9]
How many internet hosts were listed in Bulgaria by 2012(thousand)? [729] [976]
How many internet hosts were listed in Kenya by 2012? [71018] [98280]
How many internet hosts were listed in Turkey by 2012? [7093000] [9743000]
How many internet hosts were listed in Brazil by 2012? [720410067] [938027855]

Property
What was the last settlement price of the property at 73 National Circuit, Deakin, ACT
(million AU$)? [1] [3]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 15/30 Ijong Street, Braddon, ACT
(thousand AU$)? [186] [350]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 100 Northbourne Avenue, Braddon,
ACT (thousand AU$)? [17500] [32700]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 90 Dominion Circuit, Deakin, ACT
(AU$)? [1954000] [3795000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 20 Bridge Street, Sydeny, NSW (AU$)?
[197000000] [335000000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 4 Moresby Street, Red Hill, ACT
(million AU$)? [1] [5]
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What was the last settlement price of the property at 16 Hunter Street, Sydney, NSW (million
AU$)? [192] [507]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 106 Northbourne Avenue, Braddon,
ACT (thousand AU$)? [17000] [53000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 1504/25 Edinburgh Ave, Acton, ACT
(AU$)? [1240000] [5610000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 33 Alfred Street, Sydney, NSW (AU$)?
[187000000] [513000000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 81 Second Avenue, Campsie, ACT
(million AU$)? [1] [7]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 35 Matthew Mitchell Drive, Redbank,
NSW (thousand AU$)? [175] [706]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 3 Wingadal Place, Point Piper, NSW
(thousand AU$)? [18400] [70500]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 5 Layton Street, Camperdown, NSW
(AU$)? [1575000] [7462000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 9 Hunter Street, Sydney, NSW (AU$)?
[195375424] [768566219]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 30 Monaro Crescent, Red Hill, ACT
(million AU$)? [1] [9]
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What was the last settlement price of the property at 44 Henry Street, Chiefly, ACT
(thousand AU$)? [173] [902]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 70 Chandler Street, Belconnen, ACT
(thousand AU$)? [12210] [92320]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 1504/25 Edinburgh Ave, Acton, ACT
(AU$)? [1240000] [9840000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 101 Liverpool Street, Sydney, NSW
(AU$)? [197000000] [946000000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 19 Mugga Way, Red Hill, ACT (million
AU$)? [3] [5]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 3 Myuna Street, Dalmeny NSW
(thousand AU$)? [369] [514]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 445 Canterbury Road, Campsie, NSW
(thousand AU$)? [34000] [52000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 4/5 Fifth Avenue, Campsie, NSW
(thousand AU$)? [3890000] [5180000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 255 Elizabeth Street, Sydney, NSW
(AU$)? [319117632] [531640956]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 45 Torrens Street, Braddon, ACT
(million AU$)? [3] [7]
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What was the last settlement price of the property at 226 Ennis Road, Redbank, NSW
(thousand AU$)? [385] [721]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 6 Chan Street, Belconnen, ACT
(thousand AU$)? [39800] [74200]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 2/2 Wentworth Street, Point Pipe, NSW
(AU$)? [3430000] [7650000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 385 A Pitt Street, Sydney, NSW (AU$)?
[306000000] [712000000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 2 Paisley Street, Nicholls, ACT (million
AU$)? [3] [9]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 8 Moss Street, Chiefly, ACT (thousand
AU$)? [372] [960]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 82 Northbourne Avenue, Braddon, ACT
(thousand AU$)? [57330] [95560]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 193 Parramatta Road, Camperdown,
NSW (AU$)? [5800000] [9100000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 385 A Pitt Street, Sydney, NSW (AU$)?
[386600000] [906500000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 65 Lowanna Street, Braddon, ACT
(million AU$)? [5] [7]
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What was the last settlement price of the property at 211 Pembrooke Road, Redbank, NSW
(thousand AU$)? [560] [778]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 1 Charlotte Street, Campsie, NSW
(thousand AU$)? [52800] [74200]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 25 Noble Pde, Dalmeny, SW (AU$)?
[5800000] [7700000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 4/41 Castlereagh Street, Sydney, NSW
(AU$)? [588615874] [722499968]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 36/3 Macquarie Street, Sydney, NSW
(million AU$)? [5] [9]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 19 Martin Place, Sydney, NSW
(thousand AU$)? [577] [905]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 2 Emu Bank, Belconnen, ACT (thousand
AU$)? [54850] [97050]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 1503/61 Macquarie Street, Sydney,
NSW (AU$)? [5783000] [9081000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 10 Spring Street, Sydney, NSW (AU$)?
[594188645] [910550613]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 20 Mugga Way, Red Hill, ACT (million
AU$)? [7] [9]
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What was the last settlement price of the property at 13 Allwood Street, Chiefly ACT
(thousand AU$)? [787] [995]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 56 Clarence Street, Sydney, NSW
(thousand AU$)? [72000] [93000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 90 Dominion Circuit, Campsie, NSW
(AU$)? [7000000] [9000000]
What was the last settlement price of the property at 3/5010 Lees Court, Sydney, NSW
(AU$)? [722499968] [946487627]
Fish Production
How many Japanese anchovy were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (thousand
tonnes)? [1] [3]
How many oysters were captured commercially in total in 2011 (thousand tonnes)?
[147] [371]
How many king crabs, squat lobsters were captured commercially in total in 2004(tonnes)?
[15831] [36457]
How many Silver carps were harvested commercially per year(2012) (tonnes)?
[1581314] [3178721]
How many nile perch were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (kg)?
[180119000] [318081000]
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How many sea-squirts and other tunicates were captured commercially in total in 2006
(thousand tonnes)? [1] [5]
How many Clams, cockles, and arkshells were captured commercially in total in 2007
(thousand tonnes)? [136] [599]
How many river eels were captured commercially in total in 2006 (tonnes)?
[13497] [55577]
How many grass carp shell are harvested commercially in the greatest amount per year
(2012) (tonnes)? [1332932] [5028661]
How many antarctic krill were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (kg)?
[188147000] [560145000]
How many capelin were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (million tonnes)? [1] [7]
How many blue swimming crabs were captured commercially in total in 2012 (thousand
tonnes)? [180] [710]
How many aquatic plants were produced commercially in total in 2011 (in thousand tonnes)?
[17686] [75650]
How many crabs&sea spiders were captured commercially in total in 1999 (tonnes)?
[1061042] [7750445]
How many araucanian herring were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (kg)?
[175892000] [720466000]
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How many flounders, halibuts, soles were captured commercially in total in 2006 (million
tonnes)? [1] [9]
How many sharks, rays, and chimaeras were captured commercially in total in (thousand
tonnes)? [136] [903]
How many miscellaneous diadromous fishes were captured commercially in total in 2006
(tonnes)? [17802] [96174]
How many shrimps & prawns were captured commercially in total in 2001 (tonnes)?
[1505608] [9304922]
How many milkfish were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (kg)?
[161839000] [943259000]
How many tunas, bonitos, billfishes were captured commercially in total in 2006 (million
tonnes)? [3] [5]
How many Freshwater crustaceans were captured commercially in total in 2006 (million
tonnes)? [365] [525]
How many river eels were captured commercially in total in 2006 (tonnes)?
[39852] [54830]
How many Japanese carpet shell are harvested commercially in the greatest amount per year
(2012) (tonnes)? [3785311] [5692855]
How many haddock were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (kg)?
[364386000] [598289000]
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How many peruvian anchovy were captured commercially in total in 2012 (in million
tonnes)? [3] [7]
How many tilapias and other cichlids were captured commercially in total in 2008 (million
tonnes)? [397] [761]
How many Miscellaneous migratory fishes were captured commercially in total in 1999
(tonnes)? [36457] [75921]
How many tunas, bonitos & billfishes captured commercially in total in 2005 (tonnes)?
[1323616] [7640734]
How many yesso scallop were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (kg)?
[318081000] [714392000]
How many crustaceans were captured commercially in total in 2012 (million tonnes)? [3] [9]
How many european sprat were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (thousand tonnes)?
[376] [943]
How many Aquatic plants were produced commercially in total in 2011 (thousand tone)?
[37360] [93253]
How many miscellaneous freshwater fishes were captured commercially in total in 1999
(tonnes)? [5592329] [9431141]
How many jumbo flying squid were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (kg)?
[336838000] [950630000]
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How many frogs and other amphibians were captured commercially in total in 2006
(thousand tonnes)? [5] [7]
How many Turtles were captured commercially in total in 2009 (thousand tonnes)?
[539] [762]
How many king crabs, squat-lobsters were captured commercially in total in 2006 (tonnes)?
[57288] [79465]
How many squids, cuttlefishes, octopuses were captured commercially in total in 2005
(tonnes)? [5634005] [7964873]
How many akiami paste shrimp were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (kg)?
[588761000] [705821000]
How many grass carp were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (thousand tonnes)?[5] [9]
How many sharks, rays, chimaeras were captured commercially in total in 2002 (thousand
tonnes)? [539] [905]
How many Miscellaneous migratory fishes were captured commercially in total in 1999
(tonnes)? [59190] [93623]
How many tunas, bonitos, billfishes were captured commercially in total in 2000 (tonnes)?
[5816647] [9431141]
How many Rainbow trout were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (kg)?
[560145000] [936 169000]
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How many marine fishes not identified were captured commercially in total in 2006 (million
tonnes)? [7] [9]
How many Freshwater molluscs were captured commercially in total in 2005 (thousand
tonnes)? [711] [920]
How many lobsters, spiny rock lobsters were captured commercially in total in 2005
(tonnes)? [71188] [90353]
How many miscellaneous coastal fishes were captured commercially in total in 2004
(tonnes)? [7002006] [9304922]
How many chinese mitten crab were harvested commercially in total in 2012 (kg)?
[714392000] [955982000]
Squares
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the square root of 430336? [1] [3]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 903225? [153] [311]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 1779911721? [17459] [31059]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 74311 squared? [1789431] [3846561]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 21576 squared? [187572366] [375462116]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the square root of 611524? [1] [5]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 305809? [193] [553]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 2659774329 [18457] [51573]
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What is/are the last digit(s) of 5315 squared? [1504664] [5993856]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 40186 squared? [114218946] [586605126]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the square root of 3200521? [1] [7]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 52441? [191] [731]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 457018884? [17598] [72208]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 7546 squared? [1894656] [7356443]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 95526 squared? [125216676] [754525225]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the square root of 78961? [1] [9]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 38025? [195] [925]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 8109362704? [18422] [90052]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 4856 squared? [1189066] [9216556]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 57662 squared? [199876024] [960545364]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the square root of 69696? [3] [5]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 452929? [373] [523]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 4214736241? [33459] [50181]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 8566 squared? [3376356] [5160256]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 85462 squared? [303753444] [587747124]
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What is/are the leading digit(s) of the square root of 609961? [3] [7]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 51008164? [384] [714]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 1003368976? [31676] [74726]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 24605 squared? [3885465] [7156605]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 33485 squared? [380476525] [784549125]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the square root of 5625? [3] [9]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 14227984? [377] [917]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 7304608089? [38623] [90153]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 17844 squared? [3779746] [9262186]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 54622 squared? [345587144] [983562884]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the square root of 27019204? [5] [7]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 887364? [582] [762]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 5643014400? [58910] [75120]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 6769 squared? [5819361] [7771025]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 28987 squared? [585461589] [771454969]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the square root of 8862529? [5] [9]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 763876? [584] [924]
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What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 3429742096? [58564] [945104]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 5315 squared? [5886415] [9695435]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 74588 squared? [563369744] [945662134]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the square root of 92313664? [7] [9]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 617796? [786] [926]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of square root of 6470432721? [75939] [97711]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 6315 squared? [7451535] [9879225]
What is/are the last digit(s) of 4432 squared? [790152764] [964971584]
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Appendix F

250 Items Pool of Arbitrary Numbers in Number Recognition

Two numerical choices are provided for each item. One number starts with a smaller FSD
while the other with a higher FSD. Both options have the same magnitude. Half of the items
are provided with neither correct values. Hence, there are equal times where the correct
answer to a recognition task was true and other times not. These items are also
counterbalanced to include an equal amount of times when the lower FSD is true and when
the higher FSD is true. The participant should respond to ten items from each domain
(domain italicised)

ABN
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of GEN Y
INVESTMENTS PTY LTD in QLD? [1] [3]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the BENJAMIN
COLES in QLD? [165] [313]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the MYER PTY
LTD in VIC? [18111] [39004]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the Good Guy
& Good Luck Cleaning in NSW? [1677973] [3147629]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the LJR
GROUP HOLDINGS PTY LTD in NSW? [180059683] [381383110]
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What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the DAVID
JONES in VIC? [1] [5]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the BIG
WHEELZ PTY. LTD. in NSW? [121] [532]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of THE BIG WIG
in QLD? [18650] [57097]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the
BENJEMEN PTY LTD in VIC? [1316053] [5228473]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the APPLE &
SUN PTY. LTD. in VIC? [198248532] [526082723]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the MASTER C
PTY LTD in NSW? [1] [7]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the Gas C Pty
Ltd in VIC? [130] [793]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of C CAPITAL
PTY LTD in VIC? [17168] [70604]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the Gen - Y
Computers in VIC? [1703411] [7416507]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the DESIGN
MISS M in NSW? [124068509] [750980676]
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What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the M SONS
PTY LTD in NSW? [1] [9]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the MD&C Pty
Ltd in NSW? [140] [923]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of G for Global in
NSW? [16165] [96394]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the M FAMILY
TRUST in NSW? [1420822] [9232782]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the SERVICE
M PTY LTD in VIC? [171661717] [922909241]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the SHOP N'
TECH in NSW? [3] [5]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the Design N'
Construction in NSW? [329] [586]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of CHIEF N CO
PTY LTD at NSW? [37106] [53442]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the GCORP
PROPERTY PTY LTD in NSW? [3893816] [5616542]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the G-MGT Pty
Ltd in SA? [315469711] [561008178]
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What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the Kleen N
Clean in VIC? [3] [7]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the N UNIT
TRUST at WA? [362] [771]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of Electron
Technologies at WA? [37055] [72818]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the EXPERTS
N CLEANING in VIC? [3783405] [7516701]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the J KING &
L.A KING in QLD? [381383110] [740046750]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of A.R JAMES &
L.A JAMES in VIC? [3] [9]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the L STORE
PTY LTD at VIC? [308] [981]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of LJR SUPER
FUND at WA? [39571] [90531]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the L digit(s)al
solutions in QLD? [381307] [9414288]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the LJR
Accounting & Tax Solutions in VIC? [399295206] [908497490]
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What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of The V Clinic in
VIC? [5] [7]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of JOHN & V A
HARRIS & CO at NSW? [530] [784]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of V-TEC
Electronics at WA? [57908] [72616]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the Y
INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD at NSW? [5216975] [7860621]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the V-Assist at
QLD? [541103470] [746204183]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of V Comm
Solutions in VIC? [5] [9]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the V
FINANCIAL SERVICES at VIC? [548] [962]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the V-OUTLET
at NSW? [54110] [96804]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the Club V Cafe
in VIC? [5360040] [9816904]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the O
HOLDINGS PTY LTD at NSW? [566101041] [942081974]
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What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the L Nominees
Pty Ltd at NSW? [7] [9]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the OIII AUST
PTY LTD at VIC? [731] [940]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of L.A & K.A
HAMILTON at VIC? [71556] [94142]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of L&K'S
AUTOMOTIVE & PARTS at QLD? [7708536] [9781598]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the Australian Business Number (ABN) of the CAPITAL L
in NSW? [770853621] [941428895]
Ad ID
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Live steam model boat' posted from Rustington,
West Sussex on Gumtree? [1] [3]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'TV Unit & Storage' posted from Olney,
Buckinghamshire on Gumtree? [155] [377]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Fridge freezer fridge master' posted from
Skelmersdale, Lancashire on Gumtree? [11459] [33704]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Full and part-time bar staff vacancies' posted from
Hove, East Sussex on Gumtree? [1540768] [35742450]
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What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Air conditioning unit FREE' posted from Bognor
Regis, West Sussex on Gumtree? [153281241] [353721220]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Bugaboo botanic bee donkey buffalo' posted from
Motherwell, North Lanarkshire on Gumtree? [1] [5]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'McDonalds Monopoly- Park Lane' posted from
Pinner, London on Gumtree? [131] [545]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Gullivers wheeled trolley Suitcase' posted from
Croydon, London on Gumtree? [18857] [56618]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Attractive Clean Double bedroom available for
rental' posted from Barnet, London on Gumtree [1153775] [5224578]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Brand new single Mattress' posted from Canning
Town, Londone on Gumtree? [132084459] [556428976]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'BATTERY OPERATED STRIMMER' posted from
Barnoldswick, Lancashire on Gumtree? [1] [7]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad '1950s Italian Design Vintage Sofa' posted from
Fulham, London on Gumtree? [163] [745]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Beko 50cm electric cooker free delivery in
Nottingham' posted from Nottingham, Nottinghamshire on Gumtree? [11650] [74886]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'WANTED kitchen door & drawer front' posted from
Olney, Buckinghamshire on Gumtree? [1545895] [7812450]
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What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Melbourne- 1 room 2friends ok @190ppx2. 512months ok' posted from Carlton VIC on Gumtree? [178191170] [734938233]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Stunning Monsoon bridesmaid dress Age 6' posted
from Oadby, Leicestershire on Gumtree? [1] [9]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Dining chairs, chabby chic.' posted from
Ammanford, Carmarthenshire on Gumtree? [109] [994]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Double room for rent' posted from Coventry, West
Midlands on Gumtree? [13902] [97365]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Garden Lounger white plastic with cushion' posted
from Bognor Regis, West Sussex on Gumtree? [1332505] [9045612]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Edinburgh electrical services' posted from
Corstorphine on Gumtree? [184498452] [901342450]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Sofa bed (bed never used)' posted from Bognor
Regis, West Sussex on Gumtree? [3] [5]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Carboot items' posted from Manchester on Gumtree?
[365] [572]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Edinburgh plumber, No call out charge' posted from
Edinburgh City Centre, Edinburgh on Gumtree? [37546] [54218]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'WANTED 2/3 Bedroom house' posted from Olney,
Buckinghamshire on Gumtree? [3045659] [5991775]
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What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Best Chinese Full Body Massage' posted from
Southampton, Hampshire on Gumtree? [318879520] [543287709]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Learn Thai (Speak & write) in London' posted from
Clapham, London on Gumtree? [3] [7]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Fridge freezer fridge master' posted from
Skelmersdale, Lancashire on Gumtree? [307] [704]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Central Removals' posted from Edinburgh on
Gumtree? [31254] [72130]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Fencing contractor' posted from Buckhaven, Fife on
Gumtree? [3876458] [70142152]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Field Quip Mower Quad Toppe' posted from
Staghorn Flat VIC on Gumtree? [181002718] [723725843]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Full time front of house staff' posted from
Worcester, Worcestershire on Gumtree? [3] [9]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Weekend babysitting available' posted from
Twickenham, London on Gumtree? [302] [943]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Carpet & upholstery cleaning services' posted from
Newtownards, County Down on Gumtree? [31654] [97608]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Cleaning services' posted from Glasgowon
Gumtree? [3535727] [9985702]
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What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Canada goose bodywarmer brand new with tags'
posted from Balham, London on Gumtree? [333454529] [976045353]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Garage And Roller Shutter Door Repairs' posted
from County Antrim on Gumtree? [5] [7]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Bespoke Oak Sideboard' posted from South
Kensington, London on Gumtree? [591] [708]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Leaflets and menus solo distribution' posted from
Royal Mile, Edinburgh on Gumtree? [50129] [71598]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'A Spare Room In North Greenwich' posted from
Greenwich, London on Gumtree? [5998266] [7645122]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Titanic album' posted from Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire on Gumtree? [534389658] [901202465]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Lovely ornamental lamp base with shade' posted
from Sydenham, Belfast on Gumtree? [5] [9]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Hotpoint Washer/Dryer *Ex-Display* (12 Month
Warranty)' posted from Liverpool City Centre, Merseyside on Gumtree? [598] [925]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Ice cream van for hire for party’s etc' posted from
Antrim Road, Belfast on Gumtree? [57546] [92096]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Takeaway/Diner for sale in Didsbury (Fully Fitted,
Quick Sale)' posted from Didsbury, Manchester on Gumtree? [5223805] [9443205]
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What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Starburst Design Mirror' posted former, South
Ayrshire on Gumtree? [540216779] [96004898]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Pair of Georgian Fluted Portico Pillarst' posted from
Ealing Broadway, London on Gumtree? [7] [9]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Dark Brown Side/ Bedside Tables' posted from
Dundee on Gumtree? [713] [901]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Kitchen and Appliances' posted from Crewkerne,
Somerset on Gumtree? [76389] [94533]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Nintendo DS Lite bundle' posted from Redditch,
Worcestershire on Gumtree? [7545281] [9132507]
What is/are the last ID digit(s) of the ad 'Coffee table' posted from New Cross, London on
Gumtree? [785425332] [943121054]
Phone Number
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Orkin Pest & Termite Control in FL,
USA? [1] [3]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Eric Steele Tree Service in CA, USA?
[178] [366]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of TruGreen in FL, USA? [11354] [37801]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Cross Pest Control of Tampa in FL,
USA? [1754895] [3102165]
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What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Warehouse Bistro in AL, USA?
[132653105] [347456353]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Eye Associates Of New Mexico in NM,
USA? [1] [5]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of High Desert Pediatrics in NM, USA?
[128] [541]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Pediatric Medical Group in NM, USA?
[10458] [59758]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Pediatric Associates in NM, USA?
[1421358] [5854685]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Urgent Care for Kids Alliance in TX,
USA? [188452109] [579464210]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Fort Worth Urgent Care Management in
TX, USA? [1] [7]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Primary + Urgent Care in TX, USA?
[106] [780]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of The Plumbing Force in TX, USA?
[12025] [77373]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Curly's Plumbing in TX, USA?
[1876505] [7541250]
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What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Eco-Tech Plumbing in TX, USA?
[176803639] [754160658]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Sam's Italian Deli & Market in CA,
USA? [1] [9]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Mike's Grill in CA, USA? [177] [908]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Umi Sushi in CA, USA?
[15605] [90483]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Burgers Take Three in CA, USA?
[1984581] [9564124]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Dow Deustschland Inc in Schwallabch,
Germany? [146211480] [961965660]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Sears Appliance Repair in TN, USA?
[3] [5]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Griffin Heating & Air Conditioning in
TN, USA? [319] [503]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Griffin Heating & Air Conditioning in
TN, USA? [39848] [596543]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Mr. Appliance of South Nashville in TN,
USA? [3530503] [5190511]
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What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Payless Appliance Repair in TN, USA?
[334981516] [578869049]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Solo Mufflers in OH, USA? [3] [7]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Complete Brake Service Inc in OH,
USA? [309] [741]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Sammy's Auto Spa at OH, USA?
[32728] [53964]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Tire Zone in OH, USA?
[3089889] [5662079]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Imports Plus Automotive in OH, USA?
[368046567] [560102132]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of King Bruce DDS Inc in CA, USA?
[3] [9]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Firestone Dental Group in CA, USA?
[371] [920]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of USA Electrician in CA, USA?
[35157] [94565]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Danny Shiri, DDS in CA, USA?
[3420317] [9359102]
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What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Frank Laaly DDS in CA, USA?
[375490121] [959612380]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Chen Senior Medical Center in FL, USA?
[5] [7]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Unilab Express in FL, USA?[559] [722]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Brentwood Electrical Contractors in FL,
USA? [50674] [77823]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Any Hour Electric in FL, USA?
[5148869] [7510967]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Gomez Electric Inc. in FL, USA?
[589613788] [756155420]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Southeast Manufacturing Tech in SC,
USA? [5] [9]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of The Fitts Co in SC, USA? [572] [947]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of 1-2-3 Jump in SC, USA?
[56233] [98318]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Catering in Irmo Services in SC, USA?
[5402117] [9394700]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Doy Grill in CA, US?
[593248048] [934839880]
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What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Pristine House Cleaning in NV, USA?
[7] [9]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Lollis Cleaning Service in NV, USA?
[776] [916]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Monterrey Insurance in NV, USA?
[79213] [90453]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Only Drains in OH, USA?
[7513744] [9189943]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the phone number of Central Auto Parts in CO, USA?
[756521323] [977652130]
ISBN
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of
Whitewalling: Art, Race & Protest in 3 Acts written by Aruna D'Souza? [1] [3]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Redefining
Bastions (the ReproBate saga) written by S. L. Kotar & J. E. Gessler? [113] [366]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of En
l'absence de Lumière (French Edition) written by Adrienne Wilder? [13469] [33144]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Kenneth
D. King's Smart Fitting Solutions: Foolproof Techniques to Fit Any Figure written by
Kenneth D. King? [1868566] [3264177]
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What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Cultural
Literacy: What Every American Needs to Know written by E.D. Hirsch Jr.?
[190860332] [394758435]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of The Best
Nest written by P.D. Eastman? [1] [5]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Retro
Toddler: More Than 100 Old-School Activities to Boost Development (Retro Development)
written by Anne H. Zachry PhD OTR/L? [184] [579]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Hexmaker
(Hexworld) (Volume 2) written by Jordan L. Hawk? [19757] [53207]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Solving
Single:Grey: Fifty Shades of Grey as Told by Christian (Fifty Shades of Grey Series) written
bye L James? [1946343] [5863832]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Sons and
Lovers (Barnes & Noble Classics Series) written by Lawrence D. Hogan & Jules Tygiel?
[133833669] [593080136]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of The Rise
and Fall of D.O.D.O.: A Novel written by Neal Stephenson & Nicole Galland? [1] [7]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of
Educational Research: Competencies for Analysis and Applications (10th Edition) written by
Lorraine R. Gay & Geoffrey E. Mills & Peter W. Airasian? [170] [780]
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What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of written
Franklin D. Roosevelt: A Political Life by Robert Dallek? [102135] [79029]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of
Willmington's Guide to the Bible written by Harold L. Willmington? [1479646] [7613745]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Hillary's
America: The Secret History of the Democratic Party written by Dinesh D'Souza?
[142413999] [786966301]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Light on
Yoga: The Bible of Mordern Yoga written by B.K.S.Iyengar? [1] [9]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of
Witchcraze: A New History of the European Witch Hunts written by Anne L. Barstow?
[173] [926]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Gaudy
Night: A Lord Peter Wimsey Mystery with Harriet Vane written by Dorothy L. Sayers?
[18739] [96538]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of A Tangled
Web written by L.M. Montgomery? [1953001] [9079345]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of The Letters
of Dorothy L. Sayers: 1937-1943, From Novelist to Playwright written by Dorothy L. Sayers
& Barbara Reynolds? [116866502] [979848438]
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"What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Not God
Enough: Why Your Small God Leads to Big Problems written by J.D. Greear?” [3] [5]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Utah
Blaine: A Novel written by Louis L'Amour? [314] [579]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Sam
Houston written by James L. Haley? [36448] [52088]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Hebrews:
A Call to Commitment written by William L. Lane? [3832953] [5832147]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of written
Dark Fire (Last Dragon Chronicles) by Chris d’Lacey? [394800516] [545102735]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of The God
Who Is There: Finding Your Place in God's Story written by D. A. Carson? [3] [7]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of The
Politics of the Headscarf in the United States written by Bozena C. Welborne & Aubrey L.
Westfall & Özge Çelik Russell & Sarah A. Tobin? [372] [784]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of The Big
Lie: Exposing the Nazi Roots of the American Left written by Dinesh D'Souza?
[38945] [73487]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of
Contemporary Maternal-Newborn Nursing (9th Edition) written by Patricia W Ladewig &
Marcia L London & Michele Davidson? [34982499] [7509963]
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What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Doc
Holliday: The Life and Legend written by Gary L. Roberts? [311344931] [761461647]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Sleep No
More: Six Murderous Tales written by P. D. James? [3] [9]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of
L.A.WOMAN written by Eve Babitz? [376] [951]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of How to
Succeed in Commercial Real Estate written by John L. Bowman? [33055] [94944]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of D DAY
Through German Eyes - The Hidden Story of June 6th, 1944 written by Holger Eckhertz?
[3317428] [9586395]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of She Was
Never Meant To Be Kept written by D Ryan? [310348276] [987653793]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of written
Day Hike! Spokane, Coeur d'Alene, and Sandpoint written by Seabury Blair Jr.? [5] [7]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of As Love
Speaks for Itself: With a Sprinkle of Spice written by Bonita L Harris? [506] [776]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of The
Charlie Chan Films written by James L. Neibaur? [52025] [70545]
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What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Deity: The
Third Covenant Novel (Covenant Series) (Volume 3) written by Jennifer L. Armentrout?
[5517096] [7591875]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of I Am Not
Your Perfect Mexican Daughter written by Erika L. Sánchez? [524700485] [785193623]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of D'Aulaires'
Book of Greek Myths written by Ingri d’Aulaire & Edgar Parin d'Aulaire? [5] [9]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Relational
Database Design and Implementation, Fourth Edition written by Jan L. Harrington?
[570] [998]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of
International Law written by Antonio Cassese? [59397] [91049]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of The Seven
Sins of Memory: How the Mind Forgets and Remembers written by Daniel L. Schacter?
[5339883] [9123780]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Forest Hill
Cemetery (Images of America) written by Margo L. Azzarelli & Marnie Azzarelli?
[532370649] [986909761]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of 2015
International Mechanical Code written by International Code Council? [7] [9]
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What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of
Scientology: The Fundamentals of Thought (English) written by L. Ron Hubbard?
[783] [918]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of The
Washington D.C., Home Again written by Aboud Dweck? [782071] [94605]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Roll of
Thunder, Hear My Cry written by Mildred D. Taylor? [7665441] [9849633]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the International Standard Book Number (ISBN) of Volo's
Guide to Monsters written by Wizards RPG Team? [786966011] [998142777]
IP
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of fileshare.com? [1] [3]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of putlocker.com? [107] [335]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of warez.ag? [17420] [38136]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of github.com? [1947110] [3158652]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of btjunkie.com? [178171657] [315865211]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of Bing.com? [1] [5]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of gamespy.com? [176] [546]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of Movie2k.com? [10750] [54225]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of chatroulette.com? [1841731] [5175254]
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What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of LinkedIn.com? [178162238] [37123421]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of what.cd? [1] [7]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of aljazeera.com? [198] [767]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of uploading.com? [19519] [76742]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of hotfile.com? [1997177] [7177218]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of sidereel.com? [144198291] [776318115]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of gamespot.com? [1] [9]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of twitter.com? [179] [916]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of Pinterest.com? [17308] [92492]
"What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of bbc.co.uk? [1219434] [9829112]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of videoweed.com?
[174140154] [912201762]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of warez-bb.org? [3] [5]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of gorillavid.com? [317] [574]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of theonion.com? [37164] [56138]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of yahoo.com? [3714956] [5865211]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of Reddit.com? [336318719] [520154151]
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What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of blogtv.com? [3] [7]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of dreamwidth.org? [321] [772]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of wikipedia.org? [35613] [74192]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of hush.com? [3175713] [7132144]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of Blogtv.com? [366963181] [700154225]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of facebook.com? [3] [9]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of digg.com? [330] [947]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of ign.com? [39113] [94711]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of cracked.com? [3219206] [9812424]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of Imgur.com? [322170149] [952208187]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of WordPress.org? [5] [7]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of 1channel.com? [542] [731]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of Stickam.com? [54151] [74121]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of dropbox.com? [552135] [7217179]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of Amazon.com? [513277244] [737149560]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of pastebin.com? [5] [9]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of omegle.com? [542] [971]
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What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of novamov.com? [52208] [91220]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of digg.com? [5733151] [9176248]
What is/are the LAST digit(s) of the IP address of mediafire.com? [519612013] [912119434]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of Imgur.com? [7] [9]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of thepiratebay.org? [715] [924]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of blogtv.com? [72212] [97107]
What is/are the last digit(s) of the IP address of sidereel.com? [7817165] [9829112]
What is/are the leading digit(s) of the IP address of youtube.com? [741256591] [914015432]
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Appendix G

18 Items Pool of Estimates in Number Generation in Exp. 2 & 3 (with correct answers)
The participant should respond to all the items from each domain (domain italicised)
Time
What is the average daily time spent by a person on social networking (mins)? 135
How long would it take an adult to write a book (days)? 90
How long it takes a new employee to be fully productive (days)? 730
Weight
How much red meat and poultry does a person consume per year (pounds)? 222
How much does a typical salad bowl weigh (grams)? 595
How much does typical refrigerator weight (pounds)? 300
Length
What is the average distance a car travel per year (miles)? 12,000
How far can a healthy person walk in a day (km)? 40
What is the average length of a man's spine(cm)? 71
Quantity
What is the average annual food cost per householder ($)? 6602
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How many seeds are there in a whole watermelon in maximum? 800
What was the global iPhone sales during the first quarter this year (units)? 52220000
Speed
What is the average jogging speed (m/h)? 8046
What is the fastest tennis serve (km/h)? 263
What is the fastest wind speed in record (km/h)? 408
Volume
What is the average daily water consumption per household (L)? 900
What is the annual consumption of dairy products per person (pounds)? 643
On the 4G LTE network, what is the standard definition video streaming usage (MB/h)? 350
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Appendix H

The Updated Items for Non-arbitrary Numbers in Number Generation in Exp. 3
The participant should respond to one item from each domain (domain italicised).
Gift Card Numbers
Write the series number of a gift card from Walmart (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Hy-Vee Food Stores (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Aldi (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Neiman Marcus (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Target (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from K-mart (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Kroger (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Macy's (non-zero first digit)
Write the series number of a gift card from Meijer (non-zero first digit)
Post Code
What is the post code of Dalian, China? 116000
What is the post code of Weihai, China? 264200
What is the post code of Wenzhou, China? 325000
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What is the post code of Luoyang, China? 471000
What is the post code of Jiangmen, China? 529000
What is the post code of Baoshan, China? 678000
What is the post code of Guyuan, China? 756000
What is the post code of Karamay, China? 834000
What is the post code of Hongkong, China? 999077
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